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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
This report presents the results of the FUTURPROD Think Tank which took place from January 
2012 to June 2013. It responds to three objectives formulated by the NRA in the call for the 
initial project: 

- Imagine production systems for 2030. 
- Extensively renew scientific approach in order to go into industrial production as a 

system with multiple dimensions: technical, organizational, economic, human and 
social. 

- Contribute to the development of future NRA programs by defining a set of thematic 
research priorities. 

FUTURPROD was supported by the G-SCOP Laboratory, Grenoble INP, and three national 
research networks: AIP-PRIMECA, GDR MACS and the French Society of Chemical 
Engineering. 

The project was based on a group of 36 experts, production system academics (engineering, 
human and social sciences), industrialists and their representatives, structured in clusters, 
study centers for societal issues. The experts were chosen for their scientific excellence and 
their involvement in the academic and industrial networks, nationally and internationally. The 
consortium was formed this way in order to make it possible to aggregate all the skills and 
expertise required to address the scientific complexity of the subject "production system" and 
industrial diversity (goods and process industries, industry service companies, high tech 
industries, production technologies industries, large companies, SMEs). 

The FUTURPROD Think Tank was organized around three main stages and six collaborative 
workshops. The chosen prospective methodology is one of the scenarios that has been 
developed by the association FUTURIBLES. 

The first phase of the project allowed identification of an object which is shared between the 
various players, in particular through the creation and analysis of a documentary dealing with 
production systems. During the second phase, the experts imagined what the production 
systems could be in 20 years time. Three scenarios appeared from this prospective study. All 
three are crossed by large-scale technological, organizational and social changes. In the third 
and final phase of the project, the experts identified 10 research issues to deal with these 
changes, which were then divided into 43 research themes. 

FUTURPROD finally issued a set of research recommendations which were included in a NRA 
call for project as part of its programming in 2014 (challenge N°3: stimulate industrial 
renewal). 
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Which production systems for 2030? 

The experts have identified three deliberately proactive prospective scenarios 

Scenario 1: Key enabling technologies with high added value 

In this scenario, the French and European production systems which were strongly affected 
by the financial crises of 2008 and 2011 are organized around generic technologies with high 
added value, all of the R & D chain, industrialization and manufacturing is done in France. 

Scenario 2: Multi-scale circular organizations  

In this scenario, the increasing importance of social networks and non-governmental 
organizations contributes to a collective awareness of worldwide humanitarian and 
environmental problems. This societal demand converges with the problem of the 
manufacturers who have more and more trouble stocking up with material and energy. 
Circular organizations integrate the dual objective of producing closer to the territories whilst 
addressing the need to implement a global vision 

Scenario 3: Neo-industrialization in a renewed social contract 

In this scenario, the economic, social and environmental crisis that France has faced for 
several decades is leading to a full overhaul of social relations. Economic logic, social logic 
and environmental logic are no longer conflicting. 

Three major industrial changes underway 

The clear result of this prospective work is that three major industrial changes transverse all 
scenarios. 

First change: an industrial performance in line with the expectations of society 

Industry is becoming a central and open player in the society in which it lives. Industrial 
performance must be completely redesigned from a societal perspective, including a strong 
demand for security and clean production but also better synergy between the territories and 
industrial production, which obviously includes the economy. 

Second change: new players in industrial systems 

New stakeholders, just as legitimate as historical parties, are joining the circle of key players 
in production systems. Public authorities and management and the workforce have to 
perform their part to the full. The citizens, the individuals within social networks and the NGO 
emerge as fully-fledged partners. We must invent and build a way to interact with all these 
players sprung from different logics and cultures. 

Third change: the arrival of a new kind of key enabling technologies will revolutionize 
manufacturing technologies 

Miniaturization, the minimization of consumed energy and the explosion of the amount of 
manageable information will overthrow products and production. An industrial revolution is 
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being born with the development of key enabling technologies. We must be able to master 
them quickly in order to build their uses and applications and produce them. 

What scientific responses face the challenges raised by these major changes? 

10 major research issues have been identified to meet the challenges raised by these three 
major industrial changes: 

- To develop new intelligent technologies 
- To develop tools to design and organize production systems 
- To develop new professional skills 
- To produce and distribute within supply chains closer to worldwide markets  
- To produce in an eco-efficient way 
- To produce ensuring safety and health at work 
- To design features more than products 
- To invent new collaborative arrangements 
- To improve corporate responsibility 
- To support participatory innovation 

Develop new intelligent technologies  

The development of new technologies such as Key Enabling Technologies or "disruptive 
technologies" will strongly impact the products and the production systems of tomorrow. 
The main issues concern both the technologies (physical principles, modeling and simulation, 
and applications) as well as their design, implementation and user interaction. 

Develop tools to design and organize production systems  

The current markets are more and more characterized by their variability, both in terms of 
quantities of products to manufacture or sell over, and of product functionality, adapting to 
increasingly specific needs, in the context of shortening time-to-market. Future production 
systems are duty bound to be profitable while being flexible and reactive, both in terms of 
quantities and nature of the products, processes and implemented procedures. 

Develop new professional skills  

In a production system based on advanced technologies, human resources must constantly 
be renewed in order that skills can quickly adapt to technical developments. In the coming 
years, it therefore appears necessary to better identify the resources to be mobilized in the 
workplace and training in order to develop skills. 

Produce and distribute in supply chains closer to worldwide markets  

Production closer to the consumer’s needs in an environment-friendly way would better take 
into account the needs and revitalize territories, while working towards sustainable 
development. The coming years will therefore see the emergence of multi-scale 
organizations. These organizations will have to better meet the conflicting goals of producing 
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small quantities addressing the specific needs of the territories and the economies of scale in 
order to account for global demand. 

Produce in an eco-efficient way  

Future production systems, be they existing or new, must be sustainable, that is to say they 
must integrate and maximize the benefits of economic, environmental and societal impacts. 
Eco-efficiency therefore requires both a function of satisfaction and service and a function of 
environmental performance. This production will also create new jobs or industries. 

Produce ensuring safety and health at work  

Regulation of safety and health at work will be increasingly necessary to try to control the 
risks associated with production systems and technological innovations, in order to meet real 
societal demand. 

Design features more than products  

Industrial systems are also interrogated on the discrepancies, real or perceived, between the 
claimed performance and that which is ultimately obtained by the installed products. It then 
concerns the complete solution that meets the demand more than the product itself which is 
only one element of it. It generalizes the concept of the complete life cycle and the overall 
performance. 

Invent new collaborative arrangements  

A production system that takes into account the societal developments must also consider 
the instruments moving between players and aim to encourage their cooperation in 
production and innovation. In order to develop new collaborative arrangements, industry 
players must better take into account the changes in the business relationship, the new 
organizational possibilities for home working and the necessity to professionalize some jobs. 

Improve corporate responsibility  

With the development of business activity, industry in particular, their impact on society and 
on our world has become more and more serious. These impacts affect not only the scope of 
these companies' activity, the production of goods and services, but they also generate many 
indirect effects (externalities) that occur in many areas such as the functioning of the 
economy, health, the environment and solidarity. The development of corporate social 
responsibility is neither wishful thinking nor an obligation but rather the change of a 
technical economic system underpinned by values and rights. 

Support collaborative innovation 

The place of the user in the design processes is a key issue. It is to develop technologies and 
practices for communication and interaction between users, and between users and 
suppliers,  eco-systems of controlled implementation of products in order to make some 
adaptation means accessible to users. This will result sooner or later in real participatory 
innovation integrating the user in the design of intelligent and evolving products. 
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Conclusion 

Re-industrializing France is a challenge of the highest order. Science must play its part and 
work with laboratories and industries for this to happen. There are already centers of 
excellence to rely on; it is most certainly necessary to create others for strategic issues but 
also to focus on the problems. Those problems, by mobilizing a vision of the system 
integrating technology, human resources and organization, will transform the industry of 
tomorrow in order to better meet the expectations of society. This transformation will both 
improve the condition of society as a whole and that of business in particular. 
Multidisciplinary approaches will have to be favored involving not only the "hard" sciences 
and engineering sciences but also the social sciences in their diversity such as sociology, 
ergonomics, economics, management… 
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1- Introduction: “Producing with science and innovation”; tomorrow’s 
production systems 

We are experiencing a remarkable paradigm shift in France’s economic and social 
development. The “factoryless production” concept of the early 1990s relegated industrial 
production to a distant back office, and production science to countries providing low-cost 
labour. This vision was the harbinger of economic difficulties in the short term as the 
abandonment of production sites quite logically led to a drop in the number of jobs and a 
drop in products for export, as well as in the medium term because you have to have mastery 
of production and its techniques in order to be in a position to design and, ultimately, to 
innovate.  

Nowadays, we give priority to the “production with science and innovation” concept which, 
for all that, enables progress towards the knowledge society desired for Europe. Indeed, 
associating industrial production with research and training enables progress to once more 
be placed at the service of society: the new challenges are to be found in new products and 
services, and new ways of working and designing. It is also a “win-win” posture: industry is 
restored to a choice role within economic development and social development; also the 
scientific world regains its legitimacy, being capable of achieving technological and social 
progress that is in tune with society. 

What is required for scientific research is therefore clearly a contribution to the “re-
industrialisation of France” in order to stimulate industrial renewal.  

The fate of industrial systems and of production systems, which has only been tackled in past 
years by counting the number of jobs eliminated and the number of factory closures, is once 
again becoming a development stake for French, European and American companies. 
Numerous reports over the last few years, analysing the stakes in various regions of the 
world, have stated this clearly1. The numerical indicators2 are unambiguous regarding 
France’s industrial situation. The share accounted for by industry as part of the overall added 
value went from 18% in 2000 to approximately 12.5% in 2011. In 2011, industrial employment 
accounted for approximately 12.5% and had thereby fallen by half over a 30-year period (it 
accounted for 26% of the total number of salaried jobs in 1980). As for the market share held 
by French exports, it went from 12.7% in 2000 to 9.3% in 2011. Louis Gallois speaks of the 
“critical threshold reached, beyond which it is threatened with deconstruction”. This industrial 
situation also has consequences for the other business sectors: one industrial job generates 3 
to 4 indirect jobs. 

                                                           
1 Rapport des états généraux de l’industrie, February 2010; Europe 2020: a strategy for smart, sustainable 
and inclusive growth, March 2010; Report to the President on ensuring American leadership in advanced 
manufacturing, June 2011, Pacte pour la compétitivité de l’industrie française, Louis Gallois, Nov. 2012; 
Manufacturing the future: the next era of global growth and innovation, McKinsey Global Institute, 
McKinsey Operations Practice, Nov. 2012. 
2 The figures cited come from the report by Louis Gallois, Pacte pour la compétitivité de l’industrie 
française, Nov. 2012. 
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Moreover, production systems are the subject of queries about their real usefulness for 
society and its well-being in new terms: 9 billion people to satisfy, a planet to safeguard, 
energy and jobs to be ensured, etc. To help political and industrial decision-making, scientists 
must reappropriate a modern post-crisis version of this theme. The question that may 
legitimately be raised is as follows: must we, can we, set off once again based on the same 
forms of industrial logic as before, or should we develop a radically different vision of 
sustainable production systems? 

Certain serious trends that characterise the economic sector are well known: 

• The strong growth of emerging countries is leading to uncontrolled tension on the raw 
materials market in a world where the finite nature of natural resources is now proven; 
this tension may go so far as to call the independence of the developed countries into 
question. 

• The globalisation of trade, which has been built up with the development of information 
technology and logistics, punctuates competition in a world where transport and energy 
costs can only increase. 

• The increasingly unequal redistribution of income both at national and international level 
is creating new regional markets that are differentiated from each other. 

• The human contribution to climate change and, generally speaking, to environmental 
pollution, is recognised and calls the consumption and production modes mainly of 
developed countries into question, as well as those of emerging countries in terms of 
their dynamics. 

• The ageing of the populations in industrialised countries and the considerable increase of 
ageing in other countries call for a new offer that is adapted to new needs. 

• Work is becoming harder to find, more professional in nature, and continues to be 
organised in a way that does not respond to individuals’ expectations. 
 

So enterprises and production systems are then caught in a new context (one even more 
complex than before), where constraints and objectives are presented differently, and are 
even new in their nature: 

• The concepts of performance and efficiency have been widened to encompass the short-
term and long-term dimensions, and even ethics. Most of competitiveness hangs more 
on the quality of products, and variety, as well as on the richness of the services 
associated with them and their level of innovation than on the costs involved. This 
performance must be ensured in an environment where uncertainties and technical, 
economic, societal and human variability have never before been so major. 

• The frantic pace of the development of technologies and their associated forms of 
scientific knowledge, as well as mass dissemination of them, constitute ongoing sources 
of innovation both in terms of solutions and uses, as well as in terms of production 
techniques and organisational structures. 

• The reinforcement of the phenomena of corporate networking and the geographic 
dispersal of lines of business constitute sources of efficiency rich in innovation, as well as 
sources of fragility, and cause the abandonment of local responsibilities. It is primarily the 
nature and quality of the relations between actors in the value chain which matter. 
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• The varied, pressing, and changing requirements of the customer are driving production. 
In Western societies, it is a new approach to consumerism which needs to be developed, 
whereas in other societies, it is primarily the solvency of potential new consumers which 
must be resolved. 

• Societal demand for sustainable development by taking into account the increasingly 
significant factor of environmental stakes, as well as social and societal stakes, is 
completely changing the responsibility of producers by changing the boundaries of 
production activity so as to encompass the whole of the products life cycle. 

• Material and energy resources, which we now know are limited, whether due to them 
becoming exhausted, difficulty in accessing them, or due to their unattainable cost, are 
redefining the range of possible solutions, particularly through recycling and reuse. 

 
All these points differ in terms of their nature, and science can only tackle them with a set of 
partners from complementary disciplines: engineering sciences and information and 
communication sciences and technologies must co-operate with managers, economists, 
sociologists, ergonomics experts, industrial operators and researchers. This fragmentation 
into disciplines has been detrimental to the development of an integrated vision of 
production systems. What is involved now is relying on this diverse range of complementary 
forms of expertise to harness them in synergy as part of a shared, common vision. Also, they 
cannot be tackled in isolation as they only have meaning when they are all considered 
together. Only a system approach enables the complexity of production systems to be 
understood. The “life cycle” way of thinking must provide the lifeblood of research efforts so 
that sustainable solutions can be proposed which satisfy all stakeholders. 

Several development paths for production systems are now being put forward in numerous 
recent reports: mass personalisation, the circular economy, servicisation and the functionality 
economy, the territorialisation of production, the knowledge economy, development of new 
skills, communities of actors providing high levels of interoperability, innovation which has 
become a key ongoing process for the competitive positioning of enterprises and for their 
performance, etc. Do these contributions live up to expectations and the stakes involved? Are 
they truly sustainable solutions? What are the solutions offering the highest performance for 
French industry within the European system, which is caught up in globalisation? 

Alongside these organisational proposals, remarkable developments are being announced in 
technologies capable of both boosting European industrial performance and revolutionising 
production modes. Are these technologies really miraculous for European production? 
Although it is true that their development is important, these technologies will only be 
effective and useful through their contribution to the system that takes them on-board and 
legitimises them. It is indeed systems innovations which are awaited. How are technological 
innovations to be integrated into systems solutions where technology, training and 
organisation form a whole? How do we get beyond technology in order to properly envision 
overall performance and knowledge management for the purpose of industrial renewal? 
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2- The objectives and methodology of the FuturProd Think Tank 
 

2.1 Objectives 

In June 2011, the National Research Agency launched a Think Tank devoted to future 
production systems aimed at: 

i. Identifying research issues through prospective methods, based on the development 
of future production systems in industrial sectors and related services through to 
2025-2030. 

ii. Identifying the thematic priorities which could form the subject of actions offering 
incentives or research programmes due to their relevance, their potentially innovative 
nature, and their suitability for the strengths of the French national scientific 
community. 

iii. Contributing to drawing up the ANR’s future planning, particularly by contributing to 
the reflections of the ANR’s sector-based scientific committees. 

iv. Creating a public and private-sector research community with a critical mass that is 
able to work in an interdisciplinary way on these issues.  

The response must aim for an in-depth renewal of scientific approaches in order to tackle 
industrial production as a system involving multiple dimensions: technical, organisational, 
economic, human and social dimensions. What is involved is getting away from purely 
sector-based approaches in order to consider “production processes “horizontally” [and not 
in a sector-based way], to identify the approaches applicable to a broad spectrum of 
industrial sectors”, and to cover industrial enterprises as well as all services to industry. 

2.2 Partnership and organisation 

The AIP-Primeca and GDR MACS academic and professional networks and the SFGP (French 
Processes Engineering Society) are providing the structure for a joint project. The G-SCOP 
laboratory run by Grenoble-INP (National Polytechnic Institute) is the scientific co-ordinator 
of it. Technical co-ordination was provided by Valerie Rocchi, who is the Chargé de Mission 
for the “ARC8 - Industrialisation and Governmental Sciences” Research Community of the 
Rhône-Alpes Region. She is supported by the firm Pluricité for the purpose of developing the 
methodology and organising joint sessions. 
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Organisation of the project actors 

Bodies Composition Functions 

Project Co-ordinator • Daniel Brissaud, G-SCOP 
• Yannick Frein, G-SCOP 

 

• Permanent referent for the 
ANR 

• Ensures co-ordination of the 
project 

 

Steering Group • Co-ordinator 
• 5 theme managers 
• Valérie Rocchi, ARC8 – 

Industrialisation and 
Governmental Sciences”  

• The consultancy Pluricité 

 

• Meets every two months or so 
in order to prepare for 
workshops and validate 
interim production output 

• Produces the initial 
documents base 

 

Group of Experts • Steering group 
• 29 experts from various 

academic and industrial fields, 
and various disciplines 

 

• Takes part in all the workshop 
days 

• Are invited on a personal basis 
and do not represent their 
institutions 

• They provide the “grey 
matter” for the workshop 

 

 

The think tank’s work relies on a group of 36 experts, including academics specialising in 
production systems, industrials and their representatives structured in a cluster, and centres 
studying societal and academic issues in the fields of human and social sciences. The experts 
were selected for their scientific excellence and their involvement in academic and industrial 
networks at national and international level. The consortium thereby constituted enabled 
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aggregation of all the skills and forms of expertise required to handle the scientific 
complexity of the “production system” being studies (engineering sciences, human and social 
sciences), and industrial diversity (industries relating to goods and processes, services to 
industries, high technology, production technologies, major groups, and SMEs). 

2.3 The methodology of the think tank 

A think tank aims to “stimulate prospective thinking regarding research fields and themes as 
necessitated by the course of economic, social or scientific development” and to “link all 
types of potential partners for research projects based on this field or theme, thus 
constituting a source of proposals”. 

Prospective thinking is not a forecasting exercise which would ultimately provide probable 
development trends based on extrapolated current data. Neither is it an exercise in divining 
and predicting of the sort carried out by oracles in Antiquity. Prospective thinking, which is 
widely used by major international institutions, governmental agencies and local bodies for 
monitoring activities (strategic intelligence, territorial intelligence, societal intelligence), 
makes it possible to explore the possible future outcomes for a given economic, social, or 
political issue which is deemed a matter of priority. It thus constitutes a decision-making 
support for drawing up strategies and implementing them depending on the scenarios 
adopted.  

A think tank gives rise to: 

 “Prospective analysis of the field with syntheses of French and foreign prospective 
exercises relating to the field in question, highlighting the main determining 
factors in the development of the issue; 

 The various possible developments in the field and the corresponding medium 
and long-term scientific stakes; 

 Several possible research avenues for the future and analysis of the resources 
required for their implementation; 

 Recommendations and action plans, particularly regarding the possible launch of 
new research programmes.” 

The method adopted is the scenarios method, which appeared to be the most relevant one in 
light of what was asked and how the project was put together. 

The project was put together based on three major orientations and six workshops, over a 
total period of 15 months (cf. the diagram below). 
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TASK 0: MANAGEMENT 
Co-ord. Manag. 

 Documents base 

 TASK 1: UNDERSTANDING 
Manager: V. Rocchi 

Workshop 1 
‘Methodology’ 

Month 3 Workshop 2 
‘The Current Situation’ 

Month 5 TASK 2: IMAGINING 
Manager: D. Brissand 

Workshop 3 
‘Development Drivers’ 

Month 7 Workshop 4 
‘Future Clusters’ and ‘General Scenarios’ 

Month 9 TASK 3: PROPOSING 
Manager: Y. Frein 

Workshop 5 
‘Scenarios’ and ‘Obstacles to Research’ 

Month 13 Workshop 6 
‘Research Questions’ 

D9  Recommendations 

 

The first phase, entitled “Understanding”, aimed on the one hand at putting together the 
“production systems” forming the subject of study in a multi-disciplinary way and of sharing 
a common language among the various scientific components of the consortium, and on the 
other hand of compiling a documents base. Two workshops were organised during this 
period, in the form of two consecutive days (19 and 20 March 2012 in Grenoble) which aimed 
at creating group synergy. At the end of this first phase, a set of 24 variables, grouped 
together into five components, was defined. 
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The second phase, entitled “Imagining”, is specifically targeted at prospective thinking. 
Initially, it consisted of documenting the variables on sheets, and then of drawing up micro-
scenarios. At the end of this prospective work, a trends scenario and three prospective 
scenarios were put together. Two workshops were organised based on this phase: one was 
held on 30 May at the École Centrale, Paris, and the other on 18 July at the École des Mines, 
Paris. 

The third phase, entitled “Proposing”, consisted of identifying the major stakes for each 
scenario and then identifying the obstacles to research and lastly presenting them in the 
form of research themes. Two workshops were held: one on 17 October at the Université 
Paris Dauphine and the other on 16 January 2013 at the Institut des Sciences de l’Homme, 
Lyon. 

2.4 The ANR-FuturProd conference: What forms of research should be 
undertaken for future industrial production? 

On 12 February 2013, a conference devoted entirely to the future of production systems was 
held at the CNAM (National Conservatory of Applied Arts and Technology) in Paris. This 
event, organised jointly by the ANR and FuturProd, brought together over 170 academic and 
industrial participants. The one-day event was held based on three major perspectives:  

• The international perspective, with the presentation of initiatives in the USA and in 
Europe (Manufuture platform); 

• The industrial perspective, with presentations by major corporates describing the 
issues they faced; 

• The perspective of scientific fields, with presentations relating to management 
sciences, production management, social relations and materials. 

The initial results of the FuturProd project were presented by Daniel Brissaud, the project’s 
scientific manager. 

The presentations are available from the ARP’s Web site at the following URL: http://cluster-
gospi.fr/Colloque-ANR-ARP-FuturProd-12-02. 

3- UNDERSTANDING: The key variables of production systems 
3.1 Compiling the documents base 

FuturProd’s initial work consisted of mapping the national and international reports on every 
dimension of production systems, including the technological, organisational, economic and 
social dimensions, so that the main drivers could be extracted from them. With the exception 
of a few particularly salient reports (Strategic Research Agenda, the European Manufacture 
technological platform, 2003), the compilation did not extend beyond 2008, the date of the 
first international financial crisis. The impact of this crisis, and then the 2011 crisis, did in fact 
greatly change the relations of the major powers with their industrial sectors. 

http://cluster-gospi.fr/Colloque-ANR-ARP-FUTURPROD-12-02
http://cluster-gospi.fr/Colloque-ANR-ARP-FUTURPROD-12-02
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The first observation relates to the fairly substantial number of publications. The industrial 
issue and the question of its economic, social and environmental performance gave rise to 
numerous reports, and economic, strategic and prospective studies sometimes presented as 
roadmaps in Europe and in the major industrialised countries (United States, Japan). We can 
see that the direct consequence of the successive international financial crises (2008 and 
2011) was to reposition production, the real economy, at the heart of the political and 
economic concerns of the historical major industrialised States.  
 
The second observation relates to the types of publications. Out of the mass of documents, 
three major types of documents may be distinguished. 
 
The first major type brings together publications issued by States or transverse inter-State 
structures such as the Manufuture technological platform. In them, they present their vision 
of industry, characterised mainly by an intensification of R&D oriented towards the 
development of break-through technologies. Since 2008, the United States has published 
several reports3 issued by various Federal agencies at the request of President Obama, which 
analyse the technological, political, and economic factors likely to contribute to the 
development of a new industry providing high added value and offering recommendations in 
terms of public-sector socio-economic policies. 
 
The second type of publications relate to documents oriented towards a specific industrial 
sector: chemicals and industrial processes, logistics, energy, information technology, 
industrial equipments and automated production systems. More frequently than not, they are 
completed at the request of industrial actors and contain technological roadmaps.  
 
The third type brings together publications concerning “Key Enabling Technologies”: nano-
technologies, advanced materials, microelectronics, photonics, industrial bio-technologies 
and advanced manufacturing systems. The latter may very well constitute a third industrial 
revolution in light of their innovative potential in the field of the design of products and 
production systems. The question of the industrial implementation of products containing 
KETs was not ignored. To the contrary, it lies at the heart of the development strategy 
proposed by the group in charge of the study4. 
 
The social dimensions of production systems, namely employment conditions, the skills 
expected, life-long training, etc., are tackled in a transverse way. The works address all types 
of enterprises (industrial or service enterprises), and all types of sectors. Industrial systems do 
not really constitute a subject of study in the strictest sense in the fields of economic and 
management sciences and sociology. They nevertheless contribute to broadening the issue 
                                                           
3 Report to the President on ensuring American leadership in advanced manufacturing, Executive Office of the 
President, President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, June 2011; A national strategic plan for 
advanced manufacturing, Executive Office of the President National and Technology Council, February 2012. 
4 High-level Group on Key Enabling Technologies. Final Report, European Commission, June 2011. 
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of corporate performance, which cannot be boiled down to lowering labour costs in order to 
counter competition from so-called “low-cost” emerging countries.  
 

3.2 The production system and its variables 

Compiling the documents base and multi-disciplinary analysis of it has led to putting 
together a shared model for production systems. This model consists of 24 variables split into 
four internal components and one external component. 
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Production Systems CE5: Global context 
C1: Technologies C3: Flows of products and 

establishment 
V5.1: Globalisation 
V5.2: Demography, new 
workers and new markets 
V5.3: Availability of materials, 
energy and biodiversity 
V5.4: Public priorities and 
regulations 
V5.5: The influence of civil 
society 
 

V1.1: Future dissemination 
technologies 
V1.2: Information and 
communication technologies 
V1.3: Advanced production 
technologies 
V1.4: Technologies for 
logistics 
 

V3.1: Transport modes 
V3.2: Industrial development 
and regional development 
V3.3: Establishment method 
V3.4: Relations between 
enterprises 
V3.5: Products and co-
products 
 

 

C2: Work C4: Economic eco-system  
V2.1: Management of jobs 
and skills 
V2.2: Employment conditions 
V2.3: Work organisation 
 

V4.1: Business models, 
entrepreneurship 
V4.2: Demand - consumption 
V4.3: Corporate financing 
V4.4: Performance indicator 
V4.5: Investment in R&D 
V4.6: Structure of the 
economic fabric 
V4.7: Corporate responsibility 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Internal variables 
External variables 

 
Each of the variables was documented by at least two experts in the form of a sheet featuring 
various descriptive and prospective elements: 

 A definition of the variable and a series of relevant indicators for characterising it; 
 A retrospective devoted to the variable, making it possible to identify development 

trends and to determine the factors and the actors driving its development; 
 The determining factors involved in the future development of the variable: major 

trends, failure factors, and weak signals; 
 Hypotheses for change in the variable, factoring in major trends, as well as major 

uncertainties and weak signals. 
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4- IMAGINING: The prospective scenarios for the development of production 
systems 
Analysis of the developments of production systems on a component basis enabled three 
prospective scenarios and a trend-based scenario to be identified: 

 Trend-based scenario 0: An a-industrial society 
 Trend-based scenario 1: Generic technologies with high added value 
 Trend-based scenario 2: Multi-scale circular organisations 
 Trend-based scenario 3: Neo-industrialisation within a renovated social contract 

 
4.0 Scenario 0 – trend – An a-industrial society 

Summary 

In this scenario, France’s economic activity is structured by tertiary business lines, and 
particularly personal services and tourism. By 2030, production systems account for less than 
10% of France’s GDP. Enterprises have not overcome either their lack of international 
competitiveness or their weak level of attractiveness in relation to young people. Numerous 
instructing parties have continued and accentuated their restructuring with major waves of lay-
offs and the near disappearance of the fabric of French SMEs as consequences. The head offices 
of major corporates are located outside of France and consequently decision-making is done at 
global level, to the detriment of R&D and manufacturing in France and Europe. Public-sector 
industrial policies suffer from a lack of investment capacity and are focused on a few hi-tech 
products and services niches and/or are linked to societal stakes such as the ageing of the 
population and environmental issues. French society is dual with, on the one hand, qualified 
salary-earners who benefit from unlimited-term contracts and major social advantages and, on 
the other hand, workers with few qualifications holding precarious contracts on the edges of 
any social system whatsoever. The production of mass-consumer goods is continuing its 
migration towards the former emerging countries, which have now become mature, and which 
are not subject to social, environmental and tax regulations. Globalisation has stood on its 
head: European countries have become the BoP (Bottom of the Pyramid) market for emerging 
countries. 
 

An attempt at establishing a determined policy supporting industry 

In the early 2000s, after having underestimated the industrial issue for over two decades, 
French public authorities decided to establish a determined policy of supporting industrial 
enterprises. Various arrangements were then created: groupings of economic and academic 
actors within a given territory, an increase in the number of technology parks, financing 
agencies for innovative SMEs-SMIs, the research tax credit, calls for collaborative research 
projects, and hybrid research/industrial projects such as the Carnot Institutes. These policies, 
initiated at national level, were widely taken up at local level by political actors. Modest 
specific European funds were created to support the regions. The gambit is that an increase 
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in technological innovation will come from partnerships between enterprises and the 
academic sector. 

Structural handicaps and handicaps due to the economic situation are hindering the 
recovery 

These determined innovative policies were soon confronted with two global financial crises 
and the sovereign debt crisis in Europe. Public-sector financing became rare and tailed off; 
private investors gave priority to the emerging countries or major corporates with high 
growth levels, to the detriment of SMEs/SMIs. Consultancies and research centres, the priority 
contacts for the French research sector, shifted abroad. Intermediate goods and components 
were manufactured and purchased abroad. French industry was suffocated by reduced 
European markets and its lack of international competitiveness. The cost of labour continued 
to be blamed. No structural development was envisaged for fear of losing jobs or for fear of 
forceful reactions by actors. This low competitiveness led to low attractiveness. Industry 
struggled to attract students; it was sorely lacking in qualified labour at all levels: specialised 
workers, middle management, engineers, and industrial-sector trades were not attractive. 
Employment was at its lowest level. The major industrial enterprises continued to relocate 
production sites to countries where the labour costs remained lower than those of European 
countries. Waves of lay-offs followed each other relentlessly until 2015, which led to the 
closure of a large number of sub-contracting enterprises. The weakness of the economic 
fabric of SMEs/SMIs in a large number of territories, and particularly in rural areas, resulted in 
the emergence of a population of poor, low-qualified workers subject to the hazards of 
precarious contracts. 

New avenues for growth are envisaged 

The French State could no longer find the resources to finance an ambitious innovation 
policy. Avenues of development deemed to be less costly and providing a quicker return on 
investment were envisaged. In particular, France sought to derive greater benefit from its 
historical and geographic advantages: a mild climate and quite pleasant living standards 
which make it a priority destination for Asian tourists (and particularly Chinese tourists, for 
whom France still represents the land of fashion and luxury) and European pensioners, whose 
numbers have continued to grow to the point that they constitute 40% of the European 
population. Having a relatively high purchasing power and an increasingly longer life 
expectancy, the latter population has organised itself within broad expanses of converted 
territory where everything is oriented towards their well-being. Personal services business 
lines continue to develop strongly as well as activities linked to the medical and paramedical 
fields in the broader sense of the term (healthcare, gerontology, dependence, well-being, 
etc.). Moreover, France remains the top tourist destination in the world. The development of 
new accommodation structures, leisure activities, and increasingly sophisticated cultural 
activities provide new sources of employment. France’s symbolic economic activities such as 
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fine food and culture support the development of this new form of tourism providing high 
added value.  

An industry yes, but one which is very specialised and provides high added value 

At the same time, public authorities promote innovation support enterprises in sectors 
offering high societal and multi-technology stakes enabling the emergence of new specific 
industrial skills based on break-through innovations in the health and personal support 
sectors, certain energy sectors, for certain types of transport, leisure boats construction, 
aerospace, the agrofood sector, the pharmaceuticals sector, and software for industry and the 
general public. The public authorities are aiming for a niche, hi-tech industry that is very 
competitive and provides a high level of added value. Growing awareness of environmental 
issues worldwide means that the substantial investments assented to by France in research 
and innovation in this sector over previous years have become a major advantage. It creates 
itself a population of qualified workers who are highly sought after by enterprises, who offer 
them pay and career opportunities that are attractive, as well as certain advantages (health 
insurance, childcare structures, custodial services, etc.). Mobility is the rule, but it is mitigated 
by retraining and continuing training arrangements. 

Consequently, what is witnessed is the gradual establishment of a dual society. In order to 
fulfil the needs of this relatively well-to-do population, which requires more and more 
services, low-qualified jobs are set up subject to very inegalitarian working conditions. 
Workers experience an increase in part-time jobs with atypical working hours and precarious 
contracts. Enterprises lay claim to ever-increasing flexibility and mobility. The State, whose 
coffers are empty, disengages from numerous social rights and leaves it to private operators 
to manage unemployment and precariousness. Private insurance policies cover periods 
during which people are off work, but do so at a high cost. The number of poor workers 
exceeds 10 million by 2020.  

The increase in relative poverty creates a demand for cheap products utilising low and 
medium levels of technology, as well as hi-tech products. Manufacturing is certainly still 
partly French but it will be gradually relocated to low-cost countries. The volumes are 
substantial but involve low added value. The salaries offered drop continually. Productive 
infrastructure is seldom refurbished, and the same is true of processes. What is involved is 
more a matter of the optimisation of existing processes. SMEs/SMIs age without the public 
authorities worrying about renewing them. Gradually, the emerging countries, which are now 
mature in terms of mass production and high technology, take over so that this demand can 
be met. Globalisation is reversed: the European countries become the Bottom of the Pyramid 
markets for emerging countries.  

Consequently, by 2030, industry has become a marginal activity within the French economic 
landscape, which is structured mainly by personal and leisure services and the hi-tech niche 
industry that goes hand in hand with them. Traditional industrial activity is gradually taken 
over by the former emerging countries which become the new industrialised countries.  
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4.1 Break scenario 1 – Key generic technologies with high added value 
 

Summary 

In this scenario, the French and European production systems, which were heavily impacted by 
the financial crises of 2008 and 2011, are organised based on generic technologies providing 
high added value, and the whole of the R&D chain, industrialisation, and manufacturing are 
carried out in France. Faced with a difficult economic situation within a context where the 
societal and environmental stakes are more and more pressing, national and European political 
actors and industrial actors decide to step up the development of a powerful knowledge 
economy by relying on generic technologies. The knowledge economy becomes the major driver 
for industrial activity. 

Persistent low growth 

In 2013, the situation in France is difficult. Although it has borne the brunt of the financial 
crisis of 2008 somewhat better than other European countries, its industrial enterprises have 
been hit full-force by the slow-down in global growth. The increase in precarious work and 
the rise of relative poverty among a large part of the population has the direct consequence 
of an increase in imports of cheap products manufactured in low-cost countries. A succession 
of redundancy programmes hit the traditional industrial sectors hard. The banks considerably 
reduce investment credits, which puts a brake on or even completely stops the development 
of SMEs/SMIs, including at international level. There is a boom in the consumption of 
technological products, facilitated by low prices maintained thanks to production in countries 
with employment conditions well below the bar set in industrialised countries. The ongoing 
increase in performance levels leads to a continual renewal of products. France’s balance of 
trade deficit reaches record levels. Euro-dollar parity penalises exporters. Certain local 
markets (the automotive market, etc.) are saturated, with factories being established abroad. 

A political reaction makes itself felt 

The industrialised countries, weighed down by their debts, gradually lose their leadership 
capacity. The world is organised into various centres of power which increasingly make 
Europe’s economic positions fragile and lead to a deterioration in the social climate. Faced 
with an ever-worsening economic and social situation, the governments of European 
countries co-ordinate themselves in order to provide a consistent, strong response. 
An economy based entirely on knowledge is given priority in order to sustainably relaunch 
growth, integrating the stakes of sustainable development (the environmental, economic, and 
social dimensions). Europe does indeed have major intangible capital (ever-increasing 
knowledge production and qualification levels) which constitutes an undeniable advantage in 
relation to emerging countries. Numerous industrial sectors are drawn by R&D expenditures: 
aerospace, pharmaceuticals, agrofood, software and determined policies of supporting 
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collaborative industry and research projects via dedicated structures (competitiveness hubs) 
start to provide satisfactory economic results. 

The principles of the solution: European regulation and technological innovation 

So Europe backs the development potential represented by generic technologies providing 
high added value (Key Enabling Technologies) and French and European industrial 
enterprises commit themselves resolutely to this path by associating major groups and SMEs. 
Within less than a decade, public and private investments for the development of knowledge 
bases regarding these technologies, R&D activities and the production of goods 
incorporating them increase tenfold. Henceforth, Europe forms a common front and 
regulatory and control policies in the fields of quality, the environment and employment 
conditions are set in place: industrial policies are shared and regions become specialised. 
Industrial and R&D decision-making centres are established in European countries and rely 
on high-level research and training infrastructures. 

Technological innovation is strongly supported by determined public-sector policies. 
Substantial assistance for the creation of new start-ups and innovative enterprises is assented 
to and the mechanisms of combined work and training schemes are applied on a general 
basis. The deployment of these activities within the various regions is supported. Promising 
technologies are selected and the level of investment in R&D reaches 4% of GDP. Research is 
a pillar of public action in Europe. The “upstream” research policy is steered by the State and 
major organisations, while “downstream” research closely involves the public and private 
sectors. 

Production systems in France in 2030 

Public-sector investment in R&D has increased considerably and is steered at European level. 
The States and regions support the movement and invest in audacious research programmes. 
The States accept new shared rules even though initially they may be unfavourable for them. 
Strategic management relies on good knowledge of the European socio-economic landscape 
and a fine analysis of population needs. Environmental performance levels are the spur for 
new technology. Public-sector policies are focused on maintaining a favourable economic 
environment that enables industrial operators to maintain competitive activity in terms of 
studies and production whilst at the same time equitably redistributing gains. They are 
regulated at European level, particularly via fiscal harmonisation and strong social and 
environmental requirements. The creation and development of innovative enterprises is 
strongly encouraged by the public authorities, in association with the banks which, through 
direct and indirect financial incentives, steer technological choices. However France does not 
abandon certain sectors that are vital for the country (basic consumer goods, public 
transport, water and waste management, etc.). They are assigned to the social and solidarity 
economy sector which takes them over in the name of public interest. 
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New technologies supply the lifeblood of all French and European societal and economic 
activities. The educational system places a major emphasis on teaching sciences, techniques 
and technologies right from primary level onwards. In France, it extends its various forms of 
co-operation with neighbouring countries, including on the planning level, whilst at the same 
time decentralising itself to enable better regulation of school access inequalities out in the 
regions. Creativity is favoured in teaching methods. It also provides a major indicator for 
assessments of pupils and students. Innovation becomes a priority within enterprises as well 
as in engineering schools and universities. Higher education and research develop firstly 
important fundamental research within national networks in such a way as to ensure Europe 
holds primacy in terms of the production of knowledge, technologies and innovation in the 
medium and long term, and secondly experimental platforms in partnership with the private 
sector are established in the university environment. Research results are greatly increased by 
a multi-disciplinary approach which becomes the rule and are disseminated very rapidly 
within industrial production systems thanks to long-term partnerships between industries 
and research centres. 

For their part, enterprises continually invest in R&D. “Designing and manufacturing” in France 
and in Europe constitutes one of their strategic orientations. Specific industrialisation sectors 
based on major projects are defined by industrial operators in partnership with the State. It is, 
as a matter of priority, those where there is an industrial power and skills in France and in 
Europe and which can incorporate responses to populations’ needs (in terms of health, 
ageing, sustainable development, energy, mobility, communication, personal development, 
leisure, personal safety, safety from natural risks and technical risks, etc.). This strategy is 
bolstered by massive investment in generic technologies with high added value, for which 
European industries are still ahead of the competition. This advantage enables investment in 
production systems and smart products featuring high technology with high added value and 
development of equipment and organisations that are more efficient in relation to 
environmental and human criteria. Cross-fertilisation of sectors (a multi-disciplinary and 
multi-scale approach, integration in terms of Materials-Energy-Information-Knowledge, and 
man-system symbiosis) enables a totally new innovation dynamic that enables multiple spin-
offs.  

The development of new advanced manufacturing technologies is a priority objective. New 
manufacturing processes save energy and raw materials. This relies on more in-depth 
knowledge of processing procedures and processes, more powerful information technologies 
(computers, sensors, interfaces, virtualisation tools, quick development tools, models that are 
increasingly closer to the real thing, multi-disciplinary and multi-level models, methods and 
processing tools). Onboard intelligence in these technologies makes it possible to obtain very 
complex products providing high added value and that are clean. The products are 
personalised and satisfy individuals. Traditional industries have acquired an obvious 
competitive advantage through use of these technologies, which decrease production 
timeframes and increase productivity, and supply the domestic market. France witnesses the 
emergence of very competitive hi-tech industries that develop internationally.  
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In terms of production systems (equipment, workshop, factory systems), these technologies 
ensure optimisation of the joint product-process-service design on the one hand and greater 
controllability on the other hand. Industrial production systems become much more 
responsive and achieve gains in terms of agility, flexibility and adaptability. The time to 
market is shortened, as is the ramp-up time. The performance characteristics of products and 
production systems are ensured even when they entail high levels of variability (in terms of 
execution, specifications). New co-operation supports and resources are developed on a 
large scale with pilot installations and demonstration models. Industrial organisations are 
transformed so that they better integrate technological quantum leaps and respond to 
societal objectives.  

Production and logistics are steered consistently, responding to sustainable development 
objectives from the home and office, whereas the operational chain is spread all over the 
world using information technology resources, software and information-gathering systems 
which offer ever-increasing performance levels. New IT infrastructures and the models 
developed enable the virtual development of production whilst ensuring greater 
responsiveness and guaranteeing quality in terms of products and services. Enterprises are 
grouped together in clusters and co-operate in order to develop new key technologies. 
Systematic linkage is achieved between different business sectors; decompartmentalisation 
has become the rule. 

Employment conditions are factored in as early as possible into the design of the production 
system, giving priority to the well-being and safety of workers, particularly by reducing the 
back-breaking nature of labour by using service robotics technologies in all operating 
situations for the equipment and through ongoing adaptation of the work station to staff 
needs and the tasks to be carried out. The cognitive dimensions of employment are factored 
into apprenticeships and constitute a resource for the development of individuals. Roaming 
work is facilitated by the development of information technologies and the forms of mobility 
chosen. These employment conditions facilitate creativity and innovation. Continuing training 
is facilitated life-long and enables changes in qualifications to be better anticipated. 
Retraining is anticipated and supported in a way that matches individuals’ needs as closely as 
possible. Work times and activities are flexible and are put together with the workers. 

France and Europe have reachieved growth rates exceeding 3% per annum. Products are very 
technological and are continually fuelled by new innovations. Various types of industry exist 
alongside each other: a very dynamic, hi-tech industry involving generic technologies 
providing high added value, with leadership in this area being held by Europe; a smart goods 
industry fulfilling the needs of the population, frequently consisting of clusters of SMEs; 
enterprises that are also scattered across the whole territory, and an industry focusing on 
“vital” goods that is structured by enterprises working in the social and solidarity economy. 
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4.2 Break scenario 2: Multi-scale circular organisations 
 

Summary 

In this scenario, the increasing influence of social networks via the Internet as well as of non-
governmental organisations are contributing to a collective dawning of awareness of 
humanitarian and environmental issues on a global scale. This societal demand links up with 
the issue faced by industrial operators, who are having increasing difficulty in obtaining 
materials and energy supplies. Local, circular production is becoming predominant due to the 
value attributed to it by consumers as well as enterprises even though certain sectors, which 
have a very strong energy demand, continue to be developed on an increasingly centralised and 
global basis. This new organisational structure dynamises employment, better protects the 
biosphere, and favours an economy centred on usage. Industry entails three facets: a 
reprocessing industry, an information and management industry, and a service industry. 

A major concern for the biosphere and worldwide hunger 

In 2014, the demand for consumer goods and energy exploded all over the world, leading to 
the exhausting of the raw materials available and overconsumption of energy and water. The 
greenhouse gasses generated have a major impact on the climate which now directly 
threatens the lives of millions of people in the zones affected by climate disasters. The 
population is growing regularly and is concentrated in huge megacities where not everyone 
has enough to eat. Problems with pollution, waste management, energy distribution, and 
access to drinking water have become extremely problematical, and States are no longer 
finding a way to manage them. The excesses of financial globalisation have accentuated 
inequalities all over the world, including in industrialised countries. 

Globalised information and civil society 

Use of large-scale communication and information technologies has enabled an extremely 
rapid dissemination of information, and has intensified exchanges between communities via 
social networks and the Internet. The qualification level increases regularly, including in the 
emerging countries. What is witnessed is a developing feeling of belonging to the same 
human race and a dawning awareness of the interdependence of human activities on a 
worldwide scale. States have many difficulties in providing pragmatic responses to societal 
stakes, which facilitates the rising power of non-State actors. The latter are organised into 
networks with major resources and which are becoming professionalised. They are 
increasingly called on by States regarding the establishment of public-sector policies and for 
handling humanitarian disasters. They represent an educated civil society that demands 
greater participation in public affairs. Global power is being redistributed. 
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A collective dawning of awareness 

Faced with the scale of the issues and their urgent nature, a global dawning of awareness 
emerges so that better factoring in of human needs within their biosphere may occur. In less 
than a decade, the European countries and individuals accept the idea of the dependence on 
raw materials and energy. Well-being and health have become society’s dominant values, 
accentuating demands for satisfaction in life and for being friendly to eco-systems. 

The principles of the solution: a circular economy and global indicators 

Socially, expectations in relation to enterprises change. Businesses will no longer be assessed 
based solely on their financial profitability. The performance indicators for enterprises and 
States also include (and even on a priority basis) environmental and social indicators.  

A circular economy imposes itself as a necessity and from 2015 onwards, populations and 
enterprises are prepared for this new organisational and societal structure.  

Globalisation has developed towards a network of resilient regions. Each region responds to 
the varied demands of local populations. The emerging countries, whose purchasing power is 
regularly increasing, produce on a massive scale to fulfil basic needs whilst developing a 
niche industry that is highly technically sophisticated. The European countries want a new 
level of comfort adapted to their ageing populations, which encourages industry to produce 
innovative personalised solutions. These regions are networked, which enables efficiency and 
responsiveness when it comes to combating global scourges like climate warning and 
difficulties accessing drinking water. Transport is now invoiced at its full cost, which takes into 
account its impact on the environment; global trade has been reduced to the bare minimum 
required of necessity. What is then created is a new organisational structure where each type 
of product finds a territory with a dimension best adapted to its resource needs, its market, 
and the expectations of populations. This multi-scale mosaic enables a symbiosis to be 
retained between communities and avoids any isolationism. 

Production and consumption sites are brought closely together whilst at the same time 
ensuring the same performance levels. The lifespan of general consumer products is 
extended. Enterprises base their profitability on minimising the manufacture of new products 
and utilisation costs, which makes them less dependent on the availability of materials and 
energy. Maintenance, repairs, recycling and reuse are the rule. Enterprises profit from it to 
manufacture on demand as short circuits have become possible and profitable and enable 
greater responsiveness and personalisation. The concept of stock falls out of use in certain 
fields. 

Use and the service rendered are given priority over owning goods. Consumer demand 
therefore shifts from ownership to the fulfilment of a more realistic, personal need. At the 
same time, increasingly, enterprises invoice for their services on a usage basis and via 
subscriptions to services. The functionality economy makes a substantial investment 
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contribution to the general economy. First of all, it makes inroads in the B2B sector for 
equipment needs and gradually imposes itself for consumer products as well.  

These new services networks are based on new, physical, organisational infrastructures: 
internally, businesses equip themselves with new, more responsive, adapted resources 
(micro-factories), a system for managing energy, water, waste and used products with a zero 
energy and materials balance as their objective, and an organisational structure enabling a 
very fast response to demands; and externally, where high-performance sharing involving 
less consumption is established, for example their needs in terms of telecommunications 
infrastructure. Management of all wastes and used products is done on a more industrial 
basis that is more efficient (separation and recycling equipment, organisation, management). 
Financial actors set up new arrangements which, during the initial stage, enable the transition 
and the investment outlays required to be written off.  

Production technologies develop towards reprocessing technologies which enable materials 
to be reused ad infinitum by reprocessing them in situ as they are already as close as possible 
to users, thereby enabling new products to be created continually. The energy demand then 
becomes local, on a reasonable level, and on-demand, which leads to an adapted 
reorganisation of production. Industries for reconfiguring products are created. New 
industrial processes are invented and developed: there is the capability of collecting unused 
products, disassembling them and preparing materials and components for new purposes, 
processing these materials and components for the purposes of new production and 
reassembling them into new products. Micro-factories are built near consumption sites. 
Direct and reverse logistics chains are integrated. Short circuits are favoured. New 
partnerships develop within the same territory, facilitating the circular nature of materials and 
energy. Satisfying the consumer, the user, and the citizen is what drives production. Products 
are supports as part of services which are continually changing; there is complexity in all 
products and services which are combined into varied, personalised solutions. 

The technologies which support this reprocessing industry and this service-based 
organisation play a driving role in the extension of this new industry and are undergoing 
major development. Information and communication technologies (components, sensors, 
models, processing tools) provide structure, enabling greater responsiveness and 
“controllability”. People are coming up with new uses for these technologies every day. This 
quantum leap requires adapted R&D developments (processes, materials, management of 
flows of materials, energy and fluids). New processes better adapted to small production runs 
and sustainable development are being implemented. The performance levels of products 
are ensured, even when major variability is involved (execution, specifications, etc.). Methods, 
models and tools for designing products and production systems, adopting a multi-
disciplinary, multi-scale approach involving Materials-Energy-Information-Knowledge 
integration, and smart man/machine symbioses/interfaces, are being developed taking this 
new paradigm into account. 
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Use of these technologies enables remarkable organisational innovations both within a 
corporate setting and in everyday life. The organisational quantum leap generated by these 
changes simultaneously brings about an organisational revolution within the education 
system and the working world. The former makes gains in terms of flexibility in local relations 
with populations which had hitherto been remote in geographic and social terms from the 
most effective forms of learning. The latter gives priority to quality of life, continuing training, 
protected mobility, protection for salary-earners, and roaming work. The active involvement 
of all individuals and citizens is a key organisational factor. They are actors in work 
organisation and ongoing training, providing them with the means of protecting their health 
and controlling their income throughout their lives, steering their consumption methods and 
having an influence on production modes. This quest for individual well-being in the 
workplace does not stand in the way of the development of collective, co-ordinating forms of 
behaviour, opening the way for real social innovations. The financial gains provided by this 
local organisation and short supply circuits enable labour costs to be held steady. 

The employment situation substantially improves. This circular industrialisation has two 
virtues: it consolidates jobs as they constitute links in the same value chain and it creates 
additional jobs (including local ones) due to its service-based nature. It calls for new trades at 
the products and services interface: trades for monitoring customers as well as trades for the 
recycling and upgrading of products and new training courses focused on the issue of 
circularity. Sustainable development issues are no longer simply an add-on to training but 
instead constitute the heart and soul of engineering training. Employment areas in the 
vicinity of production sites are managed jointly by all social actors.  

By 2030, enterprises exist both within their territory and as part of a global network where 
their knowledge is appreciated and valued. Individuals are building their living and work 
organisational structures themselves. Labour collectives are being created and exchanges 
from within these collectives with other collectives are leading to innovative apprenticeships 
and to the development of individual skills. The world is structured differently, with small and 
large territories which have found legitimacy for the 21st century. Industry is now tripartite: a 
reprocessing industry, consisting of a large number of smaller, more local networked 
enterprises; an information and management industry which co-ordinates and harnesses all 
these networks in line with consumers’ demands; and a service industry which fulfils and 
reacts to societal and environmental expectations (climate, mobility, sustainable 
development, health). 

 

4.3 Break scenario 3 - Neo-industrialisation within a renovated social contract 

Summary 

In this scenario, the economic, social and environmental crisis France has been experiencing for 
several decades leads to a complete reworking of social relations. Economic logic, social logic, 
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and environmental logic are no longer mutually conflicting. A new social contract is established 
between society and production enterprises. Innovation in all of its forms (technological, 
organisational, and social innovations) is an absolute priority and is steered jointly by all actors. 
Knowledge management is the main lever. Co-operation, the project mode, and open 
innovation are priority methods for creating value. 

Social cohesion on the edge of an explosion 

In 2012, France and the European countries reached the limits of the social pact that was the 
outcome of post-war negotiations, within a context where there had been next to no growth 
for several years. Repeated financial crises and the rise of the emerging countries on the 
global scene created major tensions within enterprises. The rising power of pension funds has 
led to increased pressure on enterprises, which have to show evidence of short-term 
profitability while an excessive part of the value created is captured by the finance sector 
without any real risk-taking. The rise of precarious work created a fringe of poverty which 
contrasts with a relative abundance for the middle and upper classes, which are still 
protected from precariousness and the brutality of certain social relations. These greater 
disparities, which are widely disseminated via Internet information networks, have a 
deleterious effect on social cohesion. Globalisation is very rough, being subject to capital 
movements and their volatility. Repeated attacks against the Euro render European States 
fragile. Sovereign debts leave politicians little room for manoeuvre when it comes to 
supporting the economic sector and cushioning social difficulties. Wealth is no longer shared, 
and the future is uncertain for millions of French citizens who do not see any solution arising 
for their major concerns: employment, caring for the elderly and maintaining a decent 
retirement system; climate change and protecting biodiversity, agriculture and the regions; 
access to decent housing; and education and training so that young people can have access 
to trades offering ever-increasing levels of qualification. 

Society imposes the debate 

This very difficult social climate opens up the way for a debate about the future of both 
France and its inhabitants. Faced with an explosive context and urgent social, environmental, 
political and economic issues, a new social pact is concluded at European level between the 
various stakeholders: consumers, salary-earners and entrepreneurs. It implies the 
establishment of European regulations in the fields of fiscal harmonisation, regulation of 
financial markets, campaigning against social dumping, and additional standardisation work. 
This new compromise enables a common future to be envisaged once more, along with a 
world that will experience development. 

The principles of the solution: social responsibility 

Social relations are deeply transformed by being repositioned at the core of the 
arrangements of production systems that are mindful of their natural, social and economic 
environment. New contracts are developed between industry and society based on broader 
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social and environmental responsibility that gains acceptance. This is a long-term logic which 
gains sway over short-term logic.  

Under the impetus of the European Union, a new organisational structure is set up for 
markets. New regulations are established for the financial sector. Practices involving unfair 
competition are tracked and prosecuted. Movements of speculative capital are heavily taxed. 
Tax havens are dismantled and the States adhere to new international regulations which are 
more demanding. Ethical forms of corporate behaviour are promoted by States via tax 
incentives and in the form of quality labels recognised by consumers.  

Within a financial context that has been cleaned up and made secure, the European Union 
conducts a committed, determined policy with all actors, and co-ordinates countries’ efforts 
in the following fields: the harmonisation of social law, giving priority to legislation that 
provides the highest level of protection, support for innovation for industrial enterprises 
developing eco-designed processes and procedures, new businesses oriented towards 
products and services, and rapprochement of enterprises’ educational and training systems. 
Education and training in particular once again become ultra-high-priority sectors. 
Professional organisations anticipate the development of their needs in terms of skills. No 
longer do young people leave the education system without qualifications that fulfil short-
term and long-term needs. All internal and external professional mobility is supported by 
training arrangements. Continuing training is at the heart of industrial enterprises, so that 
passing on know-how from one generation to the next can be ensured. 

Enterprises have become a place for self-fulfilment which facilitates the development of skills 
and social cohesion. Human resources are no longer a way of making the production system 
function but are an end unto themselves for developing innovation. Geographic and 
professional forms of mobility are consistent; employment paths are secured on a life-long 
basis; the development of technologies enables roaming work and each individual can build 
and organise his or her own linkage between professional life and private life. Working 
conditions linked to the organisation and implementation of omnipresent assessment criteria 
are improved. Young Europeans, whose level of education has increased continually since the 
mid-1990s, carry and disseminate progressive values in the social, environmental and political 
fields which transform societies’ inter-personal and social relations. This population, which is 
highly prized by enterprises due to its creative abilities, is demanding in relation to the 
enterprises employing them. These people seek to reconcile their private lives with their 
professional lives. Their careers are no longer upper management’s sole objective. 
Maintaining quality of life is also a criterion forming part of choosing a company and a 
position. These new aspirations flow through the whole working world, including in sectors 
that traditionally were very limited, and characterised by split work experienced on a part-
time basis. 

This regulation is also established at global level. In the emerging countries, the development 
of a middle class that aspires to higher living standards is witnessed. It aspires to social 
relations that are more respectful of human rights and is politically involved, particularly via 
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non-State organisations. The development of social networks and of the Internet broadly 
disseminates a culture of human relations based on respect, which creates a greater 
awareness of the interdependence of human activities, both at social and political level. 
Within this context of pacified globalisation, enterprises no longer fiercely compete against 
each other but instead develop partnership relations. 

Every effort is made to establish a dynamic involving technological, organisational and social 
innovation. In particular, this dynamic is spurred by a great awareness by both populations 
and enterprises of issues of well-being in the workplace as well as of environmental and 
ethical issues. People tend to purchase services featuring products that are eco-designed, are 
environmentally-friendly, and are socially responsible. The products are "smart", personalised, 
feature multiple technologies, and support numerous related services. In order to respond to 
this demand, enterprises give priority to innovation by integrating the user as early as 
possible into the design process. The user contributes to the design as well as to the 
production of the product via numerous open-ended innovation platforms available on 
networks. Intellectual and industrial property give way to flexible agreements between 
partners in which data exchanges and sharing are the rule. The user also contributes to 
renewing functionalities and developing new services through new uses. Being better 
informed and more attentive to his or her mode of consumption, the user is a fully-fledged 
partner of the enterprise rather than simply being an anonymous consumer. 

The development of these ongoing, open, transverse forms of innovation relies largely on 
knowledge. The access, storage, integration, dissemination and harnessing of knowledge is a 
key factor in organisations. The capacity of enterprises to manage external knowledge and to 
harness it is a discriminating advantage. Only those enterprises capable of setting up 
arrangements for integrating external knowledge (learning organisations) and disseminating 
it internally (E-learning) have been able to develop. What is involved are not new information 
technology developments under the framework of an “ICT-based economy” but rather new 
information and communication technologies within an “ICT-based society”. The latter, which 
are associated with the development of the Internet, social networks and virtual reality, have 
profoundly changed lifestyles in the fields of politics, education, leisure, etc. There is a major 
impact on training structures; each individual has access to a multitude of cognitive content 
and puts together his or her own learning paths. 

The innovative capacities required to meet the demands of “innosumers” require new 
production systems managed in project mode. Enterprises work in a partnership, pooling 
resources and staff for a limited period, whether at the design stage, the production stage, or 
at the product distribution stage. This involves the development of extended, flexible and 
responsive networks of enterprises. The creation of knowledge bases is a key factor for this 
network-based organisational structure. Knowledge must be transversal, distributed and 
reticular, as well as being very quickly accessible, hybrid/integrated/applied, smart and 
personalised, codified with the establishment of standards and models, better used and 
transformed into a technological device for learning, and knowledge must be more 
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collaborative and be shared by different categories of users who are experts to a greater or 
lesser extent. This leads to a balanced development of technologies involving hi-tech 
technologies and technologies relating to reprocessing and recycling, with the ongoing 
concern being to achieve materials and energy savings.  

New forms of work have emerged, in which information and communication technologies are 
central. Workers have multiple skills and are highly qualified. Co-operation has become the 
main organisational method for private and public-sector actors. Organisations give priority 
to management in project mode with a grouping together of ad-hoc skills in order to face up 
to society’s needs in the fields of health, housing, training, and energy management. Public-
private sector partnerships are given priority in order to respond to major societal issues 
(epidemics, vaccines, dietary issues). Groupings of international research institutions are 
created in order to implement large-scale scientific programmes requiring the pooling of 
resources and means.  

By 2030, French society is harmonious. Consumers, enterprises and salary-earners co-operate 
based on shared objectives and for everyone’s well-being. Production systems are no longer 
an activity that is separate from other activities, but lie at the heart of society. Knowledge 
flows freely and has become a common good. Everyone can contribute to the creation of 
new products, uses and organisations.  

5- Industrial changes  
 
From this prospective work, three major industrial changes clearly stand out, for which 
scientific research must provide responses in technological, organisational and socio-
economic terms.  
 

i. Industry becomes a central, open actor in the society it exists within. Industrial 
performance must be completely rethought subject to a societal perspective that 
obviously integrates the economy. 

ii. New actors, who are just as legitimate as the historical actors, become part of the 
circle of actors involved in production systems. The way all these actors (who come 
from different cultures and use different forms of logic) should interact needs to be 
determined and established. 

iii. An industrial revolution is about to occur, with the development of key generic 
technologies. There is a need to be capable of mastering them quickly so that uses 
and applications may be put together and so they can be produced. 

 

5.1 The first change: industrial performance in synch with society’s expectations 

After having spent several decades building and optimising industrial and business sectors 
that are strongly independent of society and its expectations, industry must regain a 
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legitimate place as a key, central contributor to society. Society expects production systems 
to have properties adapted to the general demand of living well, a demand which depends 
on the creation of wealth for the country, on a need for safety, employment and well-being in 
the workplace, and which is environmentally friendly. This demand is increasingly measured 
via a human development indicator which only remains to be built via the traditional 
economic and financial indicator. Thus, industrial performance is changing in nature. 

From a scientific perspective, what is involved is developing models which enable these new 
systems to be conceived and then to steer them whilst obtaining the expected performance. 
What are the key questions for tomorrow? 

The structural core of a production system is its logistics chain, which enables production and 
distribution as close as possible to markets all over the world. The balanced world expected 
requires production organisations on different scales which, when aggregated, respond to 
social and environmental stakes whilst at the same time maintaining economic optimisation. 
The logistics chain is closed, in a continuous loop with the expected performance levels 
varying depending on the links in the chain. Micro-macro, local-global and technology-skill 
circular models must be given priority. These new models are based on renewed partnership 
and collaborative contracts between enterprises and require precise factoring in of the skills 
available throughout the chain. The performance of a logistics chain depends just as much on 
the quality of the collaborative efforts between the various different partners as on the basic 
links in the chain. 

The new feature first and foremost lies in expectations that are better formulated and better 
defended by society than before: a strong demand for safety and clean production. 

The demand for safety has become fundamental for a large part of the population. It 
encompasses very different, complementary perspectives. The safety of installations and 
workplace health and safety still arouse strong, non-negotiable expectations; these two 
themes cannot be neglected. Safety also calls for the role of each individual within society, 
with this being seen by the entry of a “social contract” linking all actors in the industrial 
system, as well as by the entry of an inclusive society that factors in the vulnerability of 
populations. Producing in a world where people feel safe is therefore a pressing current issue. 

The environmental demand is now better formulated since the dawning of awareness of the 
limits of the quantities of resources available. Producing in a way that is eco-efficient has 
moreover become a theme called for both by consumers and producers. What is mainly 
involved is intensifying research in this field in order to propose proven, quality solutions. 
New approaches are expected in order to improve the energy intensity and materials 
intensity of products on the market, in order to develop recycling and reuse systems, and 
innovative methods of action in this field. Eco-design methods need to be formalised, 
supported scientifically, and very widely disseminated. 
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It cannot be ignored that innovative solutions are starting to emerge. They have a real, strong 
potential for sustainable industrial systems. On the face of it, designing solutions more than 
products does offer advantages, if you place yourself under conditions enabling them. 
Scientific work is necessary for inventing real systems for achieving economies in terms of 
functionality which are truly sustainable. The engineering tools required need to be based on 
tooled scientific concepts for systems of systems and modularity. The break-through in 
performance levels to a large extent is due to radical changes in methods of consumption 
which need to be anticipated, and even strongly encouraged. 

5.2 Second change: New actors within industrial systems 

For a long time, production and industry were the preserve of a few specialists who built 
themselves a world that was very difficult to enter. The opening up of industry to society has 
overwhelmed the stakeholders in industrial systems by introducing people who are not 
technicians, and who have just as much legitimacy as technicians when it comes to decision-
making. For a long time, social partners and public actors have been stakeholders whose 
influence has varied depending on the periods involved. They now have to fully play their 
roles. In particular, it is essential to renew social dialogue and rethink relations with the 
regions. Moreover, recently, the need for innovation has reminded the research sector of its 
ambition to achieve social progress and increasingly citizens and individuals in social 
networks like NGOs have imposed themselves as fully-fledged partners. These new 
stakeholders are quite different from each other and are remote culturally from the industrial 
sector. It is essential to attribute them the role that they must have by providing them with 
scientific, social and technological tools. They are not only calling for a prescriptive approach 
(tell me what you want and I will do it) but above all co-designing and co-producing systems 
with industrial actors. Production systems must enable interaction between these new actors 
of differing natures and cultures that are distant.  

From a scientific perspective, what is involved is coming up with the mechanisms which will 
enable relations between all these varied actors to be transformed. An evolution of the 
qualities of the production systems towards greater responsibility, collaboration, partnership, 
openness, innovation, transparency and so forth is necessary. 

Collaborative effort in the modern, open world poses just as many human problems as 
technical problems. Design and production teams are allocated within various enterprises 
and different countries, even when they are in the same enterprise. Telework is taking on a 
new scale and the support arrangements should be supplemented and enhanced, both via 
technology and practices. Communication by actors within these new partnership chains calls 
for organisations and techniques which enable effective exchanges whilst at the same time 
maintaining data confidentiality for everyone. 

Social and societal responsibility is pivotal for the future industrial sector. Over the last few 
years, it has been built on a demand for the safety of installations and protecting the 
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environment, mainly in relation to stopping hazardous discharges and in relation to waste 
management. Now, among other things, it questions the relationship between regions, ethics 
and methods of governance. Eco-responsible models for the production chain have yet to be 
consolidated, based on numerous works in progress, in order to serve as a benchmark for 
any individual corporate action as well as for any public-sector action offering 
encouragement. 

Open, participative innovation is a strong response. By nature, it integrates all the actors into 
a virtuous collaborative effort where each party’s expertise is recognised and it forces work at 
the interfaces by comparing points of view. It does however raise the question of new 
working methods, such as, for example, knowing how social networks contribute to the 
design of a product or the establishment of a factory. The scientific problem is a joint 
problem concerning activity implementation, and support for this activity, involving various 
partners. It is impossible to refrain from raising questions about the new partnership-based 
research methods which facilitate these exchanges. 

 
5.3 Third change: the advent of a new type of generic key technologies is going 

to revolutionise manufacturing technologies 

Industry’s progress will be measured through the revolutions it experiences. In its day, energy 
changed physical labour, then information technology changed management, and logistics 
changed organisation. Will the generic key technologies announced drastically change 
products and production? It may justifiably be thought so when you witness the possible 
miniaturisation of materials and the minimisation of the energy consumed on the one hand, 
and the boom in the quantity of information available and processing power on the other 
hand. These new capacities have to be taken into account in order to rethink the new 
production systems. This is drastically changing existing technologies and organisations, 
including work methods, as well as heralding different conceptions of the technologies to be 
invented.  

The scientific objectives are varied. Firstly, in terms of generic technology itself, what is 
involved is mastering its production, both as regard the physical phenomena of the 
technology and the realities of the production chain. Then in terms of the applications, social 
progress stems from applications, and it is essential to conceive technologies that stand out 
from the pack and provide an industrial advantage as well as responding to the need for 
social progress. These innovations do not only apply to their uses; these new uses are the 
subject of much questioning and users wish to be stakeholders in their design. Development 
of the skills related to the technologies is essential. It is important to note the potential 
development that will occur in all industries (historic and current ones; not just new ones), 
and that scientific questions are also raised concerning the transformation of production 
systems for current products. Industrial renewal is structured for new performance; it can and 
must affect all industrial sectors and fully benefit traditional sectors. Lastly, the tooling that 
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production professionals have at their disposal needs to be built up. Production management 
must benefit from it in order to simplify itself and design methods must of necessity develop 
because the structures of products are called into question with these technologies.  

We remain fully focused on the difficulties entailed for transforming production systems 
posed by the advent of these new technologies. This is why we only raise questions about the 
consequences for industrial human resources, technologies for production, and support tools 
for production professionals. These are traditional points of view revisited with new 
perspectives, with a deliberate emphasis on uses, which are all too often forgotten as the 
drivers of technological developments. 

Smart production technologies are important sources of added value and enable 
differentiation of products and productive organisations. What is involved is mastering the 
technology itself as well as having the best-performing design, implementation and recycling 
methods. Smart technology is conveyed by the products themselves and through interaction 
with the user. Scientific expectations mainly relate to improving the advanced multi-physical, 
multi-scale, multi-technology, and multi-situation models required for smart systems and as 
part of the development of advanced management systems for knowledge and augmented 
reality purposes which integrate these models and technologies and interaction practices 
offering the highest performance levels. 

In terms of production as a whole, the stake involved is to shift from a communicating system 
to a smart, sustainable system capable of adapting itself to every situation, with needs 
becoming increasingly specific and resources becoming increasingly scarce and expensive. 
The difficulty stems from the multi-disciplinary nature of the system and therefore from the 
paired models required: models for the management and behaviour of the system as well as 
for the product and markets, and the consumption of physical and human resources, must be 
consistent and be capable of being articulated as part of a global model enabling 
anticipatory simulation and operational management. 

It is clear that these new technologies and systems require renewed human resources. Labour 
organisation has not been rediscussed since the introduction of information technology and 
logistics and we have ended up in maladjusted situations: post-Taylorism has yet to be 
invented for the new world. The various components are the subject of criticism and call for 
innovative solutions: forms of learning and passing on knowledge, the allocation of tasks, 
specialised skills, and industrial trades in a service society. 
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6- Research stakes 
 

Scientific research is obviously a key factor in the response to these industrial changes. What 
are the major research stakes to be supported in the short and medium term? 

The experts at FuturProd have identified 10 research stakes: 

 Developing new smart technologies 
 Developing tools for designing and organising production systems 
 Developing new professional skills 
 Producing and distributing within logistics chains as close as possible to markets all 

over the world 
 Producing in a way that is eco-efficient 
 Producing whilst ensuring workplace health and safety 
 Designing functionalities more than products 
 Inventing new collaborative arrangements 
 Improving the availability of enterprises 
 Supporting participatory innovation 

These 10 stakes were presented as 45 research themes.  

6.1 Developing new smart technologies 

The main stakes concern both technologies per se (physical principles, modelling and 
simulation, applications), as well as their design, implementation, and their interaction with 
users. Smart technology is going to increasingly be conveyed both by the products 
themselves as well as in interaction situations (from design through to the end of life) thanks 
to the knowledge that the information and interaction systems will make it possible to use 
them to help improve performance generally (economic, technological, temporal, social and 
other forms of performance), whilst reducing risks and boosting trust in the relationship with 
the products. The interest of having an industry for future new technologies is obvious, 
whether they are generic key technologies called KETs (nanotechnologies, micro and nano-
electronics, photonics, advanced materials, industrial biotechnologies, and advanced 
production systems) or disruptive technologies (mobile Internet, automation of knowledge 
work, Internet of things, cloud technology, advanced robotics, autonomous vehicles, next-
generation genomics, energy storage, 3D printing, advanced materials, and renewable 
energy). Once again, the interest of these technologies is obvious for a country like France, 
but it is just as clear that interest needs to be taken in technologies and uses which will rely 
on these technologies for renovating the industrialisation of all products in all sectors. 

Designing and producing smart products relying on developments in information technology 
and sensors requires a new understanding of production models and products in order to 
respond to societal stakes. A meta-product is strongly customer-oriented, and is smart and 
personalisable, integrating sensor/IT units, drawing on information distributed in the Cloud, 
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and leading to a paradigm shift involving a collaborative production trend (via the Internet) 
of configurable and smart products. This leads to a basic change in the life cycle needs of 
products and opens up prospects for agile production models that are user-oriented, with a 
considerable impact on the cost-efficiency ratio and the environment. The functionalities 
required for a new meta-product will be configured by the end users. This affects both 
personal clothing and production and support robots. Design, components selection, the 
supply of materials and sensors, virtual prototyping, and planning for production and the 
integration of services become highly collaborative processes requiring interdisciplinary 
expertise (from designers, sensor producers, software developers, users, formatters, and 
doctors, among others).  
 

The associated models (which are multi-physical and multi-scale) must also change. The 
phenomena encountered in industry or services are highly varied and complex, with the 
objective of a global approach integrating the technological, economic, logistical, human, 
and societal aspects, involving the implementation of multi-scale models, multiple points of 
view and a multi-physical approach offering challenges entailing remarkable difficulty and 
constituting a major scientific obstacle. These relate both to the comprehensiveness and the 
relevance of the models, taking into account the uncertainties involved in the models and 
information available, fields of validity, the variety of representations, and regarding the 
processing tools integrated for these multi-representations. In particular, what is involved is 
modelling a “perception-cognition-action” interaction as a whole between two objects of a 
different nature and supporting all levels of interaction, from modelling and digital simulation 
through to physical execution and tests. This gives rise to management of complex flows of 
behavioural, sensorial, and interaction data. All these developments must converge towards 
uses and smart, virtual and augmented reality technologies that are best suited for 
supporting the engineering work. 

In an environment involving continual innovation, competition between enterprises is 
determined by their capacity for formalising, preserving and managing the knowledge 
underpinning their economic intelligence practices. Thus, mastery of knowledge is a necessity 
for (i) executing (design and management processes), (ii) deciding (as part of 
design/upgrading, management/operation, etc.) and (iii) creating new knowledge (essential 
for innovation), with the key problem being to have the right form of good knowledge at an 
opportune time for the purposes of executing, deciding and innovating. The stake is to raise 
the level of maturity of these Knowledge Base Systems (KBS) so as to be able to execute, 
decide and innovate in an optimal way. The scientific obstacles to this optimal management 
of knowledge are mainly twofold. Traceability mechanisms which can support professionals’ 
changing careers, the restructuring of enterprises where there are short-term collaborative 
efforts, and the management of information for end-of-life purposes, as well as maintenance 
and the redesigning of products. New mechanisms will have to be thought up for sharing 
which enables "local" uses as well as pooling by entities with distribution subject to safety 
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and partial confidentiality constraints (interoperability in the case of knowledge systems) and 
used throughout the life cycle of the products and production systems. Learning and self-
learning man-machine systems will have to be designed. 

6.2 Developing tools for designing and organising production systems 

Current markets are increasingly characterised by their variability, both in terms of the 
quantities of products to be manufactured or sold per period (due to greater competition 
and a high level of customer volatility) and the functionalities of products, which are called on 
to adapt themselves to increasingly specific needs, within a general context of shortened 
deadlines for marketing them. 

Within this context, the production systems of the future must be profitable whilst at the 
same time being flexible and responsive, both in terms of the quantities and the nature of the 
products, processes, and procedures implemented. To achieve this, first of all what is involved 
is defining production procedures and innovative equipment enabling the energy and 
resources required for making products to be optimised as part of an approach involving the 
intensification of procedures. What will then be involved is defining reconfigurable 
production systems which are therefore more complex to manage. In both cases, better use 
of the knowledge generated by using production systems seems necessary. The challenge is 
therefore to shift from a communicating production system, based on information, to a smart 
production system, based on knowledge. The reasoning or decision-making may be 
centralised, but the need to define agile production systems leads to the production system 
of the future being considered more as a conglomeration of smart sub-systems rather than 
as a monolithic centralised system which, generally, is highly optimal but is not very agile. For 
that purpose, a form of self-organisation may be made possible using ambient smart 
technology techniques, the multi-agent paradigm, or other concepts related to distributed 
smart technology. 

The “smart product” paradigm now seems particularly promising. This paradigm can in fact 
not only be used for enabling part of the management decisions relating to the product 
during its manufacture to be made remotely (thereby facilitating dealing with its specific 
features), but may also enable the product to be used for linkage between the various actors 
(designers, manufacturers, distributors, sellers, consumers and recyclers) involved in its life 
cycle and for conveying information between them, thereby decompartmentalising the 
stages of its life cycle. 

The production of increasingly specific products within increasingly flexible production 
systems, managed not only on the basis of procedures but also based on knowledge, makes 
validation of the performance of the product and its production system much more complex. 
Digital simulation techniques (digital factory concept) must enable predictive, integrated 
assessment of the performance of the product and the manufacturing system, validation of 
production management, and analysis of work situations, within a context involving multiple 
views, multiple scales, and which is multidisciplinary. 
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The response to the new economic, social and environmental stakes involved in production 
requires the implementation of new procedures that are more economical in terms of energy 
and raw materials, and which are more reconfigurable and more flexible. Adapting ever more 
rapidly to market changes will require methods to be defined which enable optimal 
identification of consumers’ new needs and the methods for introducing new products 
and/or services onto markets. The tools developed will have to factor in not only the 
technical and ergonomic data relating to potential uses of innovative products but also data 
relating to their insertion into the economic practices of end clients/consumers, which may 
undergo radical changes.  

6.3 Developing new professional skills 

In a production system based on advanced technologies, human resources must be renewed 
on an ongoing basis so that skills may quickly be adapted to technical developments. But 
hitherto, training in France has provided preparation more for the acquisition of knowledge 
than for the development of skills and their adaptability. Moreover, the development of an 
operator’s skills depends on the conditions offered by his or her work environment 
(apprenticeship, collective work, feedback, etc.) and current organisations do not always offer 
these conditions. In the years to come, it therefore seems necessary to better identify the 
resources to be mobilised as part of the organisation of work and training for the purpose of 
developing skills. 

What must be avoided is the hyperspecialisation of skills, which prevents the renewal of 
abilities. Indeed, the skills for “technologically intensive” professions are both specialised and 
undergo rapid renewal. Key technologies providing high added value require a 
reconsideration of the skills building process. The capacity to relearn must be optimally 
identified as part of life-long training and within work contexts that create environments that 
reinforce the capacity to relearn. The resources for the development of skills should be 
sought out as part of the creation of new professional groups and new forms of work 
organisation, in line with advanced manufacturing technologies.  

These new “technologically intensive” jobs are going to be developed within a society with a 
strong tertiary component, which ensures activities involving design and innovation, training 
and education, leisure, and intergenerational solidarity. These service activities are clearly 
resources for innovation. The development of new social functions is going to create a 
demand for new goods and industrial activities. In other terms, different types of service 
relations are going to contribute to the development of industrial jobs. It is necessary to 
anticipate these new trades as from now, in such a way as to adapt the new technologies to 
the needs of professionals and their customers. 

In an advanced manufacturing system, having multiple skills at work stations is not enough 
for organising work. What is required is thinking up new ways of allocating tasks. Technical 
innovations must not allow organisational innovations to lag behind. It is important to 
anticipate the organisational transformations imposed by flexible production and the 
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globalisation of logistics chains. Shared information systems are going to impact on the way 
of putting together collective or networked work. Infrastructures will be necessary for 
supporting the sharing of data and building a shared language. These new ways of allocating 
tasks will facilitate learning and innovation. 

New forms of learning and vocational integration do not depend just on the level and 
specialisation of the diploma obtained. Forms of learning will become diversified in terms of 
the paths involved. The capacity to achieve personal renewal through learning does not just 
require active monitoring within enterprises facing economic changes and technological and 
organisational changes. Access to training will have to benefit everyone, with digital tools 
facilitating the training of people in remote locations. Active forms of teaching should be 
developed in order to enable skills to be acquired that are more suited to corporate changes. 
Validation of the experience acquired constitutes one way of accessing qualifications, by 
valuing professional and extra-professional forms of know-how. Organisational conditions 
favouring building up experience should be developed, as well as forms of learning within 
work groups. 

6.4 Producing and distributing within logistics chains as close as possible 
to markets all over the world 

Production as close as possible to consumer needs and in a way that is environmentally 
friendly would enable needs to be better taken into account, and would revitalise regions, at 
the same time as working towards sustainable development. But often the economic 
profitability of a production system relies on the possibility of producing major volumes. This 
is the case with production systems that require a high level of energy, as well as highly 
automated sectors where, on the face of it, investments in machines require major volumes. 
The years to come will therefore witness the emergence of multi-scale organisations that will 
have to optimally respond to these contradictory objectives. 
 

It therefore seems essential to work on conceiving the best-suited multi-scale geographic 
organisational structures for enterprises. This presence involving multiple scales has major 
repercussions for parent companies (organisation of control, transforming products in order 
to adapt them to the market, using various techniques, changing the skills required at the 
parent company, etc.). An initial approach would involve carrying out in-depth case studies in 
order to understand situations from different perspectives: setting off from the parent 
company and going and seeing how strategies are presented in various countries and on 
various scales. A comparison may also be made between several processes or productive 
sectors. The results of this approach will certainly be useful for developing mathematical tools 
for supporting decision-making enabling arbitration between the alternative organisational 
structures to be better resourced. 
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This multi-scale organisation will lead to various sorts of issues in terms of production and 
distribution depending on the scale considered: from as close as possible to markets right 
through to global level. 

Producing as close as possible to markets enables products to be supplied that meet local 
needs, although of course these local needs are by nature low-volume. It will therefore be 
necessary to develop production resources and an associated organisational structure 
enabling small quantities to be produced subject to satisfactory conditions of economic 
profitability. This constitutes a major challenge at technological, logistical and economic level, 
which must be dealt with in an integrated, consistent way. Knowing how to produce small 
quantities in particular leads to new paradigms for manufacturing differentiated products in 
micro-production runs on demand, either within micro-factories or directly on the customer’s 
premises (3D printers – dispersed production, etc.). Logistics suited to short circuits will also 
have to be set up. Failing appropriate consolidation of multiple small flows, local gains may 
be lost when faced with mass logistics systems. One of the ways of attaining more 
sustainable development is to reduce the logistical intensity of our supplies by relying on 
short processes. These processes have the potential of both reducing the logistics footprint 
due to their geographical proximity as well as dynamising regions by benefiting from their 
diversity. The development of logistics in looped circuits raises numerous scientific issues at 
the cutting edge of optimisation models, as well as of games theory and behavioural theory 
(the design of logistics networks combining heterogeneous flows, collaboration between 
actors, distributed decision-making, etc.). Producing as close as possible to the market leads 
to a relocation of the skills that industrial operators may need. But a hyperspecialisation of 
skills within a region may lead to a detrimental effect on the development of skills in another 
region. It will be necessary to conduct research on how to improve training programmes 
depending on knowledge of changing needs on local markets. It will also be worthwhile to 
work on the issue of how the location of skills facilitates networked work and work in 
partnerships involving several enterprises which could have shared skills at their disposal. This 
could play a part in construction in the form of a service-based organisation. 

But obviously production at global level will persist and will require major research on the 
design and steering of the logistics chain on this scale. What is involved is migrating a logic 
involving networks of enterprises to a logic involving networks of logistics services networks, 
ensuring the interoperability of logistics organisations on a greater scale through a 
standardisation of physical elements (dimensions, grasping them, etc.) for communication 
protocols between Information Systems and communicating objects (GPS, RFID, and other 
technologies) and logistical processes. In particular the rising power of the Internet of things 
is a remarkable opportunity when it comes to structuring logistics information based on the 
logistical objects themselves on a global scale, as well as a new level of efficiency. This 
production at global level also requires the development of corporate collaborative efforts 
within a multi-cultural context that are effective. Although there is general agreement 
regarding recognising that the quality of the collaborative effort depends both on national 
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cultures and organisational cultures, there is no agreement on the respective weightings and 
it seems crucial to work on a fine understanding of these elements.  
 
Producing and distributing within logistics chains, from the level of being as close as possible 
to markets through to world-wide level, will therefore lead to considerable scientific 
challenges requiring a high level of innovation in terms of technological and organisational 
resources on the one hand, and engineering and social sciences on the other hand. 

6.5 Producing in an eco-efficient way 

The production systems of the future, whether existing ones or new ones, must be 
sustainable; in other words they must integrate and maximise the benefits provided by 
economic, environmental and societal impacts. Also, producing in an eco-efficient way 
enables products (or services) to be distributed at a competitive price and which will fulfil the 
needs of society and provide better quality of life for people whilst at the same time reducing 
environmental impacts (toxic products, waste, CO2, etc) and the use of resources (fossil and 
renewable raw materials, energy, etc.) throughout the life cycles of these products, which will 
be recycled or reused. Eco-efficiency therefore imposes a satisfaction and service function 
and an environmental yield function. This production will also create new jobs and processes. 
The scientific stake involved is to increase innovation throughout the raw materials and 
energy supply chain: processes that consume less energy and materials; systems for reusing 
materials and energy; mechanisms for encouraging the public, and eco-design methods 
which deal with issues as far upstream as possible and which minimise them. 
 
Reduction of the energy and materials intensity of production sites and systems constitutes a 
direct gain. It may be carried out by the optimisation, simulation and regulation of multiple 
scales of energy and materials flows, which includes recovery, recycling and reuse strategies 
within and between sectors or sites, thereby giving rise to a true regional or multi-regional 
ecology. Integration of new renewable sources (biosourced material, biogas, intermittent 
energy sources, etc.) is carried out to reduce the carbon footprint and/or dependency on 
strategic resources. In particular, a joint approach to production management and energy 
and materials management provides a source of optimisation.  
The second strategy is to systematically reuse materials and energy when they are of no use: 
to design high-performance recycling systems. New technological recycling and reuse 
solutions have to be developed, and production systems and procedures have to be adapted 
to these new raw materials (renewable materials, CO2, recycled materials, etc.). The reuse of 
“discharges” or “waste” as raw materials or energy offers great potential if technologies 
develop. Organisation of the reverse logistics chain must be thought through in terms of its 
spatial and temporal dimensions: good granularity and decoupling. Recovery remains a 
sensitive point that needs to be resolved. New “recycling” skills and criteria therefore have to 
be developed and invented.  
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In order to respond to the stakes of the circular economy, public encouragement seems 
necessary. What is involved is inventing public and partnership action methods which 
facilitate the implementation of relevant, efficient solutions. Encouragement mechanisms, just 
like regulatory mechanisms, must be sought in light of the expected and tried and tested 
performance levels for reuse and sustainability. Regional, economic and training 
developments constitute stakeholders in the system to be regulated, and partnerships of a 
new type to be put together. Numerous disciplines contribute to achieving these objectives: 
law, economics, taxation and methods of governance. 
Lastly, these strategies will only be effective if the solutions have been eco-designed 
upstream, thus enabling well thought-out systems providing efficient optimisation. The 
objective of eco-design is to design systems providing the highest possible performance 
levels from a multi-criteria environmental point of view. The approach relates to the whole 
life cycle and therefore to all of the life cycles when the reuse of materials and energy is 
facilitated. The stakes involved are to bed in and simplify methods for multiple life cycles, and 
for all of the sub-contractors, to achieve an “upstream” use in terms of engineering and 
design associated with calculable indicators and which are expanded in order to factor in 
social aspects so as to achieve suitable modelling of the utilisation phase. 
 

6.6 Producing whilst ensuring workplace health and safety 

Regulation of workplace health and safety will be increasingly necessary in the years to come 
in order to endeavour to control the risks arising from production systems and technological 
innovations, so as to respond to a societal demand. Hitherto, society has played little part in 
public debate regarding innovations. The asbestos affair, GMOs, major industrial accidents 
and awareness of the impact of innovations on the environment are prompting a review of 
the role of civil society in innovation, particularly regarding health and safety issues. 

Sustainable development implies that innovation factors in the technical risks and their 
impact on the environment, health and safety. Management of industrial, professional and 
environmental risks should be reconciled in relation to two facets: 

- A safety-based approach: Tight management of installations, new procedures and emerging 
products is a condition for a “safe” industrial system in a society mindful of the safety, health 
and well-being of its citizens. Knowledge and tight management of technological risks are 
based on regulated safety requirements regarding their environmental impact, with society 
playing a role in the acceptability of new products and risk-taking. Identifying the dangers 
that a technical innovation gives rise to contributes to the competitiveness of enterprises 
(innovation that is better accepted by society). Knowledge about the properties of emerging 
materials and their impacts on safety, health, and the environment should be produced. 
Controlling the risks related to new procedures raises questions about the operational safety 
of installations so that major crises may be avoided. 
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- A health-based approach: The development of production modes stemming from 
globalisation has led to the precariousness/vulnerability of certain populations exposed to 
risks and to emerging risks in the case of other populations. Work, employment and training 
conditions should not cast aside a portion of the population that is weakened by exposure to 
risks. On the other hand, salary-earners who are in employment are seeing their employment 
conditions change rapidly, requiring great adaptability and increased time pressure, that may 
give rise to health issues (musculo-skeletal disorders, and psycho-social risks). A two-speed 
society that does not respond to development aspirations as part of the work activity that is 
required of all individuals could give rise to risks of a loss of innovation. 

Factoring in professional and industrial risks therefore responds both to regulations and a 
growing societal demand. Although regulations regarding risks are increasingly significant in 
light of the cost of occupational illnesses and accidents, enterprises should commit 
themselves more to an approach involving the ongoing improvement of safety in production 
systems by taking the human factor more into account as part of the use of new information 
and communication technologies, and by querying the organisational modes that may 
reduce risks at source.  

Globalisation reinforces the risks of exposure to precariousness. The threats of fragility to 
certain populations pose an obstacle to creativity and innovation. Seeking alternatives 
avoiding the creation of inequalities must be done in order to avoid a disconnect between 
qualified, secure labour, and precarious, impoverished labour. What is worthwhile is reducing 
the social impact of globalisation that deprives society of more diversified potential that 
contributes more to the production system. To do this, what is involved is anticipating 
educational and employment policies and finding the resources to go beyond approaches 
segmented according to sectors of the public (young people, women, seniors, the disabled, 
etc.) in order to work towards conditions enabling personal fulfilment within the workplace. 
Quality of life in the workplace must form the subject of negotiations between social 
partners, and corporate management practices should orient themselves more towards 
sustainable development of the resources of working populations. 

An overall approach covering all professional risks through to technological risks requires 
collaborative efforts between industrial actors and researchers in human sciences and 
engineering sciences. 

6.7 Designing functionalities more than products 

Industrial systems are queried regarding real or imagined differences between the 
performance levels announced for, and ultimately obtained by, the products installed. This is 
just as true for instantaneous performance as it is for its development over time, and is just as 
true for technical and economic performance as it is for environmental and social 
performance. What is involved then is showing a concern for a holistic solution that responds 
to the demand more than to the product itself, which is just one of the elements involved. 
The principle of this approach is nothing new in relation to the technical and economic 
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aspects: for a long time now major complex systems such as aircraft or power stations have 
been designed to last whilst offering optimal output over a long period; the operation of 
production lines involves maintenance techniques and services. What is involved now is to 
generalise the concept to encompass the whole of the life cycle and for all performance 
aspects. The break-through comes from the major innovation potential, as proven by smart 
energy management systems in buildings or the urban rental of bicycles. The “systemic 
circular” vision naturally finds application in functionality-based approaches.  

What may we expect from this? Three things mainly. Greater satisfaction for the requesting 
party through overall performance that is suitable and is maintained; smarter use of 
technology by exploiting products’ performance at the appropriate level and, lastly, a 
decoupling of created value and materials consumption based on the best-adapted 
economic models. 

What should science do? Initial studies show that functionality approaches only lead to the 
expected performance levels under certain conditions and therefore not systematically. 
Therefore what is involved is equipping decision-makers and engineers so they can design 
and produce truly efficient solutions. We have put forward three strong concepts that provide 
structure in order to achieve functionality, system and modularity objectives. They have the 
advantage of already existing and therefore of having already been studied, and of having an 
enormous potential for a sustainable strategy; therefore what is involved is to enhance them 
subject to the new paradigm and to develop models and tools for engineers and decision-
makers. 

Developing methods leading to economies in terms of functionality: The concept gives great 
hope; proof of achieving these hopes is less abundant. Implementation is complicated by the 
number of actors and forms of logic implemented, and by the lack of models on which to rely 
for studying products and services together. Functional methods must rethink the value 
concept generated by functionalities, utilisation contexts and co-production by actors. 

Popularising and beefing up systems engineering: The essential change is the mandatory 
shift to a system level: the science and engineering of systems must therefore be enhanced in 
order to integrate the new paradigm of sustainable development. More widely, studies of 
interactions and models of forms of interdependence are the key points for understanding 
heterogeneous systems and systems of different natures and managing to develop the 
engineering of systems of systems. 

Revisiting the concept of modularity: This dominant concept of product design and of 
diversified mass production remains a pillar which supports functionality approaches thanks 
to its principle for the substitution of components, ensuring a function and its high potential 
for adaptability and reuse. It is by nature a multi-disciplinary concept involving marketing 
(demand and its development), technology (the design of interfaces) and organisation (the 
logistics chains) which must be instrumented in order to resolve different timespans and 
contradictory decision-making logics. 
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6.8 Inventing new collaborative arrangements 

A production system which takes into account societal changes must also consider the 
instruments which circulate between actors aimed at facilitating their collaboration for the 
purposes of production and innovation. Organisations have preferred to ask their salary-
earners to adapt themselves to new technologies rather than making these new 
communication and information technologies a collective resource for activities.  

To develop collaborative arrangements, industrial actors will have to better factor in changes 
in work relations, the new possibilities of organising telework, and the need for the 
professionalisation of certain trades. It will also be necessary to come up with another way of 
achieving mobility, and particularly the mobility of production methods. 

The development of new communication and information technologies has led to major 
changes in forms of co-ordination of activity within and between enterprises due to the 
telework that they give rise to. Telework relying on communication and information 
technologies breaks with the model of established schemes pertaining to time units and 
locations for productive activity. It takes part in a redefinition of work and employment 
relations between the salary-earner and line management and may sometimes weaken 
exchanges within work groups. 

Nowadays, a set of obstacles is hindering the development of innovative forms of telework. 
On the one hand that calls into question means of control of the salary-earner’s work, even 
though finely-tuned computerised tools for monitoring activity do exist already. More 
precisely, responsibility relating to the activity assumes different dimensions for managerial 
staff and the salary-earner. On the other hand, questions are raised about the actual 
conditions to be mobilised for facilitating a professionalisation of jobs relating to remote 
services. 

Telework may take on several forms: work at home, roaming work, and work in a call centre 
or telecentre. The most appropriate forms for the development of globalised logistics chains 
are to be queried so that new possibilities for organising telework opened up by information 
and communication technologies may constitute resources for the development of individual 
skills, collaborative efforts with colleagues, and work in partnership within multiple networks. 

Another factor; mobility in the broadest sense (product, man-skills, production, organisation), 
is to be conceived with strong anchoring to the region of origin which, moreover, will 
organise integration into globalisation.  

Hitherto, mobility was understood based on disciplines even though it features multiple 
components. Mobility will have to facilitate communication within teams on different sites 
and within chains of partners. Questions are raised about securing data and the 
organisational methods chosen in order to facilitate both the mobility of data (via digitalised 
data supports specific to the enterprise, enabling remote co-operation via digital 
configurations of extended ’virtual’ workshops) and people. The mobility study therefore aims 
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both to understand the shifts in organisational methods for design, production, work and 
control in order to draw up guides to good practices, particularly within SMIs. 

The mobility of productive entities, which broadens production modes and exchanges of 
production techniques, will have an impact on working relations both internally and 
externally. Examination of them for developing collaborative arrangements must be carried 
out more in a multi-disciplinary way involving human and social sciences and engineering 
sciences. 

6.9 Developing Corporate Social Responsibility 

With the development of the activity of enterprises, and particularly industrial enterprises, 
their impacts on society and our world have become increasingly significant. These impacts 
not only affect the business sector specific to these enterprises, the production of goods and 
services, they also give rise to numerous induced effects (of an external nature) which 
manifest themselves in a number of fields such as operation of the economy, health, the 
environment, solidarity etc. The dawning of both society and enterprises in this respect is 
relatively recent and has just come up against classic systems of corporate governance. 

Development of corporates’ social responsibility is neither a pious hope nor an obligation, 
but relates rather to a shift to a technical and economic system underpinned by rights and 
values. 

In terms of engineering, it is not simply a matter of introducing new criteria into the classic 
framework of the design and production of goods and services because, on the one hand, 
recent experiences show that there is no satisfactory solution under the current framework 
and secondly, the enterprise itself is not the natural locus for expressing these needs. From a 
design perspective, it is understood therefore that what is involved is reinventing the 
reasoning behind design in order to introduce a more radical innovative component to it. It is 
therefore necessary for research to take an interest in the production of these new design 
modes, attacking current limits and contradictions. Furthermore, users and citizens, who are 
up to speed with needs, can become participants in design, particularly by organising 
themselves into networks. These new forms of involvement still have to be broadly identified 
and understood.  

At societal level, if we wish corporate social responsibility to emerge and be consistent with a 
new value system, it should be elaborated by calling on collective, representative forms. 
These modes of representing, constructing and disseminating these values are largely yet to 
be discovered, particularly based on the analysis of numerous local initiatives and movements 
in progress. 

Lastly, and for this to become effective, this values system also needs to be administered via 
a corpus of legal rules. Indeed, it is the law which defines the legal framework for enterprises 
and therefore not only the rights and duties of the stakeholders but, first and foremost, 
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identifies the parties involved, and structures their relations. It is therefore difficult to imagine 
an enterprise with true social responsibility without it being anchored in the law which 
provides its basis. It is therefore also a critical analysis of companies law with an innovative 
design approach which should be sought from new organisational methods for enterprises.  

6.10 Developing participatory innovation 

Mankind’s relations within the ecosystem are going to have to change to enable adaptation 
to new products and environments both in terms of the use and implementation of value 
creation processes. This depends on better factoring in the wishes, feelings and sensitivities 
of mankind as a producer and consumer. Enterprises must better integrate mankind into their 
participatory innovation dynamic whilst at the same time protecting their intangible capital. 
Within the context of this think tank, four stakes have been identified. 

The advent of the knowledge economy marks a continuous reconfiguration of the economic 
model for enterprises, where the competitive advantage is now linked to innovative capacity. 
What is involved is understanding this dynamic for the exchanges and interfaces. In spite of 
the technological advances of certain enterprises, an increasing number of inventions are 
being made outside of them, with this happening all over the world. An active presence in 
the local ecosystem and in innovative clusters is becoming a major stake for grasping new 
opportunities and taking part in collaborative, open innovation, whilst at the same time 
adapting in the field of intellectual property, organisation, change management and the 
preservation of knowledge. Open collaboration with communities of users constitutes a 
source of ideas enabling innovation to be supported and to preserve the knowledge 
underpinning economic intelligence practices. Within this open, dynamic collaborative 
approach, it is important to have flexible exchange interfaces that deal with industrial 
organisation, production systems and information systems. 

Product design and production are now carried out in an international environment in which 
all the industrial organisations coexist and are constantly changing as part of collaborative 
and networked work. So collaborative and networked work is essential for supporting 
engineering activities in synchronous and asynchronous modes, either directly or remotely. 
Networked organisations are partnerships both between several enterprises of different sizes 
aimed at the production of goods or services and between enterprises, research and 
educational institutions aimed at improving design and production. Collaborative work 
enables several trades or functions, working in proximity or from a distance, to meet during 
short or long-term projects supported by new communication and information technologies. 
New forms of balance within collaborative efforts, which facilitate technological innovation 
and benefit collective skills networks, are expected. 

Designing tomorrow’s products requires integrating the user as a party contributing 
specifications and as an analyst, adopting an approach of doing just what is necessary and 
best adapted, rather than of convincing the user to invest in products to which he will have to 
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adapt himself, his lifestyle, or his behaviour. Above and beyond the common rules of 
marketing and design engineering, it is essential to create the conditions for a real co-design 
of concepts and finalisation of them. The role of the user in design processes constitutes a 
key stake. What is involved is developing technologies and uses for communication and 
interaction between users, and between users and suppliers, of eco-systems for the closely 
controlled concretisation of products in order to make adaptation resources accessible to 
users. In the long term, this will take the form of a real participatory innovation integrating 
the user for smart, upgradeable product concepts. 

Developing innovation within enterprises is one strategic orientation identified by public 
policies. Thus, the creation of markets by introducing new products and services, improving 
the productive efficiency of small and large enterprises, and integrating new societal and 
environmental constraints/opportunities, are the major characteristics of the strategies of 
industrial enterprises that should be supported by developing effective management and 
policy tools. What is involved is seeking new methods of applied research, "innovation 
research", and research with SMEs in order to facilitate the dissemination, acquisition and use 
of technological advances by the great majority of SMEs/SMIs. In light of the importance of 
SMEs/SMIs in the French economy in terms of employment, regional anchorage, and value 
production, as well as the specific characteristics of the innovative activities of these 
enterprises, what is involved is increasing the capacities of our “knowledge economy” to pass 
on the most recent technological advances. 

7- Conclusion 
 

Ultimately, what should we make of all this? 

Firstly, it is a matter of ambition and urgency. Reindustrialising France is a major challenge of 
the first order. Science must play a part in this and it is up and running with various 
laboratories and industries that are ready. There are already centres of excellence which can 
be relied upon; it is certainly necessary to create other ones for the purposes of strategic 
stakes as well as to focus on issues that both improve the condition of society as a whole, 
and the position of enterprises in particular. France must take on the issue as a whole via a 
system approach which, as a minimum, includes raw materials, production procedures, 
production organisation, logistics, human resources (and their training) and changing 
consumer expectations. Unless they adopt a similar approach, today’s strong industrial 
countries will only experience the same long-term industrial decline. 

From a scientific perspective, we are not speaking of optimising existing solutions, but rather 
of real transformations leading to new solutions for technologies, interactions and 
organisations; a system-based approach is required. The complexity of the issue should not 
be concealed behind magical solutions. We do of course have to work on new technologies 
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without forgetting more traditional technologies. This means that the issue of France’s 
industrialisation cannot simply be resolved through technological innovation, however 
necessary it may be. What is involved is thinking out the whole system, the only level where 
there is meaning, and which does not simply entail a juxtaposition of sub-issues. The 
production system combines technologies, the social and consumption aspects, logistics, 
labour organisation, and knowledge management. 

From the perspective of disciplines, engineering sciences as a whole feel concerned whenever 
materials and energy are involved; the human and social sciences must reinvest themselves 
more strongly in the industrial field as they hold the key to certain locks. Lastly, the new 
communication and information technologies, and particularly information technology, must 
be aware of the dissemination aspect of their discipline within the production sector, where 
information systems and complex models in particular are essential. This calls into question 
the relations between the scientific disciplines and the way of resolving issues which are, by 
nature, multi-disciplinary. Science is not in the habit of transcending its 
compartmentalisation, but the study of production systems does not support a simple 
juxtaposition of disciplines. 

The question is also raised about the methods for research and industry working in common. 
What will be involved is inventing infrastructures which will enable this work, going well 
beyond the operating methods of current collaborative projects. 

Lastly and above all, it is an urgent matter to combine an industrial policy programme with 
an ambitious research programme concerning production systems. The stakes for society are 
sufficiently important to achieve quick responses. Our study has shown that in France we 
have numerous centres of expertise which are industrial or university-based (sometimes a mix 
of both) and which make it possible to achieve operational status very quickly.  
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1. The experts 
 Michel Aldanondo, Professor, École des Mines, Albi, Industrial Engineering Centre, 

GDR MACS STP 
 Marc Auroussea, Professor, Grenoble-INP, Paper Engineering and Processes 

Laboratory (LGP2), Chairman of the Rhône-Alpes Processes Engineering Development 
Committee (CODEGEPRA) and a member of the Board of the SFGP 

 Eric Ballot, Professor, École des Mines, Paris, Scientific Management Centre (CGS) 
 Alain Bernard, Professor, Research Director at the École Centrale, Nantes, Nantes 

Communications and Cybernetics Research Institute (IRCCyN) Mixed Research Unit 
(UMR) 6597, AIP-Primeca 

 Jean-Claude Bocquet, Professor, École Centrale, Paris, Director of the Industrial 
Engineering Laboratory, AIP-Primeca 

 Bernard Boime, Engineer, EADS, Development System and Design Tools, SYSTEMATIC 
Competitiveness Hub 

 Abdelaziz Bouras, Professor, Université Louis Lumière Lyon, Decision-making and 
Information for Production Systems (DISP) Laboratory, AIP-Primeca 

 Jean-Paul Bourrières, Professor, Université de Bordeaux 1, Laboratory for the 
Integration of Material into the System (IMS), Chairman of the European InterOp_Vlab 
laboratory, GDR MACS STP 

 Daniel Brissaud, Professor, Grenoble INP, G-SCOP Laboratory, CNRS UMR 5272, 
Scientific Manager of “Industrialisation and Governmental Sciences” ARC8  

 Sandrine Caroly, Lecturer, Université Joseph Fourier Grenoble, Policy Public Action, 
Territory (PACTE) Laboratory UMR 5194, ergonomics of the activity and sociology of 
organisations 

 Alexandre Dolgui, Professor, École des Mines, St Étienne, Director of the Information 
Sciences and Technologies Laboratory (LSTI), GDR MACS STP 

 Jean-Luc Duplan, Renewable Energy Sources Institute (IFPEN) Lyon Establishment 
Directorate, R&D Manager of the National Institute for the Development of 
Ecotechnologies and Zero-Carbon Energy Sources (INDEED) 

 Michèle Dupré, Université Louis Lumière Lyon, Centre Max Weber, Sociology of Work 
 Léon-Christophe Étilé, Institut INSPIRE - Initiative for the Promotion of an Industry 

Reconciled with the Environment and Society 
 Nathalie Fabbe-Costes, Professor, Université de la Méditerranée, Director of the 

Transport and Logistics Research Centre (CRET-LOG) 
 Yannick Frein, Professor, Grenoble INP, Director of the G-SCOP Laboratory, CNRS 

UMR 5272, Deputy Director of the GDR MACS 
 Vincent Giard, Professor, Université Paris Dauphine, Laboratory for the Analysis and 

Modelling of Systems for Supporting Decision-making (LAMSADE) 
 Dominique Ghiglione, R&D Manager, CETIM, Member of the FIM and MECAFUTURE-

FR 
 Bernard Grabot, Professor, ENI Tarbes, Production Engineering Laboratory (LGP), 

Manager for Production Sciences and Techniques Prospects, GDR MACS STP 
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 Nathalie Greenan, Director of the “Dynamics of Work Organisations” research unit, 
CEE – Employment Studies Centre 

 Marie-Odile Homette, General Delegate of the VIAMECA Competitiveness Hub 
 Stéphane Hubac, Expert Engineer, STMicroelectronics 
 Bruno Lamotte, Professor, Université Pierre-Mendès-France Grenoble, Grenoble 

Economics Research Centre (CREG), the labour economy 
 Daniel Llerena, Lecturer with Research Management Authorisation, Université Pierre 

Mendès-France Grenoble, Grenoble Applied Economics Laboratory (GAEL) INRA UMR, 
Director of the INNOVACS SFR (CNRS Federation) 

 Olivier Liaroutzos, Manager of the Technological and Organisational Changes 
Department, ANACT – National Agency for the Improvement of Labour Conditions 

 Sébastien Limousin, Promotional Director, INERIS – National Institute of the 
Environment and Industrial Risks 

 Jacques Marsot, INRS – National Institute of Research and Safety; Manager of the 
“Design Engineering for Safe Systems” laboratory 

 Patrick Martin, Professor, Arts and Métiers Paristech, Design-Manufacturing-
Command Laboratory (LCFC), Network Director, AIP-Primeca 

 Gérard Morel, Professor, Université Henri Poincaré Nancy, Nancy Automation 
Technology Research Centre (CRAN), UMR 7039, Vice-Chairman of the French 
Systems Engineering Association (AFIS), GDR MACS STP 

 Nicolas Petit, Future Investments and Research Correspondent, Enterprises and Eco-
Technologies Department, Sustainable Energy Sources and Production Division, 
ADEME 

 Henri Pierreval, Professor, IFMA Clermont-Ferrand, Laboratory for Information 
Technology, Modelling and the Optimisation of Systems (LIMOS), CNRS UMR 6158, 
Manager of the “Methodology for Production Systems” scientific orientation, GDR 
MACS STP 

 Kamel Ramdani, Manager of the “Processes and Technologies Assessment” 
Department, Rhodia Opération, Co-Manager of the "eco-designed processes" eco-
system of the AXELERA Competitiveness Hub and member of the board of 
CODEGEPRA 

 Michel Sardin, Professor at the INPL, Director of the "Energy and Environment in 
Lorraine" Carnot Institute, member of the board and Chairman of the Scientific and 
Technical Committee of the SFGP 

 Lionel Roucoules, Professor, Arts and Métiers Paristech, Laboratory of Information 
Sciences and Systems (LSIS) 

 Nicolas Roche, Professor, UPCAM, Deputy Director of the Mechanical Engineering, 
Modelling and Clean Processes Laboratory (LM2P2) and member of the board of the 
SFGP 

 Franck Tannery, Director of the Coactis management research team (EA 4161), 
strategic management and organisation of SMEs. 

 

2. The G-SCOP laboratory 

G-SCOP (which stands for Grenoble Design, Optimisation and Production Sciences) is a multi-
disciplinary laboratory for responding to the scientific challenges posed by current and future 
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changes in the industrial sector. The scope of the laboratory ranges from products design 
through to the management of production systems, relying on major skills in terms of 
optimisation. The creation of the G-SCOP laboratory was the outcome of a very long history 
of scientific advances and collaborative efforts in the field of production systems, products 
design, and operational research. 

The industrial sector is going through major changes (relocation movements, the 
development of services, the “products-services” pair, etc.). We must stress the increasing 
importance of the concept of sustainable development. This situation makes it essential to 
rely on the conditions for sustainable growth and to pose the question of the locales and 
levers required for achieving corporate economic performance. This performance plays on 
the capacity of enterprises to innovate in terms of products and services as well as on their 
capacity to invent new industrial organisational structures (that are responsive and flexible in 
spite of their complexity). These issues led us to identify various scientific challenges 
concerning factoring in uncertainties, the collaboration of distributed actors, knowledge 
engineering, and the development of upstream work relating to optimisation. A very large 
part of the laboratory work plays a part in the challenges involved in developing an industry 
that is sustainable environmentally. 

These challenges prompted us to propose a new stage in research concerning the design and 
management of products and production systems. This new stage leads to deeper insights at 
the heart of disciplines, although the emergence of new subjects at the interface between 
disciplines also requires even stronger collaborative efforts between these disciplines. 

The G-SCOP laboratory is a CNRS (French National Centre for Scientific Research) UMR 
(Mixed Research Unit) involving the Grenoble INP and the Université J Fourier. G-SCOP 
includes approximately 170 people, including 60 researchers and teaching staff & researchers 
who are permanent staff. The laboratory is subordinate to the INS2I (Institute of Information 
Sciences and their Interactions) (acting as the principal) and the INSIS (Institute of 
Engineering Sciences and Systems). It contributes to the LSI (Smart Software and Systems) 
Carnot Institutes and to the Energy of the Future Carnot Institute. 

3. AIP-Primeca 

The AIP-Primeca national network, which is supported by the French Ministry of Higher 
Education and Research, is the result of a merger in 2001 of: 
 The AIPs (Inter-institutional Workshops devoted to Computer-Integrated 

Manufacturing), which are regional resource centres used as an experimental support 
for in-depth training in the field of computer-integrated manufacturing, founded in 
1984, 

 PRIMECA (Information Technologies Resource Hubs for Mechanical Engineering), 
created in 1991 on the instigation of the Implementation Committee of the Academy 
of Sciences in order to promote the use of information technology tools in the design 
of mechanical products. 
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The network brings together 9 regional hubs, organised based on resource centres and 
shared educational platforms involving higher educational institutes, implementing hardware 
and software on an industrial scale in the fields of Integrated Design for Mechanical 
Engineering and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing: 

 Digitally controlled machines, robots, flexible production system, 
 Integrated manufacturing design in the field of mechanical engineering, computer 

assisted design and manufacturing procedures, 
 Industrial management, information systems, computer assisted design and 

manufacturing procedures, PLM, ERP, 
 Maintenance, computer-assisted production management, quality management. 

 
Thus, in each hub, these resources enable specialists to be trained who: 

 Have a holistic approach to the integrated design and production system, 
 Have mastery of methods and techniques relating to modelling, analysis, production, 

computerisation, automation and industrial engineering, 
 Are capable of integrating themselves into multi-disciplinary activities, 
 Are aware of the requisite consistency of the various corporate functions, 
 Are open to the international dimension and to research. 

 
All of the 9 hubs therefore group together over 400 teaching staff and researchers 
working for over 80 engineering schools and university training courses, thus providing 
over 1,200,000 student hours of services annually in terms of basic training and 
continuing training for over 17,000 students annually. 
The AIP-Primeca network carries out scientific and technical co-ordination initiatives, and 
particularly:  
 Sharing skills, sharing software acquisition, and exchanging experiences, 
 Support for educational innovations and carrying out specific forms of training in hi-

tech fields, 
 Transferring research to training bodies and enterprises, 
 Active participation in the French Mechanical Engineering Association (commission) 
 Organising national scientific events (4 to 5 major events annually) that are accessible 

to a broad audience (teaching staff, doctoral students, industrial operators, etc.) such 
as theme-based days, autumn universities, and national conferences,  

 Organising an international scientific conference every two years in France and in a 
partner foreign country: Integrated Design and Manufacturing in Mechanical 
Engineering (IDMME),  

 The development of international relations: A partnership with Tsinghua University in 
Beijing, a summer university with China, and the establishment of a research Master’s 
with Mexico,  
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 Support for an international review: The International Journal for Interactive Methods 
in Design and Manufacturing (IJIDeM). 

 Scientific support for organising conferences. 
 

The members of the AIP-Primeca network are therefore at the heart of the issues considered 
by the Future Production Systems ARP, particularly regarding its product and production 
dimensions. 
 
4. GDR MACS 

STP (Production Sciences and Techniques) constitutes one of the major scientific orientations 
of the CNRS GDR MACS (CNRS Group for Research into the Modelling, Analysis and Running 
of Dynamic Systems), which mobilises over 1,000 members from 105 French and French-
speaking laboratories, whose activity forms part of the field covered by the ARP. These 
researchers, who mainly come from sections 61, 27 and 60 of the CNU (French National 
Universities Council), formed into GTs (working groups), tackle issues relating to production 
systems for goods and services. These issues are presented differently in the various 
orientations of the GDR MACS, which explore different facets of them: “methodology for 
production systems”, “modelling, evaluation and optimisation”, “applications fields - objects 
of study”, “safety, supervision and maintenance” and “command systems”. 

Among the various concerns of the GTs directly involved with the ARP project, the following 
are tackled: the knowledge and skills involved in production systems, scheduling and 
planning, design and management methods for logistics chains, enterprise engineering and 
information systems directed via models, smart production, engineering of design systems 
and conduct of the product life cycle, maintenance, etc. 

The scientific activity of the GTs is therefore right at the heart of the themes cited in this ANR 
call. They represent essential driving forces for tackling the future research themes suggested 
by the ARP and constitute natural crucibles for forming the partnerships required which are 
necessary for responding to future calls for tenders which may stem from this think tank work 
(the GTs also have interdisciplinary actions). 

5. The SFGP (French Processes Engineering Society) 

The SFGP, a learned society, is a non-profit association of public utility that was founded in 
1988. Its missions are: (i) to promote Processes Engineering among teaching staff, tertiary 
students, researchers, and industrial operators, as well as among the teaching staff and pupils 
of middle and secondary schools and, more generally, the public; (ii) to facilitate exchanges 
of the knowledge and methods required for optimising industrial processing, materials and 
energy processes among industrial operators, researchers and teaching staff; (iii) to bring 
together industrial operators who implement processes in the major arms of French industry, 
particularly chemicals, ore processing, metallurgy, textiles, the paper industry, the cement 
industry, the nuclear industry, pharmaceuticals, agrofood, bio-industries and oil, etc.; (iv) to 
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maintain dialogue between actors involved in Processes Engineering and the public 
authorities; (v) to establish links with organisations pursuing the same objectives in France 
and abroad; (vi) to facilitate the publication and dissemination of works concerning Processes 
Engineering and, for this purpose, to organise one-day events and conferences; (vii) to 
continually analyse the situation regarding Processes Engineering in France, to take stock of 
needs, and to promote corresponding research. Thus, in 2010, the SFGP included over 750 
academic and industrial members (35 companies were represented), it is a partner to other 
French learned and professional societies (the CFIA (Canadian Food Inspection Agency) in the 
agrofood sector, the GIFIC (Interprofessional Grouping of Chemicals Industry Suppliers) for 
equipment manufacturers, the AFTP (French Association of Oil Technicians and Professionals) 
in the oil sector, CODEGEPRA (the Rhône-Alpes Processes Engineering Development 
Committee), etc., and to European bodies such as the European Federation of Chemical 
Engineering, for which the SFGP provides the general secretariat, and chairs five Working 
Parties (Theme-based Groups), in addition to which it publishes the review Procédique and 
collaborates in the collection of scientific works entitled “Recent Progress in Processes 
Engineering” (Édition Tec & Doc Lavoisier), it conducts active scientific work within its CST 
(Scientific and Technical Council) and its 14 theme-based groups, think tank work within its 
COS (Strategic Orientation Committee), and annually it either organises or sponsors ten or so 
scientific conferences, including its biennial conference (with over 650 people registered in 
2009 in Marseilles). Lastly, it should be mentioned that through its members, the SFGP 
publishes numerous articles and books, including a very recent publication entitled “Génie 
des Procédés Durables, du concept à la concrétisation industrielle” [Sustainable Processes 
Engineering: from the concept to industrial concretisation] (M. Poux, P. Cognet, C. Gourdon, 
Collection Technique et Ingénierie, Dunod/L’Usine Nouvelle, 2010) which may appear to 
provide a basis for thoughts and proposals for the FuturProd project.  

6. Document base 
 Europe 2020. A strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. European 

Commission; 2010. 
 Global trends 2030. Citizens in an interconnected and polycentric world. Institute for 

Security Studies European Union; 2012. 
 France 2030: cinq scénarios de croissance. La Documentation Française; No. 35; 2011 
 Global Europe 2050. European Commission, DG Research and Innovation; 2012. 
 Europe 2020 Flagship initiative - Innovation Union. European Commission; 2010. 
 Manufuture.  A vision for 2020. Manufuture ETP; 2004. 
 Brandes F, Lejour A, Verweij G, Van Der Zee F. The future of manufacturing in Europe. 

Final Report, European Commission; 2007. 
 Jovane F, Weskamper E, Williams D. The Manufuture road. Towards competitive and 

sustainable high adding value manufacturing. Springer; 2009. 
 ERT’s Vision for a competitive Europe in 2025. European Round Table of Industrialists; 

2010. 
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 Preparing for our future: developing a common strategy for key enabling 
technologies in the EU. European Commission; 2009. 

 Technology and Innovation Futures: UK Growth Opportunities for the 2020s. Foresight 
Horizon Scanning Centre, Government Office for Science; 2010. 

 Flagship Project Factory of the Future National Manufacturing Platform. CNR; 2012. 
 Cuhls K, Ganz W, Warnke P. Foresight Process. New future fields. Fraunhofer Institute 

for systems and innovation research ISI; Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial 
Engineering; 2009. 

 Manufacturing the future. Federal priorities for Manufacturing R&D. Report of the 
Interagency Working Group on Manufacturing R&D, Committee on Technology, 
National Science and Technology Council; 2008. 

 Ezell SJ, Atkinson RD. The case for a National Manufacturing Strategy. The Information 
Technology and Innovation Foundation; 2011. 

 The facts about Modern Manufacturing. The Manufacturing Institute, 8th edition; 
2009 

 Report to the President on ensuring American leadership in advanced manufacturing. 
Executive Office of the President, President’s Council of Advisors on Science and 
Technology; June 2011. 

 EU Manufacturing Industry: what are the challenges and opportunities for the coming 
years? First tentative findings of a sector-specific analysis carried out in DG enterprise 
and Industry; 2010. 

 Supply chain decarbonization. The role of logistics and transport in reducing supply 
chain carbon emissions. World Economic Forum; 2009. 

 Logistics & Supply Chain Industry Agenda Council. Final Report. World Economic 
Forum; 2011. 

 Logistics 2050. A Scenario Study. Deutsche Post AG; 2012. 
 A Roadmap for 21st Century Chemical Engineering. Technical strategy roadmap; 2007. 
 European roadmap for process intensification. Industry sector PI Roadmap. PetChem 

Roadmap European Union; 2008. 
 Research Agenda for Process Intensification towards a Sustainable World of 2050. 

Institute for Sustainable Process Technology. Action Plan Process Intensification of the 
Dutch Institute for Sustainable Technology; 2011. 

 Sustainable Process Industry through Resource and Energy Efficiency. Roadmap; 2012. 
 European Energy and Transport - trends to 2030 - update 2007. European 

Commission, Directorate General for Transport and for Energy; 2008. 
 Energy 2020. A strategy for competitive, sustainable and secure energy. European 

Commission, Directorate General for Energy; 2011. 
 A digital agenda for Europe. European Commission; 2010. 
 Holistic industrially oriented roadmap covering all PAC research areas. Deliverable 

D5.20. Innovative Production Machines and Systems project; 2008. 
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 A holistic, industrially oriented roadmap defining the IDT and POM research agenda. 
Deliverable D 6.20 and D 7.20. Innovative Production Machines and Systems project; 
2008. 

 Factories of the future. Strategic Multi-annual roadmap. Industrial advisory group FoF; 
2010. 

 Preparing our future: developing a common strategy for key enabling technologies in 
the EU. European Commission; 2009. 

 Thematic Report by the Working Team on Advanced Manufacturing Systems. High 
Level Group on Key Enabling Technologies; 2010. 

 Mastering and deploying Key Enabling Technologies (KETs): building the bridge to 
pass across the KETs "Valley of death" for future European innovation and 
competitiveness. HLG KET working document. Mid-term document. European 
Commission, DG Enterprise & Industry; Jan. 2011. 

 Key enabling technologies. Final report; 2011. 
 Future skill supply in Europe. Medium-term forecast up to 2020. Synthesis report. 

CEDEPOF; 2009. 
 Innovative Workplaces. Making Better Use of Skills within Organisations. OECD 

Innovation Strategy; 2010. 
 Behaghel L, Greenan N, Training and Age Biased Technological Change, Annale 

d’économie et de statistique, No. 99-100, 2010, pp. 317-342. 

 

7. Programme for the ANR-FuturProd conference 

“What research should be undertaken for tomorrow’s industrial production?”, Tuesday 
12 February 2013.  

Web site: http://cluster-gospi.fr/Colloque-ANR-ARP-FuturProd-12-02   

10 - 10.15 am – Introduction to the one-day event 

- JP Chevalier, Professor, CNAM Paris 
- P. Briant, Director General of the ANR 
 
10.15 - 11.15 am – International benchmark 
- The Manufuture European Vision, E. Weskamper, Frauhofer IPA, Stuttgart 
- The American Vision, J. Sutherland, Purdue University, USA 
 
11.15 am - 12.45 pm – Round table discussion involving industrial representatives 
 
1.45 - 4.15 pm – The challenges faced by French research: the perspectives of scientific fields 

- A. Hatchuel, Professor, Mines Paris-Tech, member of the Academy of Technologies 

http://cluster-gospi.fr/Colloque-ANR-ARP-FUTURPROD-12-02
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- A. Bévort, Professor, CNAM 
- Y. Dallery, Professor, École Centrale de Paris 
- Y. Bréchet, Professor, Grenoble INP, member of the Academy of Sciences 
 
ANR think tank: FuturProd, Daniel Brissaud, Grenoble INP 
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8. Research theme-based sheets 
 
8.1 Develop new smart technologies 
 
8.1.1 Cobotics, an assistance to the citizens 
 
Theme description  
 
The development of technologies for personal assistance (robotics/cobotics) responds to 
several major societal challenges: ageing working population, recruitment difficulties and 
high turnover positions on difficult work stations, constant increase of musculoskeletal 
disorders (MSDs). 
It now appears that the solutions coming from industry will allow this development through 
research, with robots for gesture assistance, exoskeletons to move people and assist them in 
handling heavy loads, rehabilitation robots for major accident victims, cobots able to identify 
and help individuals in difficulty in a crowd, etc… 
This trend towards greater cooperation between human and technical systems however 
raises new questions about working conditions. Beyond aspects that are purely related to 
mechanical and physical hazards (vibrations, shocks, projections, etc…), the question of their 
acceptance arises: instrumentation of man at work, dependence on technology, etc... 
 
Socio- economic interest 
 
Service robotics is growing at an accelerated pace due to a strong growth market for at least 
two reasons: robotics, initially dedicated to the manufacturing field (repetitive and painful 
tasks, process integration, operation in environments that are inaccessible to man, etc...), has 
seen its range of applications expanding significantly towards service or personal assistance 
robots. Service robotics responds to a serious societal demand due to an ageing population, 
the fight against MSDs and more widely arduous work stations. 
Reducing MSDs is a major public health concern (first occupational disease in France with 
85.7% of occupational diseases in the general system in 2010). At European level, MSDs make 
up a total economic cost estimated between 0.5 and 2% of the GDP (Source: Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration –EU). 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

- Development of sensors and algorithms (control laws) which are both secure and in 
real time. They will on the one hand make the cobot/robot becoming intelligent and 
self-adaptive (real time) and on the other hand they will enable a collaboration with 
human beings. 
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- Evaluation of the contributions and the limitations for the use of this equipment 
considering working conditions (effort, mental workload, autonomy, etc.)… 

- Miniaturization of effectors and associated actuators (for example a human hand 
integrating sensors); artificial intelligence. 

- Specific developments to ship enough energy for a significant period of activity 
without causing a crippling heaviness of the system. 

- Developments of supervision units intended to control a stock of cobots/robots in 
various environments. 

8.1.2 Develop new manufacturing technologies (KETs) 

Theme description 

The challenge of disruptive technologies concerns all areas: materials (nano-materials, 
advanced materials), bio-technology, nano and micro technologies, electronics, photonics, 
engineering innovative processes, equipment (architecture, control-command systems), new 
Production concepts (desktop factories, flexible factories). 
These new technologies are mobilizing new knowledge, are multidisciplinary and based on a 
strong R & D and a fast innovation cycle. They are mobilizing significant investments, and 
highly skilled labor. Moreover advanced, powerful and adapted production systems must be 
developed to ensure the industrialization of these technologies. New ways and supports of 
cooperation and training should be developed with pilot-plant and demonstrators. 
 
Socio-economic interest 
 
Given their novelty these technologies are breaking factors but also include technical risks in 
the processes and innovative high performance means of production that are implemented. 
The lack of the specialized skills that are necessary to implement these new technologies 
must be taken into account. We should therefore respond to these objectives in order to 
keep a technological advance and develop highly skilled jobs. We can see that we are at the 
beginning of these developments leading to major changes in society (communication, food, 
reduction of the carbon footprint, health...). Emerging risks for the health of operators and 
populations using nano-bio-manufactured products are a socio-economic challenge that we 
will have to control in the long term, as well as their effects on the environment. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
These new technologies both deal with the response to the reduction of losses in raw 
material or energy, the design of multifunctional parts, the miniaturization of products and 
means of manufacturing (micro-manufacturing) and the societal demands. They are directly 
based on scientific knowledge (biology, materials, optics, electronics, genius of processes for 
the transformation of material and energy). We must quickly reach a level of technological 
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maturity allowing industrialization. The production systems including a continuous change of 
scale of the relations between the laboratory and the production are an important stake. It 
may be raised in a multi-disciplinary approach between industry specialties, between 
technical and human sciences. We must quickly build pilot plant in order to identify 
parameters of conduct for these new complex processes, which interact strongly. The 
consideration of the user will be important to manage these complex systems, requiring 
adapted training. The development of these systems for advanced industrial production relies 
on new integrated and multi-level models for the design and operation of production 
systems. Those systems are using digital simulation taking into account both process physics 
and process chemistry, the methods of manufacture and assembly, the means of production 
(machines, processes, sensors, control). It is important to consider the social aspects related 
to the acceptability of these new technologies. The societal debate on the risk is entering 
business and cannot be ignored. We have to better understand the risk representations, and 
support the development of skills and qualifications through adapted training and prevention 
programs. 
The deployment of these new technologies should not overshadow improving research 
meeting the objectives of quality and performance of the existing processes (development of 
BATs: Best Available Technologies) which are based on an experience to highlight. 
 
8.1.3 Multiphysical and multiscale advanced models 
 
Theme description 
 
Given the complexity and the increasing variety of phenomena encountered in industry and 
services, the modeling and the digital simulation must be multiscale and multiphysical in 
order to help removing the obstacles we come across. The advanced modeling and 
simulation play an essential part in the design, analysis, evaluation and control of complex 
systems as well as in the deepening of scientific knowledge. Depending on the purpose of 
modeling, the granulometry can be spread over from the molecule to the factory by way of 
the processes and products. Advanced simulation tools should also help to understand the 
problems in their entirety, integrating all available information and interactions, be they 
factual or inherent in the external environment (up to the organizational aspects) and thus 
allow the best possible analysis and decision making. Only a multidisciplinary approach will 
achieve this goal. 
 
Socio-economic interest 
 
The elaboration, the transition to a very large scale and the marketing of complex innovative 
processes and products with high added value are now closely linked to the ability to master 
mathematical modeling and digital simulation. 
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The emergence of these high-level multiphysical and multiscale new tools will accelerate the 
development of industrial sectors. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
The faithful digital representation of complex physical phenomena (molecules, materials, 
fluids) requires the development of more and more detailed models on various scales (from 
very small to very large), with many views and properties (multiphysics). This involves the 
acquisition of new scientific knowledge and data through the development of experimental 
devices with separate or integrated effects and of experimental analytical methods (local, 
global, distributed, online...) for the observation on extended spatial and temporal scales. 
Going up the scale of the factory and the territory integrating organizational, logistical and 
human aspects is planned. All the models that are considered require intensive computing 
tools (HPC) due to the production of large amounts of data to manage. We both have to 
mobilize scientific disciplines (physics, chemical engineering, chemistry, biology, mathematics, 
computer science) and strengthen their interactions. 
 
This theme can be structured around several axes: 

- Modeling and simulation of complex systems (living-physical-chemical interaction) 
- Tools for design, decision and control assistance (in particular online and adaptive). 

and for the management of processes and production systems, or even of a site. 
- Multiscale metrology for multiscale simulation. 
- Data acquisition, storage and processing in order to inject this information in 

predictive models. 
- Design of new analytical methods for the development and the validation of multi-X 

tools. 
 

8.1.4 Man-machine interaction, multi-modal communication, smart and immersive 
interfaces, virtual reality, augmented reality 
 
Theme description 
 
The New Information Technologies (NITs) and their intrusion into industrial procedures 
induce new forms of man-computer, man-man or even man-systems of systems interactions. 
These terms are challenging the traditional approach based on the usual feedback 
demonstration of the Technical System robustness against the perceived risk. This is not a 
question of developing a Man-Machine Interface but of modeling a "perception-cognition-
action" interaction as a WHOLE between two objects of different kinds. 

These terms therefore require taking into account the "Man-Machine" performance in a 
global way ensuring the acceptability of these NTIs by the human being and accepting the 
human error since there is no point in attempting to contain it. 
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These terms question the complexity induced by the emergences facilitated by the NTI in an 
operational situation. They require developing the synergy between Technical System 
Engineering and Human Factors throughout the System life cycle. 
 
Socio-economic interest 
 
The consequence of the growing development of NTIs is their quick spread in today 
production systems. 
From an economic point of view, the impact of NTIs is set at two levels: a growth of these 
NTIs manufacturing sectors and an improvement of the performance of the production 
systems using NTIs.The increasing use of NTIs, as well in the process as to "increase" the 
human capabilities, also modifies the working environments and conditions. If these NTIs 
provide opportunities for innovative solutions on some occasions, they can also develop new 
risks and dangers. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

Various papers have recently highlighted the need to go beyond the prescribed scope of the 
Technical Engineering System to combine as soon as possible all the possible interactions of 
a socio-technical system in its operational environment. Made to maintain unintentional 
emerging behaviors within acceptable limits, the interfaces between the technical system and 
the socio-organizational system must reflect at best the homomorphic correspondence 
between the hazardous process state situations and the mental patterns of the operators 
who are receiving these variable controlling phenomena. 

On the one hand, it is necessary to confine these emergences toward the system purpose. On 
the other hand, we must facilitate the emergence of these interactions which are decisive 
performance factors. The human being is also living this paradox, being immersed in two 
different worlds with the same NTIs, one facilitator of hardly completed emergences in his 
social life and the other builder of finalized emergences in his professional life. 

There is therefore an interesting line of research on the "Simplexity" to seek in operational 
situations to combine these two points of view. An additional paradigm is to rely on the 
building of a Man-Machine Interaction finalized and based on the opportunity to 
interoperate physiological process models with technical process models. Thanks to all this 
we should then be able to assess possibilities for facilitating the emergence of positive 
interactions by the NTIs. 

The acceptability of NTIs should also be studied including human factors in relation with their 
use. They shall also contribute to the development of predictive models for an overall Man-
Machine performance. 
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Finally, as innovation did, the consideration about the emergencies’ complexity induces a 
training challenge on the all prescriptive, since there is always a Human modeler in the 
engineering loop. 

8.1.5 Methods and systems of extraction, capitalization, sharing, knowledge reuse, in a 
personalized, centralized or distributed environment  
 
Theme description 
 
Future production systems must be more innovative, reactive, adaptable but should also 
allow a better development of human players. These objectives can only be achieved by 
going from production systems based on relatively rigid procedures to systems using the 
knowledge generated during their lifetime to the full. This implies first to generalize the use 
of knowledge engineering technique in order to identify, organize, store and reuse the 
knowledge from tacit or explicit human knowledge. It also implies to generate knowledge 
from past experiences (through techniques like data mining or feedback). The knowledge 
generated will have to be used "locally" but also shared by entities, distributed and used 
throughout the products and production systems lifecycle. 

Socio-economic interest 
 

- A greater innovation ability on more complex products, a reduction of product-to-
market lead times thanks to capitalization and reuse of past experiences, 

- A creation of hardly imitated competitive benefits, 
- A better adaptability, productivity and safety in centralized but also distributed 

production systems,  
- A valuation of human contribution at work, 
- A spreading of knowledge across business networks; exchanges between companies 

of different sizes and cultures. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 

- New methods of extracting knowledge from non-structured sources (texts, standards, 
emails, reports, web ...). These methods should be more efficient and automated in 
order to be used in small structures (SMEs).  

- A management and promotion of knowledge in a collective and distributed working 
environment under security and partial confidentiality requirements: ontologies, 
interoperability for knowledge systems. 

- Design of learning and self-learning man-machine systems. 
- Transition from procedural information systems to "knowledge-based" information 

systems. 
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8.1.6 Design and produce smart products 
 
Theme description 
 
The latest developments in mobile and ubiquitous computing, as well as in smart sensors, 
require a new understanding of the products and production models. The current trend is 
towards customizable products consisting in smart portable objects that can be called meta-
products (ie. clothing, shoes and accessories with integrated sensor networks). 
A meta-product is thus highly customer focused, intelligent and customizable, integrating IT 
sensory units, using information from the Cloud and leading to a paradigm shift with a trend 
of collaborative production (via internet) of intelligent configurable products. 
 
Socio- economic interest 
 
The evolution to this range of products leads to a fundamental change in the needs of the 
products lifecycle and opens up totally new perspectives towards models of agile and user-
oriented production, with a considerable impact on the cost-efficiency and ecology. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
The functionality required from a new meta-product will be configured by end users. Design, 
component selection, materials and sensors supply, virtual prototyping, and production and 
service integration planning are becoming real collaborative processes. They require an 
interdisciplinary expertise (designers, producers of sensors, software developers and other 
experts such as trainers, doctors, game developers, etc…). A Meta-product is made of devices 
that can continuously measure, filter and communicate with users. It requires interactions at 
all levels, from modeling and digital simulation to physical realization and testing. All this 
creates a management of sensory data complex flows such as update data or security which 
must be communicated in real time (ie. by smart phones via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi). 
 
New research about lifecycle information systems are required to support the 
implementation and testing of several digital prototypes and allow them to be synchronized 
with physical prototyping and testing. And this is especially true to manage several 
alternatives in parallel, using the mechanisms of convergent engineering " Set Based 
Concurrent Engineering " type ( ESCB ), and studying the feasibility of alternatives by a 
validation of data and knowledge as one goes along. This will allow the convergence towards 
more innovative and robust solutions. 
In a vision where the meta-product evolves with its use, the design should incorporate some 
practices “User-Centered-Design”-type. These practices require a virtual interpretation of the 
meta-products future users’ behavior. In addition to previously mentioned architectures of 
information for the products lifecycle management, an integration of virtual or augmented 
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reality techniques in order to anticipate the products’ uses in early design should be studied. 
Before being launched on the market it is essential to qualify the technological and software 
components. Therefore a simulator of the proposed system in a virtual environment would 
be a high value-added element. 

8.1.7 Knowledge and production system: from adaptation to preservation 

Theme description 

Knowledge is a key element in all production systems. And it is always difficult to 
comprehend and master such an abstract and multifaceted-nature element. However, it is 
possible to characterize it by a nature reassembling on one side a so-called "contextual, 
surface, specific" knowledge, and on the other side a more "general, deep, generic" 
knowledge. This nature is combined both with descriptive supports such as "observations, 
situations, cases, couples problem / solution ... "or prescriptive supports such as "rules, 
behavior laws, procedures, processes, reference models...". Concerning the production 
systems, we need to master knowledge in order to (i ) achieve (design and management 
process), (ii ) decide (design and adjustment, management and operation...) and ( iii ) create 
new knowledge (essential for innovation). This conservation of long-term knowledge is 
increasingly required, well beyond the end of life of the system or product concerned. The 
key problem is to have the right knowledge and the right form at the right time to achieve, 
decide and innovate. Information systems and methods/tools stemming from artificial 
intelligence are therefore involved. However, their integration or association with tools such 
as ERP and CAD-PLM is still very moderate. The challenge is therefore to raise the maturity 
level of these knowledge-based systems (KBS) in order to achieve, decide and innovate 
optimally. 

Socio-economic interest 
 
Be they multiple and varied, two key interests may be highlighted. 
The rapid and all-out needs and techniques evolution make it no longer possible to rely on 
the only human expertise. A good association between KBS and ERP/CAD-PLM becomes 
necessary to achieve, decide and innovate at best. Much in the same way the players’ careers 
are no longer linear and a player leaving the company takes his knowledge with him. It's the 
same in network business with limited-time collaborations. Consequently the need for 
sustainability of knowledge becomes inevitable. 
 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 

The knowledge-related diversity of issues therefore depends essentially on (i ) their nature 
(general/contextual), (ii ) what they represent (case, rule, procedure, model...), (iii ) the 
operating formalisms (reasoning from cases data mining, expert system, ontological 
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inference, constraint propagation...) and of course ( iv) the scope (the manufacturer and retail 
industry do not generate the same issues for example). In most cases every research work is 
placed at the crossroads of the four previous features and there is a form of segmentation of 
works and solutions in terms of KBS. A first constriction would be to suggest global 
approaches (tools, models, methods) for the production systems, federating the operation of 
all forms of knowledge. By operation we mean: identification, modeling, storage, operation, 
maintenance and withdrawal. This also concerns the preservation of information and 
knowledge over time guaranteeing the traceability, reuse and security of digital information. 
The interest here is the long-term adaptation of the modeled knowledge (as well as data 
migration to fight against hardware and software obsolescence), their formalization and 
conservation. From a technical standpoint, the obstacles we must remove are linked to the 
role of technology and the provision of standards (ie. OAIS Open Archival Information 
System) and open standards in particular. A second obstacle would be to conciliate, or 
authorize within one’s approaches, the fields interdisciplinarity (mechanics, thermics, plastics, 
electronics...), the entities treelike/multi-level aspect (elementary component, subset, systems, 
systems of systems...) and the uncertain (knowledge confidence, comprehensiveness, 
coverage...). This will probably be based on engineering principles led by models and some 
concepts from works on interoperability. The third obstacle, already mentioned, is then to 
find, define and validate association and/or integration patterns of these KBS thanks to key 
software packages from ERP and CAD-PLM. A last and very critical obstacle, being more a 
legal matter, is related to the knowledge possession and sharing through cooperative 
development. 

 
8.2 Develop tools for designing and organizing production systems 
 
8.2.1 Multipurpose, reconfigurable, reusable, mobile, robust production systems-    
agility of the production systems 
 
Theme description 
 
The aim is to produce using at best the workshop, factory or supply chain equipment in order 
to be able to react very quickly to the changes in demand (quantity, quality, product 
development, adaptation to specific needs). For this purpose, the socio-technical processes 
involved in the production must be able to be constantly reorganized: operator assignment, 
workshop reorganization, different allocation of the abilities, and appeal to outsourcing 
service... If they want to be closer to the consumer, some equipment must be transportable 
designed. All this requires technological advances in machines themselves (editable, modular 
stations, mobile equipment), in management and information systems (also reconfigurable 
opportunistically), in available expertise (multi-skilled operators), in products (modular 
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products, reusable components) and in the organization of production (multiform lines, 
multi-project platforms, etc...). 
 
Socio- economic interest 
 
The challenge is to allow an adaptation to the demand in near real time, shortening the time-
to-market, the ramp-up and the cycle time. We must therefore search for a competitive 
advantage concentrated on innovation (technological and organizational) and real-time 
adaptation to markets, as opposed to a low cost mass production strategy coming from 
emerging countries. 

The operation of workshop or factory generic models should allow a rapid selection of the 
production location according to the demand, by the selection of partners or a possible 
relocation of the production system. Reconfiguration and adaptation should allow 
reallocating human resources as needed: operators must then be multi-skilled and may need 
to move with the equipment. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

We have to make a high-performance production system over a long period of time, without 
adequate forecasting and with larger and more uncertain target markets. The obstacles are at 
different levels: equipment, workshop, factory, in order to meet the objectives of quality 
(geometry, technology), of responsiveness and cost. 
Models integrated in the design and operation of these reconfigurable manufacturing 
systems must be developed. These models must take into account the product characteristics 
(composition, material, geometry, product components, generic range...), the manufacturing 
process (implemented technology), and production management system (information 
system, control, quality control...) in a multi- disciplinary, multi-level and multi-view approach 
(technological, organizational, societal, human, information systems interoperability,  
forecasting, of indicators...). They must also be able to predict the processes and production 
system performance (virtual manufacturing) and assist in strategic choices (when and what to 
reconfigure). 

New equipment (mechanical, electronic, transport systems, storage, tooling, communication 
networks, interfaces...) and software ("plug and play " distributed control, man-machine 
communication , interoperable information systems...) must be developed to meet these 
objectives in a coherent manner, especially given the expected evolution of the products 
(miniaturization , quality, variability), and of the processes (Kets , rapid manufacturing , new 
processes...) in a context of modularity and mobility (within the workshop, near the client). 
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8.2.2 Management of complex systems and new paradigms for the organization and 
management of production systems based on biological systems (autoimmune and 
genetic approaches) 

Theme description 

If we want a production system to face the disturbances and the many changes in the 
demand, its management must be able to benefit from some form of intelligence. It must be 
able to adapt the production organization (resources allocation, change in management 
policy...) in order to remain efficient in all circumstances. This requires being able to detect 
and analyze the situation in which the system is located , and then propose the best decisions 
to fit at best the current and future conditions . This "intelligence" is based on various types 
of knowledge (algorithmic, expert, experience-based, global, local), which can be particularly 
difficult to elicit and update. This knowledge must be operated according to different types 
of models (hierarchical, heterarchical...) requiring communication and negotiation protocols, 
and adapted man/machine interfaces (agent, holonic models, communicating objects...). The 
system should not be too affected in case of failure of one of its components. 

Socio-economic interest 
 
The point here is to allow the production system to be better equipped to cope with changes 
and uncertainties. In a less and less predictable context, the production system must develop 
an ability to use at best its means of production and skills, and to know how to react if 
anything unexpected happens. We must remain competitive in various and poorly mastered 
situations. Mobilized intelligence must be for the benefit of the different actors of the 
partnership network if necessary. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

The necessary knowledge is very difficult to elicit because the available expertise remains 
limited. Indeed, the combinatorial, unpredictable, uncertain and dynamic nature of the 
production systems entails a high complexity. This knowledge is also of various kinds: some 
are algorithmic (optimization procedures), others very empirical, others may be derived from 
automatic learning processes, data mining or simulations. Nevertheless they must coexist in 
models where every agent or holon that are involved in the decisions about the production 
organization must be able to use them in order to diagnose a situation and negotiate local or 
global organizational changes. If works involving multiagent systems are existing, much 
remains to be done, especially for the agents to get effectively smarter capabilities 
(reasoning, capitalization , learning, negotiation...) in order to make those approaches more 
generic, more compatible with the ERPs, MES, simulation models (interoperability...) . In 
addition the opportunities offered by the internet of things will initiate means for dialogue 
and negotiation of great promise between machinery, tools, products, handling means. They 
therefore represent a great potential that needs to be studied. Approaches from biological 
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analogies (immune, genetic, insect colonies...) are sources of inspiration that deserves being 
investigated to determine some adaptation and reasoning models usable for production 
systems. 

8.2.3 Active and smart product managing the production system  

Theme description 

On one hand, due to an evolution of the industrial need towards more adaptability, 
responsiveness and agility, it becomes important to work around the paradigm shift in the 
usual approaches for production management which are too centralized, rigid, inertial and 
hardly adaptable. On the other hand, the current technologies such as Auto-ID , particularly 
RFID, in the context of pervading intelligence and "Internet of things", of "cyber-physical 
systems", embedded and distributed computing, are granting decision-making and 
information capacities to the entities forming the production systems, be they products, 
resources or components, at lower and lower costs. These entities then become "smart" and 
players involved in their own various decision-making processes of management, throughout 
their own life cycle, from design to dismantling, through the classic stages of production, 
distribution and maintenance. These entities contribute to the management of their own lives 
and can then become the spine in a larger system of logistics or goods production or services 
thus facilitating interoperability and traceability. The 60 years old obstacle of 
desynchronisation of physical and information flows would be therefore solved. 

Socio-economic interest 

The socio-economic interests are very varied. They’re about profits mainly described in terms 
of responsiveness, agility, tracking and interoperability, and they are therefore directly 
impacting the stocks, the time limit and more generally the costs. The affected sectors, in 
which new uses are to provide for these technologies are: production industry (supply chain, 
manufacturing), construction (smart building and infrastructure), the hospital sector 
(pharmacy, emergencies), goods transportation (freight) or passenger carrying. The 
capitalization of all information throughout the product life-cycle also opens up perspectives 
without clear boundaries. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

The scientific obstacles are mainly about solving the problems inherent in this type of 
approach where not only purely hierarchical relationships appear, inducing new organizations 
in which emerging behavioral mechanisms are in touch with a set of centrally planned 
decisions and in anticipation of future events. The performances verification and guarantee of 
corresponding architectures, emergence engineering, interoperability with information and 
existing decision systems, interaction and cooperation with operators , management of the 
knowledge generated by smart entities, the optimization of decision making and information 
processes as well as the definition of deployment methodologies are all scientific obstacles to 
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remove. Scientifically, this issue stands at the crossroads of many disciplines: distributed 
artificial intelligence, operational research, discrete event systems, mechatronics and 
infotronics, telecommunications systems, network computing, mechanics (closed-loop PLM), 
system engineering and simulation. The theoretical developments related to this issue are 
highly innovative and break with traditional approaches. They’re trying to harvest the 
potential generated by an increasing intelligence and the digital systems autonomy 
(virtualized physical systems) in order to develop new cyber-physical environments where 
man and his activated physical entities avatars are interacting and cooperating. 

8.2.4 Digital factory Implementation in training simulation and management 

Theme description 

Digital simulation for decision making, product performance and manufacturing system 
predictive assessment, production management, work situation analysis are tools providing a 
way to save significant efficiency, time, cost. We must especially be aware of the necessity to 
respond to the consideration of new products, new technologies and organizations, 
uncertainties, inaccuracies, variability in technological, economic, logistical and human terms, 
facing production systems. The aim is to develop "virtual manufacturing" tools involving 
increasingly complete, specific and real-world representative models, taking into account the 
business knowledge , and integrating the entire life cycle of the product (design, 
manufacturing process, use, withdrawal). Although technological advances have been made, 
these simulation tools still have limitations towards the representativeness of the simulated 
activity compared to the likely future activity (prescribed vs. actual). 
The issues are on the multi-view, multi-physical, multi-scale, multidisciplinary approach, the 
use of available or necessary information according to the product or system status, 
interoperability of the implemented models and tools, the choice of decision support tools. 
Initially dedicated to design departments in large industrial groups, we now find that kind of 
software in SMEs. The digital factory implementation is particularly relevant to the 
deployment of new production technologies (Kets, rapid manufacturing, process 
intensification...) since the development times for these technologies are technically long and 
costly, but also concerning the human factors and behavior with a high variability. These 
digital factory models can be mobilized at both predictive (design and validation of the 
production system) and real-time management operating level. 

Socio- economic interest 

Given the demand variability, the growing importance of emerging societal issues, the 
technologies and organizations  evolution, the staff diversity (skills, knowledge , gender, 
age...), the simulation tools allow rapid access to reliable information in order to respond to 
the identified socio-economic objectives. Virtual manufacturing allows a strict minimum 
realization of tests and prototypes, a significant reduction in study time and industrialization, 
the value chain simulation, an assessment of the impacts and risks (technological, time limit, 
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cost, human...), the production rise time and the optimization of production and supply 
chains. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

There is a fragmentation of the software used, and this is an obstacle to a more global 
modeling and to the integration between the production systems components (products, 
resources, methods, processes, workshop, factory) in order to predict the performances 
(industrialized product quality, productivity , responsiveness, cost , performance...) of the 
system by taking into account the maximum of views (technical, social, environmental, 
economic, logistic, human...). We also have to develop approaches, methods, generic models 
and tools considering multidisciplinarity as varying modeling levels (micro-meso- macro). 
Incomplete product models associated with the development status of the project, taking 
into account technological characteristics or geometric or technological uncertainties, remain 
to be integrated in representation and simulation tools. 

We are also dealing with scientific obstacles about knowledge formalization and structuring 
(laws, more or less explicit knowledge rules, intermediate states...) and about a proposal of 
coherence indicators, completeness, relevance, robustness and models and results 
uncertainties. Processing tools used for decision-making must be adapted, must take into 
account the propagation of uncertainty in models and must ensure a calculation time 
compatible with the project objectives and maturity. 
 

8.2.5 Develop clean technologies/equipment/processes/facilities using fewer physical 
and/or human resources  

Theme description 

The core of the theme will be to develop more flexible and scalable processes at lower capital 
and operating costs, the research of new design for process and equipment enhancing 
efficiency (energy, material yield, productivity). 

- New equipment and processing resulting in significant increase of productivity, 
allowing new operating windows (P,T,t) not possible with conventional equipment 

- Smaller sized equipment, requiring less material to construct, resulting in lower invest 
plants, easier and faster to develop and adapt to changing requirements. 

- Adapted process modeling and to run such highly productive units with their shorter 
time constants. This is instrumental in enabling the application of the PI technology 

 
Thus, we should address production process in terms of innovative technology. 
(Transformation/reaction part or separation part or whole process, depending on the process 
limitations identified). Note that the project has to deliver demonstration process unit: in this 
objective, project should tackle process controllability, on-line analysis, and it is mandatory to 
confirm eco-efficiency improvement by appropriate evaluations (LCA, Sustainability index,). 
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This core activity will have a high short-term impact in designing future solutions and better 
planning, as well as on process efficiency and economics. The technological eco-system is 
changing and PI has the potential to provide new efficient solutions. One important point is 
to propose retrofit to existing production unit to improve European industry competitiveness 
and also a large part dedicated to industrial demonstrator for innovation. 
 
Socio- economic interest 
 
Life cycle analysis, cradle-to-gate, will be mandatory to measure the impact on resource and 
energy efficiency, coupling with economic comparison with existing solutions. 

- Faster cash conversion cycle (higher NPV), Favorable economics 
- Resource Efficiency Benchmarking 
- High efficiency small scale production 
- Follow the market in capacity and location (flexible) 
- Easier adoption to new technologies 
- New supply chain models possible 
- Robustness 
- Fulfill unmet needs (niches) 

 
Expected improvements are up to 30% in energy efficiency and up to 20% in resource 
efficiency through transformation yield improvement, increase in selectivity and better heat 
management. 
 
Benefits on Capex and Opex are also awaited. Main challenge is to reach sufficient benefits 
for upgrading or retrofit of existing production facilities, allowing short ROI. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 

- Close Knowledge gaps by identifying, developing and implementing novel processes 
allowing the adoption to alternating or cycling energy and feedstock fluctuations 
(basic research). 

- Close Technology gaps by establishing efficient alliances with over different industry 
sectors (development). 

- Technology Integration through cross-sectorial demonstration for selected and key 
applications (High efficiency small scale production) (demonstration) 

- Market Implementation by removing barriers to deployment by addressing the 
complexity of supply chain and valorization. 

 
Addressing potential societal barriers to deployment by gaining public acceptance of 
required infrastructures (commercialization). 
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Focus on new process concepts, from “cathedral” to smaller modular plants, by allowing: 

- Asset light investments 
- Faster cash conversion cycle (higher NPV) 
- Adapt to the market in terms of capacity and location (flexibility) 
- Easier adoption of new technologies 
- New supply chain models feasibility 

 
This will also allow getting a better and improved control over the process yielding a higher 
productivity and selectivity and a new stage in inherent safety through; Lower Investment, 
Less raw material consumption, less energy intensity and Easier to safeguard. 
 
8.2.6 Define indicators to identify and anticipate market 
 
Theme description 
 
If innovation has been regarded for many years as a driving force for the economic growth, 
the procedures for introducing new products and/or services on existing or future markets 
remain an important topic of research, both in terms of industrial practices and of public 
support policies for innovation. We must especially develop systemically efficient analysis 
tools capable to assist decision makers in the direction of their new products and/or services 
development strategy. These tools should take into account not only technical and 
ergonomic data about the potential uses of innovative products but also data concerning 
their integration into the final consumer/clients economic practices (which may themselves 
experience radical changes). 

Socio- economic interest 

We should provide a range of tools in order to assess the potential for product/service 
innovations valorization. These tools should enable innovative companies to better focus 
their development and R & D strategy, at the level of both products and services technical 
design and lead markets anticipation. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

The introduction of new products/services is often sequentially analyzed in a mono-
disciplinary way. Nevertheless it requires a multidisciplinary approach in which engineering 
sciences should benefit from the human and social sciences advances in the sectors of 
collaborative innovation, economic evaluation of innovative products, management and 
development of new business models, etc... There are lots of scientific obstacles, particularly 
at the level of consumers behavior understanding of innovations, the definition of the 
products/services "acceptability" of, the potential enhancement of new consumption values 
(ethical, environmental, societal, etc…). 
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The research avenues for this issue are: 

- The integration of end-users in the early phases of products and services design, both 
in terms of usage and social acceptability, 

- The assessment of the consumers’ willingness to pay for innovative products/services 
considering the existing products and the competitive contexts 

- The consideration of the new consumption dimensions/values due to an increasingly 
"responsible" society. 

8.3 Develop new skills 

8.3.1 Over-specialized skills 

Theme description 

This theme will pay special attention to the consequences of an industrial model relied on 
high-tech niches or enabling technologies with high added value on skill and qualification 
dynamics. Which occupation or job may need to develop in connection with this industrial 
model? Will these jobs be based upon highly specialized knowledge areas or on the contrary 
will they seek areas of extensive knowledge? What degree of stability will those knowledge 
areas have? Will these jobs be located in Europe or will some of them be outsourced 
according to the development dynamics of lead markets and the organization of design 
activities? Will they lead to the emergence of new professional labor groups and to new 
forms of activity organizations in production networks of value-creating knowledge? 

Socio- economic interest 

An industrial model based on local or global development of high-value technologies is likely 
to lead to the development of "technologically intensive" professions, that is to say lending 
on a knowledge base both specialized and rapidly renewed. Now, the risk of obsolescence 
associated with the investment in this form of human capital is important. How to promote 
the investments that are essential to the development of the industrial model while ensuring 
effective prevention of the risks generated by this kind of investment for labor? 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research  

This theme main obstacle is related to the individual and organizational development of an 
ability to relearn. We must better identify the skills obsolescence mechanisms and the 
emerging jobs and occupations which are/will be most heavily exposed to these mechanisms. 
The ageing of the workforce, the over-qualification phenomena, the maintaining of 
precarious low-skilled jobs, the work standardization, all this interfaces with the skills 
obsolescence and the relearning mechanisms. How to promote the development of lifelong 
professional training and the learner work contexts that enhance the ability to relearn? How 
should the skills adaptation costs be shared between the various industrial model 
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stakeholders? How should industrial, labor and employment policies be articulated in order 
to support the ability-to-relearn development? 

8.3.2 Emerging industrial jobs in a service company 

Theme description 

With the economic development of a country, the part of strictly manufacturing jobs in the 
economy continues is steadily diminishing in favor of new service jobs essential to the overall 
growth of a country and its cohesion (education, health, security, justice). This is for instance 
the case in China where emerging jobs towards setting social security and a retirement 
system. This reduction in the part of manufacturing jobs can largely be offset by the 
emergence of service industries generating top jobs that are wealth creators and economic 
growth creators. These new jobs can be connected to design and innovation activities (eg: 
increasing number of these jobs in Singapore, country of a size which does not allow the 
expansion of manufacturing activity), to training and education (eg: development of new 
educational programs), to intergenerational solidarity jobs (health and social activities, 
environmental protection activities) and finally to leisure jobs (tourism, culture). All these 
activities already exist in advanced societies but will now experience changes in the coming 
years because of the use and diffusion of new techniques. 

Socio- economic interest 

One interest is to develop new activities and new trades providing jobs. The societies that 
have managed to greatly expand service activities have a higher level of employment than 
other countries (eg: Northern Europe, United States). 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

Reverse the traditional representation of the economic dynamics and production which 
consists of considering industrial and manufacturing activity as a driving force in the 
development of economy and services. The service activities are the most service-consuming 
sectors (telecom, banking, insurance, health, tourism). 

Consider service activities as a source of innovation and new social features development 
that allow the demand for new goods and industrial activities (eg: The Accor group Formule 1 
hotels required new materials). 

Analyze the conditions of work, innovation and service activities organization  
in order to better understand the conditions for the emergence of new service activities and 
the induced mobilization of industrial activities.  
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8.3.3 New divisions of labor 

Theme description 

The production systems rigidity and the lack of work flexibility in the Taylor industrial age 
have been replaced by new patterns of production generating more workstation rotation and 
flexibility. We are nowadays tending towards multi-skills depending on each job. The working 
man must be smartly adaptable in an advanced manufacturing system which is more 
complex in interaction and processes of innovation and production. 

Market constraints intermingle with commercial and security constraints. There must be a 
better integration of activities and new working schemes. The tasks are both formally 
distributed in the organization of work and they are under constraint negotiation between 
the various players. New forms of work allocation are organized in advanced manufacturing 
systems and suggest that we should question the organizational innovations going with 
technical innovations. 

Socio- economic interest 

A point of a better division of labor according to the role of every player and their ability for 
cooperation is to ensure a more efficient operation of a flexible and adaptable production 
system. The transformation of industrial organizations will have an economic impact on the 
global business performance. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

The industrial production technologies will enable the employee to manage consistently 
innovative projects for home or office on worldwide operational and logistic chains. Several 
avenues of research should be invested with these new forms of work allocation: 

- Shared information systems: made to work together remotely on the same object, but 
also to ensure a continuity and a consistency in each ones  actions; 

- The building of a common language and of references in order to jointly lead the 
product-process-service design; 

- The creation of infrastructure promoting the coordination of the various human and 
technical resources; 

- Cognitive resources need to be developed in work; 
- The organizational structures that create dependency between operators and a 

compartmentalisation of business activities, such as lean manufacturing, should be 
questioned to move towards learning work organizations respecting the 
complementary of skills in performance and innovation. 
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8.3.4 New forms of learning and knowledge transfer, "serious game", lifelong learning, 
work-based training, work-based access to external knowledge 
 
Theme description 
 
As long as mass education was synonymous with economic growth, the social utility of the 
degree was strong, especially in France. The long-term rooting of the crisis is not reducing 
this utility and the 122,000 young people leaving the education system each year without a 
high school diploma are particularly exposed to the danger of precarious jobs. However, if 
graduation remains a minimum guarantee to enter the labor market, the employability 
quality no longer depends on the graduation level and specialty. The provision of additional 
knowledge overflowing preparation for work and related to the singularities of individual 
programs increasingly differentiates between job applicants. Today, the diversification of the 
learning forms and the followed paths does not only hangs on the first years in working life, 
but it also has a determining influence on the configuration of adults professional careers. 
 
Socio-economic interest 

Lifelong training covers several objectives: 

- to help companies facing economic changes by making them more innovative and 
able to position themselves on carrier segments.  

- to help employees to actively monitor technological and organizational evolutions for 
a better control of their career paths.  

- to bridge gaps for people who left the education system prematurely. Without this 
third objective, first two would be counterproductive by keeping a significant part of 
the population away from development. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

There are a lot of lifelong training devices based on complex financial arrangements which 
are not visible enough for companies and employees. This view is shared by the social 
partners and the government that is trying to rectify this situation. In spite of the successive 
reforms there is still a result of studies which has regularly been proved: training calls training 
and those who initially remained distant from training +have very little to show for it. The 
work in education science, psychology and sociology have certainly raised a number of 
uncertainties about school and work learning nature and about the convincing nature of 
alternation, far beyond narrow if not illusory views which make it an unemployment-
eradicating tool. Admittedly, e-training, edutainment tools and digital simulation are allowing 
an easier access to knowledge for people who stand away from traditional areas of 
dissemination, whilst installing the conditions for participatory pedagogy. However, some 
obstacles are far from being removed, especially for some groups whose effort to enter 
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training is higher than for others (for example, women need reorganizing their lives for 
training.) 

8.4 Produce and distribute in supply chains closer to worldwide markets 

8.4.1 Develop business collaborations in a multi-cultural context 

Theme description 

The international context influence on business collaboration is an important and widely 
open issue. In literature dealing with management sciences and more particularly 
multinational companies management and expatriation management, the tendency is to 
highlight the impact of national culture on management. Labor sociologists are rejecting this 
all too deterministic approach. They found out on the ground the low influence of national 
cultures but the great importance of organizational cultures to establish the differences 
between the various productive entities. If there are obvious language problems, there are 
also major differences in ways of producing, thinking hierarchical relationships, considering 
relationships with subcontractors etc...If we want to work on methods for collaboration 
between companies in a multi-cultural context, it is therefore very important to check if the 
national culture is really essential or only the tree that hides the forest. 

Socio- economic interest 

Globalization commands these collaborations in specific contexts around joint productions 
with modes of action inherited from the past. The problems caused by these confrontations 
can be avoided by learning to analyze them differently. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

The diversity of organizational cultures stems from business cultures, professional cultures, 
internal organization and elements of national culture. These dimensions are essential when 
you want to involve collaboration between companies. The various theories described above 
(respective influences of national cultures towards organizational cultures) reflect the need 
and interest to work on the subject. 

It is easy to think the organization through, to suggest that the organizational choices 
produce effects on men at work, on the profitability of industry etc...but it is difficult to have 
them being accepted, given the differences between the professional cultures of engineers 
and social science researchers. Now this is certainly of great importance. There is therefore a 
high interest in producing cooperation which forces us to look differently at organizations 
.The exchange may be centered on the better understanding of the various technical choices 
depending on the context. 
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8.4.2 Design and control of the supply chain 

Theme description 

The management of logistical flows is a growing business as a result of the redistribution of 
production activities and the distribution at all levels: world, continent, region or local. 

If maritime logistics found a powerful streamlining tool through containerization, which has 
greatly benefited to the development of this sector, inland logistics has been relegated 
regarding physics, information or processes. 

- The logistics tools dimensions are not modular and remain heterogeneous. The size 
of a shipping container doesn’t match a European or North American trailer, neither 
the size of wagons, pallets, etc... Unnecessary handling and loss of capacity 
throughout the supply chain are therefore induced. 

- The information is organized according to sectors or relationship, not to logistics 
which is a transversal activity in nature. This leads to a high number of complex 
interfacing that slows the possible synergies and the processes down.      

We should migrate from a business network logics to a logistic services network logics, 
providing the interoperability of logistical organizations on a larger scale through the 
standardization of the physical features (size, gripping...), of communication protocols 
between Information Systems and smart objects (GPS, RFID...) and of logistical processes. 

Socio- economic interest 

The efficiency of supply chains is a major concern for any territory whatsoever to secure its 
own supplies or to attract potential investors. This concern is all the more important given 
that there is significant room for progress in this area. The achievements will then benefit 
both to an increasing competitiveness and to sustainable development, due to the growing 
environmental footprint of the means used. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
The advent of global supply chains consolidates a de facto expansion of supports and 
incompatible logistics tools that needs to be studied in order to identify avenues of 
rationalization and standardization. The understanding of the current solutions and the 
stakeholders’ needs is a preliminary step to their rationalization. The current profusion and 
the compatibility with existing investments in hardware and infrastructure by the various 
players are major obstacles to a scalable harmonization of logistics flows.  
 
However various avenues are open: 
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- A first structuring element of logistics flows comes from the maritime containerisation 
which could now be extended and declined to inland logistics and to various delivery 
scales from the production line to the store shelf or the consumer's home. 

- The rise of the Internet of Things is a remarkable opportunity to structure logistics 
information from worldwide logistics objects and therefore promoting a new 
efficiency. 

- The sequences of events affecting logistics processes (transport operation, 
responsibility change, traceability, etc…) thanks to the Internet of Things lead to the 
development of a new generation of business software (means stock management, 
containing content traceability, value sharing ...). 

- The standardization of the processes associated with storing operations, handling, 
preparation and transport must be sought. 

- The interoperability of logistics operations can help us to rethink the framework of 
storage models (eg centralized vs. distributed) and the implementation of units and 
logistics plans. 

 

8.4.3 Multiscale and geographic business organization 

Theme description 

In some areas, "Producing closer to markets" is a common pattern linked to many factors: 
customs duties, chrono-competition, difficulty of managing the upstream supply chain given 
the inertia related to the lead times of distant units... But the importance of volume 
constraints in the mass production of highly diversified products can lead to the opposite 
trend. There are significant organizational impacts of this multi-scale presence on the parent 
companies (control organization, processing of products to fit the market, use of various 
techniques, change of the required skills in the parent company etc...). 

Socio- economic interest 

This proximity to markets may enable to penetrate previously inaccessible markets. It enables 
to rethink the production organization by taking advantage of specific expertise of each 
institution (matrix organization), to achieve possible economies of scale, to rethink the role of 
various institutions around the world , trying to keep control on added-value or highly skilled 
functions. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
Production closer to markets can be achieved in international network entities. Within this 
framework the particular issue is to know whether this context is not likely to be a hindrance 
to circular economy (consumed resources, repair/recycling...), since the entity controlling the 
network may see no interest in it. The complexity is therefore to choose the multiscale 
geographic organizations.  
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Depth case studies would be a first approach to understand the situations combining 
viewpoints: from the parent company to the range of strategies in several countries at 
different scales. We may also compare several industries or productive sectors. These 
extensive case studies are indeed too rare. It may be particularly interesting to draw a 
comparison between France and Germany in order to understand the differences of action, 
including public players who accompany these movements. 
The results of this approach will certainly be useful for the development of mathematical 
decision-support tools to equip the arbitrations between the alternative organizations. 
 
8.4.4 Produce small quantities being economically profitable 
 
Theme description 
 
Produce at the market enables to provide products in line with local needs, but these local 
needs are naturally low in volumes. The increasing demand for product customization also 
induces the production of small quantities of specific products. In addition, various and 
personalized solutions are to be found in order to meet the product-service global objective. 
 
Yet typically the production system economic viability is often based on the ability to 
produce large volumes. This is the case of highly energy-consuming production systems but 
also of highly automated sectors where the investments in machines require large volumes. 
The concept of mass customization have emerged in recent years and we must resolve the 
conflict between high volumes production and the clients demand for customization. We feel 
that we should go much farther and be able to produce small quantities in an economic and 
controlled manner. 
 
Socio- economic interest 
 
Being able to produce small quantities will therefore develop a production adapted to 
personalized needs in local markets, and this is therefore an obvious success factor. 

Producing closer to local markets can help minimizing the costs of distribution channels. 
Producing closer to customers for BtoB industries becomes a sustainability issue when it 
comes to minimizing the transport impact in global energy balance or the transport safety, 
concerning chemicals for example. This local production can rely on intensive and automated 
processes, as well as on materials from re-processing of locally consumed and recovered 
products, and will therefore be an advantage for companies that face increasing difficulties in 
procuring raw material and energy. Local production will have to be reliable and require little 
intervention thanks to a minimum of maintenance and remote control of the performances. 
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Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

Taking into account this need to know how to produce small quantities both at level of 
production systems and markets is a technological, logistical and economic challenge, which 
needs to be addressed in an integrated and coherent manner. 
These new production systems must respond to objectives of a broad range of products, of 
modular production capacity, of the economic viability of this approach. They should enable 
a rapid step-up from the market test to industrialization. The configuration of products, their 
design, moving from the customer’s idea to the proceeds and the manufacturing processes 
are directly affected by this completely innovative approach. They should enable to improve 
the global life cycle analysis of a product (from cradle to grave) in order to have both an 
economic and societal successful acceptance. 
Being able to produce small quantities leads to new paradigms of the small batch quantities 
manufacture of differentiated products according to the demand either within mini factories 
or directly at the customer’s location (3D printers - decentralized production...). New 
information and communication technologies are widely deployed to provide reactivity, 
exchanges of information, real-time management. The equipment (mechanics, mechanical 
and electronic interfaces, sensors, transportation systems, control, communication networks, 
man-machine interfaces...) as well as the intensified technologies must be developed to 
respond to these objectives. Generic models of production systems incorporating the client 
(manufacturing capabilities, flow of goods, information systems, multi-view models) and 
allowing simulation must also be developed. 

 
8.4.5 Logistics curly circuits 
 
Theme description 
 
Producing closer to the consumer needs in an environmentally friendly way is one way to 
both revitalize territories whilst going towards sustainable development. However, this 
proximity generates fragmented and unidirectional flows that are able to question the virtue 
of the promoted system. We must therefore address the whole range of the consumer’s 
specific needs by often small groups of producers. Without adequate consolidation the 
proximity gain is lost facing the mass logistic systems which effectiveness comes from scale 
gains volumes. Moreover, the lack of local flows consolidation leads to a fragmented product 
line, which reduces in proportion its niche consumer attractiveness, which in turn may limit 
the usefulness of this type of production. 
 
Socio- economic interest 
 
One way to achieve a more sustainable development is to reduce the logistical intensity of 
our supplies by relying on short distribution chains. If we respect the consumers’ needs, these 
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sectors have the potential of both reducing logistical footprint thanks to their geographical 
proximity but they can also boost the territories by taking advantage of their diversity. 
Enhancing this value would lead to a better use of the territories and could be an alternative 
to the expansion of urbanization. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
The development of closed-loop logistics raises many scientific questions on the cutting 
edge of optimization models but also of the games or behavior theory. Mention can be made 
here of those relating to the logistical networks design combining heterogeneous flows, to 
the collaboration among the various stakeholders and to the distributed decision-making. 
 

- The search for logistical efficiency is based on the pooling of both direct and return 
logistics flows. The optimization of such networks shared between heterogeneous 
flow shippers and operators leads to new problems of location of the plant and flow 
allocation. 

- The players’ coordination for an achievement of efficient shared solutions requires the 
implementation of incentive or reward mechanisms ensuring attractive and 
sustainable solutions. 

- Finally a central player coordinating the various stakeholders could limit both 
the existence and spread of such incentive mechanisms organizations such as 
mechanism design able to promote the emergence of the desired systems. This 
coordination should also be studied. 

 
8.4.6 Location of skills 
 
Theme description 
 
Producing closer to the market leads to relocating the possibly needed industrial skills. This 
localization of skills is defined as the presence on a territory of knowledge and know-how 
allowing production on an identified and geographically located market. The localization of 
skills in a given market therefore leads to a territorialisation of knowledge and know-how and 
raises two issues: 

- The excessive specialization in skills in a territory can impoverish their development in 
another territory. The mobility constraints for employees stemming from the need to 
find a job related to the initial training may represent a cost in the management of 
relations between the professional and the private sphere. 

- The specific skills of a particular market might lead to an increased workload for some 
employees who could hardly be replaced because of their unique expertise. 
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Socio-economic interest 
 
The skills availability will enable companies to respond to recruitment policies to meet the 
employment needs in relation to a given market. The skills will be able to grow more by 
interacting between the market needs and the production requirements. The key areas of 
knowledge and know-how in territories could be a source of motivation for the employee 
who may have a job in adequacy with his professional skills. At the same time we should be 
aware of the difficulties that the employees may come across when their skills or knowledge 
become obsolete. How to keep a high level of expertise throughout the working life? 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

If we want to avoid the risks of mobility, health and hyperspecialisation related to the 
location of skills, we should investigate a way to improve training programs according to the 
changing needs knowledge in local markets. How can the training organizations and the 
companies work together for the creation of a training content made to meet local 
production? Is it possible to anticipate the real needs in work organization (number of 
employees, specific career path etc…) to respond to the market needs? How to avoid the risks 
of overwork or addiction to colleagues for some highly skilled professionals in a territory? 
How to avoid the risks of highly specific skills obsolescence when there is such a rapid 
evolution of the market needs in a territory? 

Knowledge of the local context in relation to the skills needs of the working population is 
therefore essential. 

Another avenue of research would be to explore how the location of skills can promote 
business networking and partnership. The companies could therefore have access to a 
pooling of skills. This issue could act as the building of a service-based organization. 

8.5 Produce in an eco-efficient way 

8.5.1 Energy intensity and matter reduction of the productive systems 

Theme description 

The aim is here to encourage the creation of industrial ecosystems in which production and 
energy consumption, raw or secondary material flows and consumption are optimized at a 
local level. For maximum efficiency, all the scales must be taken into account, starting from 
unitary operations and components (reactor, oven, exchanger, dryer, motor...) up to the 
industrial site including the global process and the factory. At all the above scales, energetic 
integration and raw materials and energy savings should be sought. A particularly relevant 
axis is collecting and/or processing fatal heats. Like natural ecosystems, the ambition is for 
each unit to be optimized in symbiosis with the other units at all levels. 
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Socio-economic interest 
 
The competitiveness of industrial sites may be increased by reducing production costs (raw 
materials and energy costs) but also more generally the actions undertaken will open (or 
gain) new markets in the field of energy efficiency (technological products, computer or even 
services), which could and even should lead to the creation of new industries. Such sites 
could appear as an attractor for an eco-responsible industrial neo-development. Moreover 
this approach should lead to new energy businesses ("pinch analysis" expert, energy 
market...). 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
A superior efficiency in energy and matter in industrial sites comes from a better 
understanding of the physical and chemical phenomena implemented in components and/or 
processes, from both stabilized and dynamic modeling, from research into processes of 
breaking up... This also comes from a better management of facilities which involves the 
development of reliable and low cost sensors, actuators and control-command software or 
systems, introducing for example software intelligence in the control of chemical reactors. We 
must also minimize thermal and material losses or, alternatively, to enhance them by a direct 
reuse or after transformation (heat into electricity or mechanical energy for example, by-
products of a factory into raw materials for another one etc...). Furthermore, we should 
develop as widely as possible some energy integration methods for the processes 
design/redesign (exergy analysis, pinch analysis method...) at the level of processes, factories, 
industrial sites and territories. It is therefore necessary to better understand the flow of 
matter and energy at these different levels and to model them for a better optimization (ie. 
Platform project (E) 3 from Alliance ANCRE). The pooling of utilities production (steam /heat, 
compressed-air, H2, refrigeration units...), at the level of a factory or an industrial site is also 
an important way to move forward. This also involves the design and implementation of 
networks and matter and energy storage places. 
 

8.5.2 Eco-design 
 
Theme description 
 
It is widely conventional to calculate the cost of producing a reusable product (domestic 
equipment for example). It is the same with the cost of running or dismantling this product. 
According to the retained spatiotemporal scope, the resource consumption (matter, energy...) 
is not the same. The classic use of the updated balance in the decision-making before 
launching a new product needs to be expanded and coherence between the decisions should 
be better ensured both at business and product user level. In this context, eco-design, green 
supply chain...are approaches to engage in a broader economic perspective completing more 
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classical approaches of modular design, analysis of the costs incurred on the product life 
cycle and Design to Cost. 
 
Socio- economic interest 
 
A better analysis of the "lean manufacturing" problem is necessary to avoid sidestepping the 
comparison of alternatives based on economic criteria. There is a lessening of the difference 
in the views expressed by some criteria (to specify) retained by an equipment producers and 
their users if we go from a logic of possession of the good to the vesting of its benefits. This 
trend has been observed in many sectors and has an impact on the design, sizing, provision 
and maintenance of this equipment "stock" in the same scope of services rendered. It saves 
raw materials and energy, optimizes processes, differentiates products, reduces non-
conformance and compliance risks, enters new markets but also stimulates innovation. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

From a company perspective calculating cost is the sum of a share of research and 
development (R&D) and organization and methods (O&M) departments expenditure related 
to product development, a share of the expenditure linked to production equipment vesting 
and maintenance “in the broad sense", a share of bought or produced components direct 
costs (based on similar conventions), a share of logistics costs and a share of fixed costs. The 
product and its produced components lifecycle and the duration of the use of the required 
equipment have a strong impact on the result. It is possible to focus only on the matters 
variable (direct) cost but far too simplistic. Two approaches are recommended: 

(1 ) To use a modular design lowers the cost of a product thanks to R&D and O&M 
departments spending cuts, a better use of the equipment, but also thanks to an increasing 
volume of modules that are produced and shared by end-use products. The reparability of 
the product is eased by modularity and determines the duration of the product potential use, 
as long as the product doesn’t become commercially obsolete. This obsolescence leads to 
the subjective downgrading of a product which is still able to provide the expected 
deliverables. The design chosen for the product may give the opportunity of a local repair. 
This double widening of the perspective (producer and user) conditioning the scope of the 
resources vision poses many poorly solved methodological problems taking into account the 
time (update, management accounting, replacement lines, CCO ... ) for assessing decisions. 

(2) To develop environmental evaluation methods of the product’s profile, from the cradle to 
the grave, while meeting all the complexity constraints of current approaches, high 
investment costs, lack of experience/references/practices and lack of technical support. The 
development of decision support tools according to LCA results (Life Cycle Analysis) on the 
whole chain is then a key obstacle to which we must respond. It will therefore be possible to 
design a product made to optimize its first life (including maintenance) and to prepare its 
future lives whilst taking into account sustainability (low environmental impact in matter and 
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energy, economic reliability, societal acceptance) throughout life cycles and related 
organization. 
 
8.5.3 Design of efficient recycling production systems  
 
Theme description 
 
The design of efficient recycling production systems raises many optimization and 
management problems. First of all it is necessary to define the performance criteria adapted 
to the recycling context by analyzing environmental, economic, energetic and societal 
indicators. It is then necessary to define a methodology for the design of such systems 
starting from the study of processes and methodologies to be carried out in order to salvage 
the components and the materials/products that can be reused or recycled, through the 
resources definition and allocation (human operators and equipment). It should be done 
taking into account the possible states of end-of-life products whose quality and quantity 
(secondary raw materials field) may vary significantly, technological, economic, environmental 
and societal constraints, but also the uncertainties associated with the dismantling process 
and/or the reuse or recycling processes concerning both these new materials and energy. 
 
Socio- economic interest 
 
The treatment of end-of-life products involves obvious economic challenges (second-hand 
market, noble metals salvage) and environmental ones (recycling of used batteries, electronic 
circuits and plastic shells, valuation of "waste" such as incineration clinkers for hydrogen 
production or CO2 capture etc…). There is also a social issue since the disposal of old 
appliances often involves associations for professional reintegration. 
This theme also concerns production intermediate industries (eg chemistry, bio-refinery etc...) 
where matter and energy recycling is an important issue for the competitiveness of the 
facilities on the national territory. The objective in this case is to develop technologies for 
separating recyclable or reusable products such as water, metals (rare earths), catalysors, high 
added value molecules, but also to concentrate and salvage products with a high level of  
environmental or security risk. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
Design problems of recycling systems are optimization problems that have recently been 
introduced in the literature. Therefore the wording presently known is very simplistic and 
unfortunately does not meet the industrial news. Among other things it does not take into 
account the peculiarities of the dismantling process and the associated hazards. A more 
precise and detailed wording is thus required. This new wording will naturally raise the 
development of combinatorial optimization tools adapted to its effective resolution since the 
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existing academic models and the traditional tools used in the literature are inappropriate. 
These optimization models and methods should be rugged enough to take into account 
a high level of uncertainty due to the quantity, the composition (significant spatiotemporal 
changeability) and the state of the used products and also the risks posed by the hazardous 
and polluting components existing in end-of-life products. We must also be able to adapt 
the production processes to the specificities of these new secondary raw materials. 
The global energy, matter and associated risks balance is an important issue that we must 
master in these recycling and recovery processes: recycling should improve the life cycle 
analysis of a product and/or the competitiveness of a production sector. Assessment 
methods should be shared (and standardized) for an efficient and quantitative choice among 
the proposed solutions. 
 
8.5.4 Partnership and public policy approaches to promoting circular economy 

Theme description 

Public policy can directly contribute to the development of circular economy by promoting 
the implementation of the social, legal and technical infrastructures needed for its 
organization. Public policy can also contribute to the development of a supply following an 
approach of circular economy logic due to its investment and buying economic power. 

One of the key levers available to public policy focuses on regulation systems that may or 
may not encourage and promote the development of a productive organization complying 
with the most stringent recycling and sustainability standards right from the first stages of 
the design, and may also facilitate the integration of economic players in local or global 
networks and ecosystems. The organization in competitiveness clusters has contributed to 
the emergence of an updated local public economic action quite similar to the circular 
economy logic. The limitations of these clusters come from a lack of understanding of this 
logic. 

Finally public action will face necessary internal reforms, especially at local or regional level, in 
particular in consular systems, if they want to promote partnership logics. Public and partly 
state-controlled structures are too often competing instead of operating in a network when 
they come to businesses. They will then further isolate the players rather than stimulate 
partnerships of all kinds (on research issues, transportation, training, housing etc…) between 
the entities that constitute circular economy and are necessary for innovation. 
 
For public action, circular economy requires updated intervention methods consisting of less 
intervention and more regulation, and above all facilitating meetings and relationships 
consistent with the notion of mediation between economic players. 
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Socio- economic interest 
 
Public action for the development of circular economy could have several 
effects: 

- To contribute towards the resilience of local technical and social systems. 
- To facilitate the emergence of new delivery systems 
- To improve significantly the organization of public action 
- To identify the tools for a circular sustainability policy 

 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
Three lines of research can be proposed: 

- On the one hand to develop research in business law about the conditions of 
regulation which may contribute to the emergence of a circular economy or on the 
contrary lead to blockages;  

- On the other hand to analyze taxation conditions for the elaboration of costs suitable 
for circular economy. The way financial and taxation accounts of business activities are 
worked out isolates the companies whereas in circular economy they are only units of 
a global value chain; 

- Finally to develop economic and public management governance procedures 
compatible with the development of circular economy. For example, an in-depth 
analysis of the effectiveness of current forms of business support by the State and 
public authorities would be required if we want to concentrate industrial change 
support policies on the development of circular economy. 

 

8.6 Produce ensuring safety and health at work 
 
8.6.1 Health and safety at work 
 
Theme description 
 
Taking into account the risks, both professional (employees’ health and safety at work) and 
industrial or technological (safety of the production process) is today one of the major 
dimensions of the production systems in various industrial sectors. It responds to an 
increasing societal demand and many regulations have been implemented nationally and 
internationally in order to try to control the risks generated by the production systems: 
machine directives, ATEX, Seveso, Reach etc...This growing legislative dimension not only has 
technical effects (new protection systems, substitutes, automation, wearing of specific 
equipment... ) but also organizational effects: creating new positions (QHSE) , enhancement 
of the representative bodies expertise, changing role of the regulators, integration of civil 
society into the Technical Risk Prevention Plans (PPRTs), public policy changes etc... 
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Socio-economic interest 
 
Occupational accidents and diseases lead to about 45 million working days lost every year. In 
addition, France has more than 500 000 industrial installations subject to declaration, for 
which the issue of industrial risk is a key element. 
The prevention of occupational and industrial risks obviously has a cost but is also an 
investment that partly determines future business success. Indeed investing in safety also 
leads to improved working conditions, the production systems reliability, products quality, 
environmental protection. The companies are also aware that their fame and image are at 
stake when they deal with those issues. 
 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
Improving the production systems safety inevitably involves some research to reduce the 
risks at the source (intrinsically safe processes and products), to develop new protection 
systems, new man-machine interfaces etc... (cf. themes related to new technologies and smart 
production systems). 
However these developments should not be dissociated from the consideration of human 
factors and the diversity of constraints faced by the staff in charge of the production systems. 
This will include studying the influence of factors related to the use of NICTs (work-life 
balance, information overload etc...), to work organization (reorganizations, closures, mergers, 
staff cuts, outsourcing, change of location), to some categories of workers (seniors, migrants, 
precarious workers etc…), to relationships at work, to career perspectives etc... These 
developments should come along with a greater consideration of the organizational methods 
and their impact on safety. This analysis dimension which was hitherto overlooked is yet an 
essential factor as demonstrated by the analysis of the major technological accidents over 
past decades. 
Moreover, in a globalized world including countries where safety regulations are less 
demanding , manufacturers are often torn between maintaining their competitiveness and 
the investment that are necessary to ensure their employees and facilities safety. However, 
here as elsewhere, a direct attack to the health or safety of the employees or people who live 
near the company undermines the acceptability of these industries by the population. Raising 
the global safety level becomes from then on a major issue for the industry. 
Finally, if we want to develop a true safety culture in firms of every size, it will be necessary to 
provide a comprehensive approach covering the whole specter of security from occupational 
hazards to technological risks, and implementing collaborations between partners of 
different nature (industrial type - technical center for example) and different cultures (Social 
Sciences engineering. 
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8.6.2 Precariousness / vulnerability of certain populations 

Theme description 

If the social and geographic origin still prevails as the primary determining factor of the gap 
in the livelihood resources, the economic systems and the institutional mechanisms, and 
more directly globalization are strengthening the risks of precarious situations. This 
precariousness can be defined as a set of difficulties accessing education and employment as 
a guarantee of autonomy, difficulties that are insuperable without external support. Pervasive 
insecurity also generates a general feeling of internalized fragility for both students and 
employees, especially in France. This concern is increasing with the frequency and duration of 
the crisis and does not concern only a minority of social categories. The threat of 
“disaffiliative reversibility" massively compromises the ability to project into the future and in 
that respect it is a break on creativity and innovation, all key development drivers. For most-
at-risk populations, the prevention of vulnerability has therefore emerged as a priority in the 
fight against inequality. 

Socio- economic interest 
 
This prevention aims to stop the increasing disconnect between a skilled and secure 
workforce (in the iconic segments of production and decision) and a precarious and 
pauperized workforce (in degrading working conditions departments). This dichotomy 
generates exclusion and requires less and less tolerated solidarity efforts that are depriving 
society of more diversified and contributory potentials. If we don’t want the search for 
alternatives to be marginal and hardly effective against lobbying for a growth reckless of the 
generated damage, we need to take into account the different timescales and avoid 
producing inequalities. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
Research today is invited to produce avenues leading to go beyond the approaches 
segmented by public (youth, women, seniors, disabled...). Those approaches have been 
confined for long to policies for catching up the effects of discrimination. Works becoming a 
key support in the secure careers theme have however drawn attention to the principle of 
anticipation which used to be more characteristic of educational policies than of 
circumstantial employment policies. The difficulty of ensuring these two axes over long 
timescales is based on various factors such as: 

- The hesitating steps in the decentralization process that distributes only 
partially and sporadically the training and employment responsibilities between the 
State, its decentralized departments and the public authorities. 

- The recruitment policies of the companies that hardly take action at earlier stages on 
the working conditions of vacant positions, especially in the first-level qualifications. 
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- The partitions that do not spare the organization of research and public studies 
in the training, employment and labor fields. 
 

The need to reason in a long time-frame is combined with the need to harmonize bargaining 
topics. The social partners have spent a lot of energy on preparing agreements (hardness, 
PSR, equality, seniors...) that may have had a scatter effect. Their embryonic mobilization 
around the "quality of work life" is an opportunity for research and interventions in 
companies. Now the origins and consequences of labor pain are known, we must go back to 
the best conditions for professional fulfillment. This trend-reversal underlines the need to 
take seriously the discourses and practices around sustainable development. In terms of 
investigations, methodological measures should therefore be taken to address the issue of 
the business "denial of occupational hazards and their impact on the organizations" and to 
focus on the individual aspirations for a sustainable development, both at school and at work. 
The individual and collective forms of commitment and the concern for a work without 
competitive relationships between employees are too deeply hidden areas of focus today to 
oppose social justice and rise in precariousness. Research topics to keep already weakened 
workers in the workforce will have to be supplemented with studies on resource construction 
to fight against some working population vulnerability. 

 
8.6.3 Plant safety  
 
Theme description 
 
Tackling the challenges of sustainable development involves innovation. However, these 
innovations will only be accepted if they do not present any risks themselves. Progress-based 
technologies have been rejected by the public in the past because they were regarded as 
being too risky. Knowledge of the potential dangers of innovation at the earliest possible 
stage presents a major challenge. 
Similarly, the requirements on plant safety and its environmental impact will obviously rise in 
the coming years. This pressure can be either statutory or societal. The national preservation 
of production systems therefore implies a research effort for continuous safety improvement. 
The behavior of new materials (nanomaterials for example) or innovative processes are not 
yet fully known. Likewise some properties or effects could be under better control (eg in 
toxicology: endocrine disruptors and cocktail effect). Research also focuses on risk control at 
a plant or territorial level, especially regarding the resilience of organizations and the human 
And organizational factors. 
 
Socio- economic interest 

Identifying and controlling the environmental hazards and impacts that may result from 
innovation contributes to the competitiveness of a company. By embracing this approach, the 
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company involved reduces the risk of non-acceptance of its innovations by the society, which 
may be detrimental to innovation. This is also a way for the company to stand out from its 
competitors by anticipating the normative and statutory standards and participating in their 
development. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

The research effort focuses on knowledge and on the risk control of emerging or fast-
growing technologies (nanotechnologies, new technologies for producing batteries, new 
usage of hydrogen...). It also focuses on improving the safety of industrial plants (behavior in 
case of major natural disaster, domino effect, resilience of the organizations, human and 
organizational factor, sub-contracting management, weak signals...). 

Undoing scientific obstacles is linked to the knowledge of innovative material properties, the 
control of new processes (bio refineries for example) and the evaluation of organizations, 
particularly in crisis situations. 

Public information and information-sharing with civil society on the emerging risks, as well as 
the society involvement in technical innovation choices are conditions for success. 

8.7 Design features more than products 
 
8.7.1 Revisiting modularity 
 
Theme description 
 
Modularity is crucial for the mass production of diversified products. It continues on the lines 
of the standardization movement and is based on interchangeability of functional 
substitutable components (as distinguished from basic components). It involves defining 
standardized interfaces guaranteeing interchangeability, and leads to defining a platform-
product for the production of a diversified range of products (by combinatorial means). Its 
connection (complementarity vs. substitution) with the delayed differentiation is not always 
clear, especially in a medium or long-term perspective. The modular design attempts to 
"manage" the design of platforms and above all the design of modules. The determination of 
a set of alternative modules and their characteristics is generally empirically treated and 
considered as an "entry" of the modular design. Optimizing this set’s characteristics in a 
medium or long-term economic perspective is a neglected area for a performance 
improvement. The economic impact of modularity on an assembly line capacity and flexibility 
is generally not adequately assessed, as well as its impacts along the upstream supply chain 
(capacity, possible switchover to a stock supply...). Finally, standardizing interfaces is far from 
being well operated: junction components often prove essential to "bind" together different 
sets of alternative modules. This induces a particularly difficult definition of the Master 
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Planning beyond the frozen horizon, and significantly complicates the control of a part of the 
supply chain. 
 
Socio- economic interest 
 
It is usually assumed that the improvement of a supply chain (SC) performance mainly goes 
through changes in the design of the mobilized production and logistic systems, and through 
changes in its management rules. The design strategy (modularity...) plays an insufficiently 
understood role on the production systems capacity, efficiency and flexibility, and on the 
complexity of the SC management. A better economic assessment of these impacts will help 
to improve business industrial strategy and change the geographic area affected by these 
decisions. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
There is an implicit scientific interest of this theme from the above. This research avenue is 
difficult since it is set at the crossroads of marketing that anticipates market trends, the 
design office that must meet market expectations and trends by offering a planned renewal 
of product lines involving the creation or adaptation of a coherent set of platforms and 
alternative modules, and the creation or reuse of specific components. The impact of these 
decisions on downstream (process planning department, adaptation of the production 
system , production, sales and after-sales + remanufacturing / recycling if applicable) requires 
not only a collaboration between these functions but also to develop instrumentations (see 
modular design, standard design for interfaces) reconciling highly different temporalities that 
may challenge both local decision-making logics and some “traditional” approaches and 
instrumentations representing imbricated organizational and technological innovations 
questioning the manufacturers / subcontractors relationships. 
 
8.7.2 Service economy  
 
Theme description 
 
The design of technological solutions is basically a creative activity that meets the customer 
needs. The service economy aims to propose solutions integrating a range of services 
supported by products, in order to satisfy these needs rather than simply providing tangible 
property. Thus capturing the value can be operated by the provision of a service or an 
integrated solution rather than the only sale of a tangible property. This change in the 
capture of the value requires in particular a complete re-think of the economic model 
associated with a new range of solutions. 
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Socio- economic interest 
 
The main interest of changing the capture of tangible property value towards an integrated 
product-service solution is to extend the life-cycle stages. The said solution has therefore a 
significant impact on these stages and the value can be captured. Indeed the provision of an 
integrated solution makes the supplier responsible for the entire life-cycle of the material 
goods that are necessary to achieve this solution. Thanks to this enlargement these solutions 
therefore allow to be placed into a win-win situation to the extent that the customer reaches 
a solution which best fits his needs, and the supplier can better manage the life-cycle of the 
necessary material goods. The supplier will therefore give themselves means of action on 
each life-cycle phase and so more easily address issues related to sustainable development. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
The design of these solutions requires the players to change the usual paradigms by initiating 
their reflections in the functional space instead of the space of technological solutions, in 
order to capture the value created otherwise than by selling tangible property. This paradigm 
shift therefore starts with the need to rethink and/or redesign the business model in order to 
capture the value elsewhere than in the chain. So if we want to help businesses to get 
engaged in this process we must be able to offer them tools and/or methods to design new 
offers in accordance with service economy. 
 
More specifically, the avenues of research are: 

- The development of integrated approaches among the design of the business model, 
the services and related products. 

- The extended integration of the product life-cycle phases when designing the offer. 
- The consideration of new consumption patterns in economic models. 

 
8.7.3 Systems engineering 
 
Theme description 
 
Thanks to its systemic underpinnings as well as the international standardization of its 
business processes, systems engineering is repeatedly cited as a key technology in relation to 
the holistic view of a system life-cycle required by the multidimensional control of technical, 
societal and environmental interactions. It seems that the visionary efforts of few 
practitioners are now ensuring success for the French R&D in this area. However other great 
efforts, including training, should be promptly undertaken if we want to replace the classical 
"linear" vision of a system’s definition, development, deployment and dismantling by the 
"circular" vision required by the consideration of social and environmental dimensions 
beyond the only technological dimension. We should replace the traditional body of systems 
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engineering, efficient when it comes to prescribe a solution in a prescribed context, by a 
system of systems engineering. This would lead to a better master of the complexity to make 
artificial systems as well as natural systems with their own dynamics and objectives 
interoperate together, for a cyclical added value in a context which is in the best case resilient 
to what cannot a priori be prescribed. 
 
Socio-economic interest 
 
The control of complex systems by manufacturers is essential to maintaining and improving 
the positions of French and European industry on large systems world market (transport, 
space, finance, health, energy...), which can be a driving force for SMI / SME / VSE that are 
technology providers at different scale factors of the system that needs to be done. However, 
taking into account technical, societal and environmental multidimensional factors to analyze 
the life-cycle of a potential value added chain is no longer a product of a standards 
compliant engineering "reductionist" approach for each of the players, but at least for some 
contractors a “systemic” approach that needs to be equipped at this level of complexity. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

The scientific interest is even more important given that it is environmentally and societally 
attractive for younger generations and quite technically innovative. 

We finally accepted the paradigm shift of a "sustainable" technological development but its 
implementation requires challenging the existing paradigm and adapting at first its 
equipment before inventing a new one. This is even more true concerning education and 
training since an engineer with this profile is still a student, or even a pupil. 

If we want to go from precepts to processes, the practitioners of the systemic approach and 
its engineering find it pragmatic to rely on the achieved “multi-disciplinary opening” work to 
understand this new paradigm. Especially since this community of "interactions engineering" 
have focused on some "system of systems" properties and their impact on the traditional 
system-engineering process for the past ten years. 

This is almost a blank page, however we should quickly explore some avenues. 

First of all, we should equip the "interdependencies engineering" in order to overcome the 
“reductionist” optimization. Developing one more "local" optimization process will not 
change the paradigm. That said, we must propose engineering based on models which 
enable a measure of this interdependence between objects of different nature and purpose. 
Then we should go back to the natural (biological) basis of the systems approach 
apprehending complexity in a multidisciplinary way whilst seeking "simplexity", that is to say 
intermediate representations (patterns) equipping the engineer on the basis of the Systems 
Sciences.  
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The System of Systems engineering has made a step in this direction, and it must be 
supported by specific programs including training in order to promote set modeling which is 
by definition relational and interactional. 
 

8.8 Invent new collaborative arrangements 

8.8.1 Mobility and communication inside teams and chains of partners 

Theme description 

Mobility is the dominant paradigm in the industry of the future. Mobility affects as well the 
capital, people, technologies, materials, products, investments, knowledge and the productive 
organizations themselves. Following in the steps of Pierre Veltz, this theme reiterates the 
need for a strong foothold in the territory of origin in order to come within the scope of 
globalization. The productive organizations mobility will change the organizations within the 
sending country. The staff mobility will rearrange careers, the technical exchanges with other 
markets or producers will turn over the productive evolutions. 

Mobility is therefore a strong transversal theme that can be found in various issues and 
themes. 

Socio- economic interest 

Mobility is an elusive concept that is often presented as a key issue for the industries of the 
future, but it requires a 'shifting' in the methods of production, labor and control 
organization, as well as design organization (for example: anticipation of the product 
adaptations in the early design to avoid additional costs etc...). We may also consider 
monitoring regulations. Mobility could therefore be a composite object that has to be 
comprehended in a multidisciplinary way if we want to consider everything in each area of 
this business dimension. Case studies could then lead up to guides of good practice 
explaining the different dimensions to remember and the traps to avoid, especially for SMIs. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
Mobility is generally addressed disciplinarily. This elusive object is yet formed of many 
components, be they technical, regulatory, human, organizational etc... SHS have worked on 
this theme in order to explore the way the international mobility of various types of working 
staff is organized, to consider the organizational impacts of productive entities mobility on 
the parent company (creation of new positions in the company, language learning, exchange 
of new production techniques taking into account specific local knowledge which extend the 
production patterns, procedures for control etc...), to comprehend the impact of this mobility 
on the families etc... Yet mobility can also be comprehended in a multidisciplinary way 
especially around themes like mobility and data security, organizational modes chosen to 
facilitate both people and data mobility (via digitized information specific to the company 
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allowing for remote collaboration, via digital configurations of extended 'virtual' workshops). 
In many different fields emphasis is given to the ways of securing data and will therefore help 
not to consider only the necessary tools, but also the impact on mobility and on internal and 
external labor relations. 
We should make comparisons within industrial production according to organizational sizes 
and productive sectors, probably very different because of the different capital mobility 
implied. 
 
8.8.2 Remote working  
 
Theme description 
 
This theme endeavours to explore the repercussions on work due to the development of 
globalized supply chains or a deep renewal of the forms of activity coordination within and 
between companies. The development of information and communications technologies 
(ICT) is an important driver of future developments since those technologies provide 
inexpensive and increasing opportunities for remote working. Remote working can take 
several forms: home-working, mobile work, telecenter work, call-center work. Who will 
choose remote working? What job will be concerned? How could the development of these 
forms of remote working preserve some national sources of employment? How could the 
development of these forms of remote working contribute to the industrial competitiveness 
whilst reducing the social impact of globalization and generating environmental benefits? 
 
Socio-economic interest 
 
Remote working relying on ICTs breaks with the established patterns of the productive 
activity unities of time and place. Thus, ICTs would help changing what characterizes work 
and employment relationships for a large majority of employees: uniqueness of the working 
place, collective working time and schedules, collaborations and exchanges with colleagues, 
direct control of the hierarchy. The example of the organization of call centers yet shows that 
the service relationship can also be conducted remotely in a completely Taylor-type 
organizational framework. How could we take advantage of remote working new 
organizational possibilities initiated by the ICTs without thereby weakening the synergies 
associated with the exchange within the work collectives? 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

The main obstacle of this theme is related to a set of brakes that hinder development of 
remote working innovative forms. An important limitation lies in the employers’ concern to 
maintain control over the work. In France the employment contract outlines a subordinate 
relationship in a given location. In the new network structures that come along with the 
globalization of value chains, the question of who is responsible for the employment contract 
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management is recurrent. ICTs are therefore widely used by employers to strengthen 
oversight thanks to precision instruments for monitoring activity. Another obstacle concerns 
professionalization for remote service relation jobs. Do these jobs require specific skills? 
Where can these skills be acquired? How are they recognized? What is the outlook for these 
jobs? How could they help to strengthen the effectiveness of the industrial model? 

8.9 Improve corporate responsibility 
 
8.9.1 Equip the company for governance 
 
Theme description 
 
The company is a melting pot of economic activity and job creation and in this way has 
always contributed to social, economic and political changes in society. Its legitimacy is now 
questioned because of practices that favor short-term and the sole owners and shareholders 
to the detriment of society. As an example, for nearly 10 years, the world's leading groups 
have spent more money to buy back their shares and distribute dividends than to invest in 
R&D. There is consequently a reduction in the global innovation capacity. In addition citizens 
increasingly see the companies as sources of nuisance preempting resources to their benefit 
to the detriment of society and environment. The development of business lobbying to 
defend their immediate interests only reinforces these feelings of at best prudence and at 
worst defection. From that perspective States tend to legislate urgently imposing new rules 
on companies that can limit their competitiveness. Other business behaviors opening up to a 
democratic governance with society could help reopening projects and developments. 
 
Socio-economic interest 
 
The development of social cohesion in and around business by allowing people to accept 
innovation and change can facilitate the desire for the development and creation of new 
business activities. Moreover business involvement in democratic processes may limit the 
consumers and citizens’ resistance towards them from the time that such involvement 
reinstates business projects in a long-term investment and not just in the financial short term. 
These horizon shifts and changes in practices can contribute to the re-creation of productive 
systems taking into account the benefits of intergenerational activities. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

The development of business democratic governance will require new forms of organization 
which are yet to be studied and designed. As the number of companies open to this form of 
governance is still relatively limited, an international analysis is required. 
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We should analyze the contribution of democratic governance for long-term business 
innovation and performance. 

The development of business democratic governance requires further study of the business 
law conditions, beyond the single company and social law, integrating all aspects of 
productive organization. 

We should also study business location and territorial strategies that promote the social 
acceptance of activities. 

Another avenue could be an analysis of the conditions under which social dialogue can be a 
source of innovation in the design of new forms of production and organization. 
Symmetrically, we could analyze the conditions under which social dialogue is blocking and 
leads companies to be suspicious. 

8.9.2 Facilitate the sharing and dialogue of the players’ ethics on methods and 
changes 

Theme description 

With the advent of the industrial era, more and more human societies have created an 
environment shaped by technique to the point where today technique concerns and affects 
even the most basic everyday activities. Techno-science has been initiated in a moral and 
ethical environment where the human being was dependent on nature and has long been 
associated with demands of humanism concerned with improving human material conditions. 
Yet techno-science is now omnipresent and tends to forget its primary purpose in 
everybody’s eyes to be granted the status of universal value. Thus, it is gradually no longer 
seen as a tool of social well-being but it becomes an end in itself, a necessary and 
indisputable positive order that imposes its own rules and performance indicators. Technique 
is now mainly applied to the improvement of business competitiveness in a globalized socio-
economic environment subjected to an increasingly stiff competition and has become a 
mean to help economic power. Contradiction between technical and social progress is 
increasingly obvious since the moral and ethical players’ behaviors are not often clearly 
related to respect for life and nature. Whilst medical and business ethics are beginning to 
find their own place in university courses, industrial ethics is not yet recognized in Europe as 
a discipline. 

Socio- economic interest 

The history of industry and technical sociology emphasizes the specific responsibility of 
researchers and engineers at a time when techno-science autonomy becomes a concern for 
environment and human life, but also as for its sclerosing impact on the socio-economic 
balance. Various moral and ethical issues are arising for technical and political decision-
makers: who is in a position to impose ends in our techno-scientific society and how to 
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ensure that the technical means will not become ends in themselves? How to assess the 
social usefulness of a technique beyond the simple evaluation of its economic profitability? 
What can be the contribution of science to the development of technical decisions? How to 
encourage and control innovations through which our society adapts its technical means to 
its physical constraints? In a globalized economic environment, where many societies of 
different cultural backgrounds meet, how to train the productive system players in ethics, 
making it into a productive system force and a societal added value? 

 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
Scientific and technical training of the engineer or researcher has generally become free of 
moral and ethical thoughts, leaving the socio-economic players fulfill this role by creating 
"techno-scientific" criteria according to their own economic interests, and secondly "social" 
criteria if the latter seem consistent with economic interests. The avenues of research in the 
field of the players’ ethical behavior can come in a range of various axes thanks to a close link 
between "hard" and "human" sciences. What demand can constitute the engineer or 
researcher’s identity within the modern social and economic fabric? What kind of 
relationships social and economic players should they have with the different forms of power 
and what are the technical power’s limits? When dealing with market ideology and the 
constraints it imposes, what compromise can be accepted by the technician? When dealing 
with his sometimes ambiguous relationship with basic science, how can we consider the 
expert, especially in regards with risk assessment, and which criteria should be used to 
evaluate scientific objectivity? How to assess the relevance of technical innovation and what 
means should be used by society if it wants to control the processes that transform it? Finally, 
how to define and implement socio-economic criteria in a world where techno-scientific 
innovation forms the backbone of industry, by integrating moral and ethical considerations 
into the respect for nature and life? 
 
8.10 Support participatory innovation 
 
8.10.1 Trade and interface dynamics  
 
Theme description 
 
Despite some companies’ technological advance, an increasing number of inventions takes 
place throughout the world, outside these companies. The presence of companies in their 
ecosystem and in innovative clusters therefore becomes a major challenge for gathering new 
opportunities and participating in an open and collaborative innovation. This opening would 
imply a strategic way of using every possible source of ideas for supporting their innovation 
activities. 
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This is a mode of innovation based on collaboration, mutual exchanges according to the law 
of supply and demand and steered by a legal framework. In a co-creation advanced model, 
joint projects can emerge in the form of pre-competitive platforms. However, companies that 
adopt this open innovation model often face many difficulties, notably regarding intellectual 
property, organization, change management and over time knowledge preservation. 
In this open and dynamic collaborative approach it is then important to be able to configure 
the context and the working tools by focusing on flexible peering interfaces that can deal 
with industrial organization, production systems, information systems... 
 
Socio- economic interest 
 
The advent of knowledge economy represents a continuous reconfiguration of the business 
economic model where competitive advantage is no longer linked to productive capacity but 
rather to innovative strength. In this new environment the competition between companies is 
determined by their ability to openly collaborate with their ecosystem and their user 
communities, and their ability to preserve knowledge underlying their economic intelligence 
practices. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
Apart from the difficulties that come along with the management of intellectual property in 
open innovation models, new obstacles aim to be removed if we want to limit costs and 
facilitate relations and exchanges amongst partners of sometimes various sizes because of 
possible dependency relations and power asymmetries (risk of appropriation of the SIs’ rights 
by dominant partners). We should thus consider the following avenues of research: 

- Analysis of new business needs in order to converge on an acceptable form of 
opening (total, hybrid etc…) 

- Analysis of approaches and supports to "open innovation": “free standards”,  
interoperability of organizational processes etc... 

- In the case of a convergence on "free standards", it is important to analyze the 
players’ roles, rights and duties (from the definition up to the change management), 
which will result in improved aspects of the intellectual property. 

- Development from "open source" models to "hybrid" models. The “open source” 
notion is indeed always related to the use of the developed solution that may then be 
only partially "open". 

- New approaches and new tools for the preservation of "open innovation" knowledge. 
- New underlying information systems. 
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8.10.2 Collaborative networking  

Theme description 

The product design and production are now made  in an international environment where all 
industrial organizations are coexisting and constantly changing. Co-contracting or 
subcontracting relationships within the extended company or within the connection main 
contractor / subcontractors may equally concern the engineering, industrialization or 
production phase, up to the dismantling and recycling phase. 

Collaborative networking is still essential in order to support engineering activities in 
synchronous or asynchronous modes, in person or remotely. Networking concerns the 
partnership network between many companies of different sizes (or members of a 
multinational) for producing a good or service. It also focuses on business / research / 
education networks for improving design and production. The collective work involves 
cooperative or collaborative work between several jobs or positions, nearby or remotely, 
mediated by ICTs and meeting during the implementation of short or long term projects. 

Socio- economic – interest 

If we want to strengthen the French industry competitiveness, to remain durably one step 
ahead in the technological, research and innovation differentiation, whilst keeping an 
international opening-up of markets, it is necessary to find another form of balance in 
collaborations in order to promote technological innovation whilst taking advantage of 
collective competence networks. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

Scientific advances in the coming years are expected to raise the limits of the current 
solutions related to ICTs, to collaborative spaces and to the clustering of the companies that 
cannot possibly track the dynamics of changes within industrial organizations. Collective work 
is a resource for business performance provided that technological and organizational means 
can ensure collective rooms for maneuver. These are based on the development of resources 
for collective work and on the collective work for promoting networking. 

Some avenues of research can then include: engineering and collective learning, the location 
and organizational conditions of business collective work with an integration of the individual 
within the group, multimedia networks and the building of a common language, 
remuneration policies and the development of collective work skills, the protection of career 
paths and jobs, the creation of clusters of SMEs and of business partnerships in relation to 
the market and competition. 
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8.10.3 The user’s part in design 

Theme description 

The interest of taking into account the user in the product or process design is already an old 
one. But that does not necessarily mean that it is actually done in the course of a design 
project. 

With an aim of developing participatory innovation, the user’s place is again defined as a 
determining factor for customized innovation (whether manufacturing operator or final 
customer). More specifically, we are moving from the concept of user adapted design to a 
co-design concept. In this regard the user is not only present at the product test phase or 
prototype experimentation. He is also a player in analyzing the situation and proposing 
solutions. 

Socio-economic interest 
 
By involving the user in a more active and integrated way in the design phases, we may think 
that innovation will be closer to the market needs and will avoid a number of economically 
costly design errors. 
A real involvement of consumers in the product design brings a proven interest in these 
products and a rational consideration of the abilities to use them. 
 
Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 
 
A better integration of the user in the product design and technical and organizational 
innovation will induce an “open innovation” design. 
The Scientific obstacle lies in the place given to co-design between designers and users. It 
will be important to develop methods and approaches promoting actual user’s involvement 
at the different stages of the design. Indeed, we do not only need to ask the user's opinion 
and his satisfaction with the product, but the user must really have some part in the 
processing of products and the issues of product-process development. He may therefore 
really take over the changes and integrate his feelings and requirements at the design stage. 
Eventually it is important to develop models of information networks to the benefit of local 
ecosystems connecting means of products design or modification with mutualized 
environments manufactured by the user himself. 
Moreover co-design encourages the merger of engineering sciences and human and social 
sciences. 

 
8.10.4 New methods of applied research, "innovation research", research in SMEs 
 
Theme description 
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Developing business innovation is a strategic priority that has been identified by public 
policies to respond to a situation of unprecedented economic crisis in our society. Thus the 
creation of markets through the introduction of new products and/or services, the 
improvement in the productive efficiency of businesses, be they small or big, the integration 
of new societal and environmental constraints / opportunities, are the major features in 
industrial business strategies. We should therefore support them through the development 
of effective management and policy tools. If the efforts of past decades have mainly focused 
on basic research and the development of generic technologies (micro-nano technology, 
biotechnology etc...) through a multitude of instruments and institutional arrangements 
(huge Framework Programme, incubator, transfer agency, Cluster etc…), it is clear that the 
dissemination , acquisition and use of these technological advances by the vast majority of 
SMEs / SMIs remain highly problematic (even though the creation of competitiveness clusters 
was interesting as an experiment). 
 
Socio- economic - interest 
 
Given the importance of SMEs / SMIs in the French economy in terms of employment, links 
to the local community, production of value , but also regarding the specific innovative 
activities of these companies, we should increase the capacity of our "knowledge economy" 
to transmit - in the sense of "impart knowledge" and not "transfer solutions" - the latest 
technological advances. This transmission appears to be based on the development of an 
applied research that cares for the technical and economic constraints of the industrial fabric 
and the productive sectors. 

Scientific interest, obstacles, avenues of research 

There are three levels of scientific interest: i) the development of effective pro-innovation 
policies throughout the industrial sectors, ii) the development of absorptive capacities of 
applied research in SMEs / SMIs, iii) the search for generic technologies dissemination 
mechanisms in traditional industrial fabrics. The main avenues of research that may emerge 
around issues of applied research and innovation in SMEs are: 

- The implementation of effective interfaces between suppliers of technological 
building blocks and SMEs / SMIs in an approach to coordinated productive sectors. 

- The culture of innovation, from monitoring technology and markets to managing the 
"innovative generation", through new ways of managing human resources. 

- The financing, or even the partnership inter-company cofinancing, of applied research 
and the mutual risk management. 

- The management of weak signals and information, genuine drivers for research. 
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